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 avtoris Sesaxeb:  

                      

giorgi konstantines-Ze yufaraZe ekonomikis saerTaSoriso skolis magistranti; ekonomikis 

bakalavri. warCinebiT daamTavra ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo 

universitetis ekonomikisa da biznesis fakulteti, specialobiT- saerTaSoriso ekonomikuri 

urTierTobebi. aris xuTamde samecniero statiis avtori qarTul da inglisur enebze. 

staJireba gaiara saqarTvelos finansTa saministros finansuri politikis departamentSi-

investiciaTa ormagi dabegvrisa da sagadasaxado sferoSi saerTaSoriso TanamSromlobis 

sakiTxebze. wakiTxuli aqvs moxsenebebi qarTul da inglisur enebze sxvadasxva samecniero 

da studentur konferenciebze: saqarTvelos erovnul bankSi, Tbilisis saxelmwifo 

universitetSi, evropuli kvlevebis institutSi, Savi zRvis saerTaSoriso universitetSi. 

2010 wels ekonomikis dargSi mieniWa ilia WavWavaZis saxelmwifo stipendia.  eweva 

samaswavleblo praqtikas 2005 wlidan zogad da biznes inglisurSi.  

kvlevis sfero:  saerTaSoriso sagadasaxado politika da gardamavali 

ekonomikis mqone qveynebis sagadasaxado sistemebis problemebi. 

E-mail: giorgikuparadze@gmail.com 
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redaqtorisagan 

saqarTveloSi sabazro ekonomikis formirebam bunebrivad moiTxova dasavleTis 

mowinave qveynebis gamocdilebis gaziareba, rac SeuZlebelia maTive 

ekonomikuri politikis Seswavlis gareSe. aRniSnul mizans win xSirad 

enobrivi barieri eRobeba; vgulisxmob aramxolod inglisurenovani 

ekonomikuri literaturis Sinaarsis zogad gagebas, aramed maT qarTul enaze 

gadmocemas, saTanado terminologiis gamoyenebiT. am mimarTulebiT  saswavlo 

saxelmZRvaneloebi TiTqmis ar gagvaCnia; swored am xarvezis Sevsebas isaxavs 

miznad warmodgenili damxare saxelmZRvanelo ,,inglisuri ena saerTaSoriso 

biznesisa da ekonomikisaTvis”. 

saqarTvelo eswrafvis msoflio ekonomikaSi integrirebas, aqtiurad 

monawileobs saerTaSoriso organizaciebis muSaobaSi, savaWro-ekonomikuri 

urTierTobebi damyarebuli aqvs msoflios aTeulobiT qveyanasTan; 

globalizaciis Sedegebi Cvens qveyanazec axdens gavlenas-aRniSnul procesebSi 

ZiriTad sakomunikacio enad inglisuri ena gamoiyeneba, rac kidev erTxel 

aqtualurs xdis am enis profesiulad dauflebis aucileblobas. 

gansakuTrebiT, es exeba saerTaSoriso biznesis sferos, romelic SedarebiT 

naklebadaa aTvisebuli qarTuli firmebis mier. warmodgenili saxelmZRvanelo 

aseve sasargeblo iqneba im pirTaTvis, romelTac miznad aqvT dasaxuli 

TavianTi biznesis saerTaSoriso masStabebze gayvana.   

 aRsaniSnavia, rom analogiuri struqturisa da Sinaarsis inglisuri enis 

saxelmZRvanelo, romelSic uSualo yuradReba saerTaSoriso biznesis 

aspeqtebze aris gadatanili, saqarTveloSi dRemde ar gamocemula. vfiqrob 

warmodgenili naSromi Tavis wvlils Seitans profesiuli, saqmiani inglisuri 

enis Seswavlis saqmeSi. 

                              ekonomikis doqtori, Tsu asocirebuli profesori 

                                                    irina gogoriSvili 
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winasityvaoba 

,,inglisuri ena saerTaSoriso biznesisa da ekonomikisaTvis” gankuTvnilia enis 

Seswavlis im msurvelTaTvis, romlebic ukve floben zogad inglisur enas da 

aqvT survili Seiswavlon profesiuli inglisuri ena. kerZod, saerTaSoriso 

biznesisa da ekonomikis terminologia, yvelaze metad gavrcelebuli sityvebi 

da gamoTqmebi. 

Ddamxmare saxelmZRvanelos mizania –moamzados enis Seswavlis msurveli  

inglisurenovan ekonomikur literaturaze muSaobisaTvis, gamoumuSavos 

ekonomikuri terminologiis qarTul enaze Targmnis  unarCvevebi; 

gamomdinare iqidan, rom specialuri literaturis kiTxva da gageba yvelaze 

ufro srulyofilad asaxavs enis praqtikuli swavlebis arss, 

saxelmZRvaneloSi saswavlo teqstobrivi masala praqtikuli sargeblianobis 

principze dayrdnobiTaa SerCeuli. 

teqstebis SerCevas safuZvlad davudeT ekonomiksis saerTaSoriso aspeqtebis 

logikuri Tanmimdevroba. Aaseve, teqstebis SerCevas safuZlvlad davudeT: 

saswavlo programiT gaTvalisiwinebuli moTxovnilebani, sagnis specifika, 

teqstis SemecnebiTi Rirebuleba, specialuri ekonomikuri literaturisaTvis 

damaxasiaTebeli enobrivi Taviseburebebi, dedaenasTan SepirispirebiT 

dadgenili sirTuleebis gaTvaliswineba, kompleqsuri muSaobis uzrunvelyofa 

da koncentrizmis principebis gamoyenebis SesaZlebloba. 

saswavlo Temebi Semdegi TanmimdevrobiTaa warmodgenili: 

1. ekonomikis arsi 

2. bazari da sabazro meqanizmi  

3. ZiriTadi makroekonomikuri maCveneblebiP 

4. biznesis samarTlebrivi formebi 

5. saerTaSoriso vaWroba 

6. eqsport-importis operaciebi 

7. saerTaSoriso  organizaciebi 

8. multinacionaluri kompaniebi da maTi strategia 

9. saerTaSoriso biznesi da investiciebi 

10. saerTaSoriso dabegvra 
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11. saqonlis  yidva-gayidva da maTi saerTaSoriso samarTlebrivi 

regulireba(gayidvis kontraqtebi) 

12. savaluto kursebi 

13. saerTaSoriso vaWrobis finansuri aspeqtebi (sagadasaxdelo balansi) 

14. saqarTvelos sagareo ekonomikuri urTierToebis Tanamedrove 

tendenciebi 

TiToeuli Tema Sedgeba ramdenime teqstisagan da darTuli savarjiSoebisagan; 

amasTan, ZiriTadi yuradReba gadatanilia qarTulidan inglisur enaze  

Targmnis savarjiSoebsa da leqsikuri xasiaTis davalebebze. 
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UNIT I 

 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 

 
 
The importance of Economics by John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) 
 

―The ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they are right and when they are 

wrong, are more powerful than is commonly understood. Indeed the world is ruled by little else. 

Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual influences are 

usually the slaves of some defunct economists.‖ 

 

 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

Economics is the study of the behavior of human beings in producing, distributing and 

consuming material goods and services in a world of scarce resources. 

The blunt fact is that the total of all of our material wants is beyond the productive capacity of 

all available resources. Hence, absolute material abundance is not a possible outcome. This 

unyielding fact is the basis for our definition of economics: Economics is concerned with the 

efficient utilization or management of limited productive resources for the purpose of attaining 

the maximum satisfaction of human material wants. 

What is Economics? 

 

ECONOMICS AS THE SCIENCE 
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Economics is mainly an academic, not a vocational, subject. Unlike accounting, advertising, 

corporation finance, and marketing, economics is not primarily a how-to-make-money area of 

study. A knowledge of economics will be helpful in running  

business or in managing one‘s personal finances, but this is not primary objective. In 

economics, problems are usually examined from the social, rather than from personnel, point of 

view. The production, exchange and consumption of goods and services are discussed from 

the viewpoint of society as a whole, rather than from the standpoint of one‘s own bankbook. 

Economists use some techniques of analysis; The procedures employed by the economists are 

summarized in figure 1.1. 

Macro and Micro economics 

There are two essentially different levels of analysis at which the economist may drive laws 

concerning economic behavior. The level of macroeconomics is concerned either with the 

economy as a whole or with the basic subdivisions or aggregates such as the government, 

household, and business sectors which make up the economy. In dealing with aggregates, 

macroeconomics is concerned with obtaining an overview, or general outline, of the structure of 

the economy and the relationships among the major aggregates which constitute the economy. 

No attention is given to the specific units which make up the various aggregates. It is not 

surprising, then, to find that macroeconomics entails discussion of such magnitudes as: total 

output, the total level of employment, total income, total expenditure, the general level of prices, 

and so forth, in analyzing various economic problems. In short, macroeconomics examines the 

forest, not the tress. It gives us a bird‘s eyed view of the economy. On the other hand, 

microeconomics is concerned with specific economic units and detailed consideration of the 

behavior of these individuals units. Here we talk in terms of an  individual industry, firm or 

household, and concentrate upon such magnitudes as the output or price of specific product, the 

number of workers employed by a single firm, the revenue or income of a particular firm or 

family, and so forth. In microeconomics we examine the trees, not the forest. Microeconomics is 

useful in achieving a worm‘s–eye view of some very specific component of our economic 

system.  

 Every state tries to achieve economic goals; Economic goals may be briefly listed as follows: 

Economic Growth 

The production of more and better goods and services, or, more simply stated, a higher standard 

of living, is desired. 
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Full Employment 

Suitable jobs should be available for all who are willing and able to work. 

Economic Efficiency 

We want to get the maximum benefits at the minimum cost from the limited productive 

resources which are available. 

Price Level Stability 

Sizable upswings or downswings in the general price level, that is, inflation and deflation, 

should be avoided. 

Economic Freedom 

Business executives, workers, and consumers should enjoy a high degree of freedom in their 

economic activities. 

An Equitable Distribution of Income. 

 No group of citizens should face stark poverty while other citizens enjoy extreme luxury 

Economic Security 

Provision should be made for those who are chronically ill, disabled, handicapped, aged, or 

other wise depended 

Balance Of Trade 

We seek a reasonable balance in our international trade and financial transactions. 

Text B 
 

 
 

 

 

Organizational mechanism of economy we call the economic system. Economies of the world 

differ essentially on two grounds: 

Economic systems 
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The ownership of the means of production and the method by which economic activity is 

coordinated is coordinated and directed. Let us briefly examine the main characteristics of the 

two ―polar‖ types of economic systems. 

Pure capitalism 

Pure, laissez faire, capitalism is characterized by the private ownership of resources and prices 

to coordinate and direct economic activity. In such a system each participant is motivated by his 

or her own self-interests; each economic unit seeks to maximize its income through individual 

decision making. The market system functions as a mechanism which individual decisions and 

preferences are communicated and coordinated. The fact that goods and services are produced 

and recourses are supplied under competitive conditions means there are many independently 

acting buyers and sellers of each product and resources. As a result, economic power is widely 

dispersed. 

Command economy 

The polar alternative to pure capitalism is the command economy, characterized by the public 

ownership of virtually all property resources and collective determination of economic decisions 

through central economic planning. All major decisions concerning the level of resource use, 

the composition and distributing of output and the organization of production are determined by 

a central economic planning board. Business firms are governmentally owned and produce 

according to state directives. The division of output between capital and consumer goods is 

centrally decided as is the allocation of consumer goods among the citizens. Capital goods are 

allocated among industries in terms of central planning board‘s long term priorities. 

Mixed systems 

Real world economies are arranged between the extremes of pure capitalism and the command 

economy. The United States economy leans toward pure capitalism, but with important 

differences. 

The traditional Economy 

Many of the less developed countries of the world have traditional or customary economies. 

Production methods, exchange, and the distribution of income are all sanctioned by custom. 

Technological change and innovation are closely constrained because they clash with tradition 

and threaten the social fabric. Economic activity is secondary to religious and cultural values 

and society‘s desire to perpetuate the status qou. 
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FIGURE 1.1 the relationship between facts, principles and policies in economics 

 

In analyzing problems or aspects of economy, economists may use the inductive method whereby they 

gather, systematically arrange, and generalize upon facts. Alternatively, the deductive method entails the 

development of hypnosis’s which are then tested against facts. Generalizations derived from either method 

of inquiry are useful not only in explaining economic behavior, but also as a basis for formulating economic 

policies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. POLICIES 

Policy economics is concerned with controlling or 

influencing economic behavior or its consequences 

 

 

2. PRINCIPLES OR THEORIES 

Theoretical economics involves generalizing about 

economic behavior 

 

1. FACTS 

Descriptive or empirical economics is concerned with 

gathering the facts relevant to specific problem or aspect 

of the economy and with testing hypnosis’s against the 

facts to validate theories 
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Exercise: 1. try to explain these principles of Economics compare and discuss: 

 

 

How people make decisions 

PRINCIPLE #1 PEOPLE FACE TRADEOFFS 

PRINCIPLE #2 THE COST OF SOMETHING IS WHAT YOU GIVE UP TO GET IT 

 

PRINCIPLE #3 RATIONAL PEOPLE THINK AT THE MARGIN 

PRINCIPLE #4 PEOPLE RESPOND TO INCENTIVES 

 

 

Balance Of Trade savaWro balansi 

Command Economy mbrZanebluri,komanduri ekonomika 

Consume moxmareba 

Distribution ganawileba 

Economic Efficiency ekonomikuri efeqtianoba 

Economic goals  ekonomikuri miznebi 

Economic Growth ekonomikuri zrda 

Economics ekonomiksi 

Full Employment sruli dasaqmeba 

Induction and Deduction induqcia da deduqcia 

Inflation, Deflation inflacia, deflacia 

Macroeconomics , Microeconomics makroekonomika, mikroekonomika 

Market Economy sabazro ekonomika 

Production warmoeba 

Scarcity SezRuduloba 

Ten Principles of Economics by G. Menkiw 

 

Terms to Remember: 
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How people interact 

PRINCIPLE #5 TRADES MAKE EVERYONE BETTER OFF 

PRINCIPLE #6 MARKETS ARE USUALLY A GOOD WAY TO ORGANIZE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 

PRINCIPLE #7 GOVERNMENTS CAN SOMETIMES IMPROVE MARKET OUTCOMES 

How the economy as a whole works 

PRINCIPLE # 8 A COUNTRIES STANDARD OF LIVING DEPENDS ON ITS ABILITY TO PRODUCE GOODS AND 

SERVICES 

PRINCIPLE #9 PRICES RISE WHEN THE GOVERNMENT PRINTS TOO MUCH MONEY 

PRINCIPLE # 10 SOCIETIES FACES A SHORT-RUN TRADEOFF BETWEEN INFLATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT 

2. Try to make you own principles or simply make choice; Economists often disagree which is the base 

principle. 

3. Try to explain the following   sentence from the perspective of economics “Doing the best what we have”” 

4. Try to compose the definitions for the following terms in you own words, first one is done for you: 

Inflation-An upward movement in the average level of prices. 

Deflation...................... 

Production................... 

Distribution................. 

Scarcity.................... 

Economic Efficiency.............. 

5. Translate in to English: 

1. ekonomiksi SezRuduli resursebis racionaluri gamoyenebis sakiTxebs 

swavlobs. 

2. makroekonomika iklevs ekonomikis, rogorc mTelis maxasiaTeblebsa da 

tendenciebs. 

3. mikroekonomika individebsa da firmebs ikvlevs. 

4. sabazro ekonomika sakuTrebis mravlferovan formebs da Tavisufal 

gadawyvetilebebs efuZneba. 

5. ekonomikuri gadawyvetilebebis miRebis procesSi individebi sakuTari 

simdidris maqsimizaciis principiT moqmedeben. 

6. mbrZaneblur ekonomikaSi resursebi centralurad nawildeba.  

7. tradiciul ekonomikaSi teqnologiuli winsvlaSedarebiT 

Senelebulia. 

8. bazari ekonomikuri saqmianobis organizebis kargi saSulebaa. 
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UNIT II 

 

 

 

****** 

 

 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

Today most countries have market economy. In a market economy decisions are made by millions of 

firms and households. Firms decide whom to hire and what to make. Households decide which firms to 

work for and what to buy with their incomes. This firms and households interact in the marketplace, 

where prices and self-interest guide their decisions. 

At first glance, the success of market economies is puzzling. After all, in a market economy no one is 

looking out for economic well-being of society as a whole. Free markets contain many buyers and sellers 

of numerous goods and services, and all of them are interested primarily in their own well-being. Yet, 

despite decentralized decision-making and self-interested decision-makers, market economies have 

proven remarkably successful in organizing economic activity in a way that promotes overall economic 

well-being. 

In his 1776 book an Inquiry Into Nature And Causes Of The Wealth Of Nations
1
, economist Adam 

Smith made the most famous observation  in all of economies: households and firms interacting in 

markets act as if they are guide by an ,,invisible hand‖  that leads them to desirable market outcomes . 

Prices are the instruments with which the invisible hand directs economic activity. Prices reflect both the 

value of goods to society and the cost to society of making the good. Because households and firms look 

at prices when deciding what to buy and sell, they unknowingly take into account the social benefits and  

                                                             
1gamokvleva xalxTa simdidris bunebisa da mizezebis Sesaxeb, 1776 weli 

MARKETS ARE USUALLY A GOOD WAY 

TO ORGANIZE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 

 

 

Market and Market Participants 
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Costs of their actions. As a result , prices guides these individual decision makers to reach outcomes, 

that, in many cases, maximizes  the welfare of society as a whole. 

                                                 Text B 

 

 

 

Individual consumers, business firms, and government agencies participate in the market in order to 

achieve specific goals. Consumers strive to maximize their own happiness by purchasing the most 

satisfying bundle of goods and services with their available incomes. Businesses try to maximize profits 

by using the most efficient combination of recourses to produce the most profitable products. 

Government agencies are supported to maximize the general welfare  by using available recourses to 

produce desired public goods and services and redistribute incomes. Foreigners pursue these same goals, 

as consumers, producers, or governmental agencies. 

The desire of all market participant to maximize something-profits, private satisfaction, or social 

welfare-is not their only common trait. Another element common to all participants is their limited 

resources, you and I cannot buy everything we desire, we simply don‘t have enough income. As a 

consequence, we must make choices among  available  products, always hoping to get the most 

satisfaction for new dollars we have to spend. Likewise, business firms and government agencies must 

decide how best to use their limited recourses to maximize profits or public welfare. This is scarcity 

problem that is central to all economic decisions. 

Our economic interactions with others are thus necessitated by two constants: 

 Our inability as individuals to produce all things we desire 

 The limited amount of time, energy, and resources we possess for processing  those things we 

could make ourselves 

As we already defined in UNIT I the economy is a mechanism that allocates scarce recourses 

among competing users. To understand how economy achieves its objectives, we must identify  

Market participants 
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its main components and then study the way in which these components interact with each 

other. Figure 2.1 shows a picture of the economy. It contains two types of components: 

DECISION MAKERS 

MARKETS 

A picture of the Economy 

 

 

 

Goods and services Goods Labor, Land, capital 
                                                                           And 
                                                                        Services 
 

 

Taxes 

 

 

 Wages, Rent 
 Expenditure on                                 Taxes                       Interests, profit 

                                  Goods and  

                                      Services 

 Goods 
                                                                          And 
                                                                           Services 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.  A Picture of the Economy 

 

Households 

Firms 

GOVERNMENTS Goods 

Market 

Factor 

Markets 
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Households, firms, and governments make economic decisions. Households decide how much of their labor, 

land, and capital to supply in exchange for wages, rent, interest, and profits. They also decide how much of 

their income to spend on the various types of goods and services available. Firms decide  

 

How much labor, land, and capital to ire and how much of various types of goods and services to produce. 

Governments decide which goods and services they will provide and taxes those households and firms will pay. 

These decisions by householders, firms, and governments are coordinated in markets-the goods markets and 

factor markets. In these markets, prices constantly adjust to keep buying and selling plans consistent. 

 

DECISION MAKERS 

A household is any group of people living together as decision-making unit. Every individual in the 

economy belongs to household.  

A firm is an organization that uses resources to produce goods and services. All producers are called 

firms, no matter how big they are or what they produce. 

A government is an organization that provides goods and services and distributes income and wealth. 

The most important of the services provided by government is a framework of laws and mechanism for 

their enforcement (courts and police forces). But governments also provide such services as national 

defense, public health, transportation, and education. 

MARKETS 

There are two main kinds of markets: goods markets and factor markets. Goods markets are those in 

which goods and services are bought and sold. Factor markets are those in which factors of production 

are bought and sold. 

Factors of production are the economy‘s productive resources. They are classified under three headings: 

labor, land capital; 

Labor is the brain-power of human beings; land includes natural resources of all kinds, capitalism all 

equipment, buildings, tools and other manufactured goods that can be used in production. Linkages 

between markets and decision makers are illustrated on figure 2.1. 
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TEXT C 

 

 

                                     

The two sides of each market transactions are called supply and demand. We are supplying resources to 

the market when we look for a job-that, we offer our labor in exchange for income. But we are 

demanding goods when we shop in a supermarket-that is, when we are prepared to offer dollars in 

exchange of something to eat. Business firms may supply goods and services in product markets at the 

same time that they are demanding factors of production in factor markets. 

Supply the ability and willingness to sell (produce) specific quantities of a good at alternative prices in a 

given time period. 

Demand the ability and willingness to buy specific quantities of a good at alternative prices in given 

period. 

The quantity demanded of a good or services is the amount that consumers plan to buy in a given period 

of time at a particular price. Demand reflects a decision about which wants to satisfy. If you demand 

something, then you have made a plan to buy it. 

The quantity demanded is not necessarily the same amount as quantity actually bought. Sometimes the 

quantity demanded is greater than the amount of goods available, so the quantity bought is less than the 

quantity demanded. 

The law of demand states that: 

Other things being equal, the higher the price of aged, the lower is the quantity demanded.   

The quantity supplied of a good is amount that producers plan to sell in a given period of time at a 

particular price. However, the quantity supplied is not necessarily the same as the quantity actually 

sold.if consumers do want to buy the quantity a firm plans to sell the firms sales plans will be frustrated. 

The law of supply states: 

Other things being equal, the higher the price of a good, the greater is the quantity supplied. 

Supply, Demand and Market Price 
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On market prices are determined by interactions of supply and demand. The equilibrium price is the 

price at which the quantity demanded equals the quantity supplied. The equilibrium quantity is the 

quantity bought and sold at the equilibrium price. Figure 2.2 

Figure 2.2 
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Additional material: 

 

 

 

 

       ADAM SMITH 

 

 

                                              

 

 

Adam smith, born in 1723 in Kircadly, a 

small fishing town near Edinburgh, 

Scotland ,and only child of the town‘s 

customs officer(who died before his son 
was born), was a giant of scholar who made extraordinary contributions in ethics and jurisprudence as 

well as economics. 

His first academic appointment, at age 28, was as professor of logic at the University of Glasgow. He 

subsequently became tutor to a wealthy Scottish duke whom he accompanied on two-year European 

grand tour, following which he received  pension of 300 £ year-ten times the average income at that 
time. 

With the financial security of his pension, smith devoted ten years to writing the treaties that founded 

economic science, An inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations, which was published to 
great acclaim in 1776. 

Many had written on economic issues before Adam smith, but it was he who made economics a science. 
His account what was then kwon was so board and authoritative that no subsequent writer on economics 

could advice his own ideas while ignoring the state of general knowledge. 

 

The Wealth of Nations 

 

Great Economists 
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Surplus siWarbe (miwodebis metoba moTxovnaze) 

Shortage deficiti(moTxovnis metoba 

miwodebaze) 

Firm firma (mewarmeobis organizaciuli 

formis zogadi saxelwodeba) 

Household saojaxo meurneoba 

Goods And Services saqoneli da momsaxureba 

Economic Well-Being ekonomikuri keTildReoba 

Invisible Hand uxilavi xeli (gamoiyena adam smitma 

bazris funqcionirebis meqanizmis 

aRsawerad) 

Value Rirebuleba 

Goverment Agencies samTavrobo saagentoebi 

(saxelmwifo organizaciebi) 

Profit mogeba 

The law of demand moTxovnis kanoni 

Goods Markets sasaqonlo bazrebi 

Factor markets warmoebis faqtorTa bazrebi 

The law of supply miwodebis kanoni 

Supply miwodeba 

Demand moTxovna 

Other Things Being Equal sxva Tanabar pirobebSi (ekonomiksSi 

miRebuli daSveba, romelic mxolod 

Terms to Remember: 
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Exercise 1.  

Try to compose the definitions for the following terms in your own words, first one is done for you:  (you may 

use a good dictionary, for example Black John, A dictionary of economics, Oxford University Press, 1997.  Longman 

Dictionary of Business English 2001, Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, A. S. Hornby. Oxford: Oxford 

University press, 1980)  

 

Land-Natural resources of all kinds. 

Capital………….. 

Value………………… 

Profit……………………. 

Economic Well being………………………. 

Exercise 2.  

In groups discuss the following question: 

How do different economic systems solve the problem of scarcity? Give specific examples. 

Exercise 3. 

Translate into English: 

1. sabazro ekonomika aTasobiT individisa da firmis Tavisufal 

gadawyvetilebebs efuZneba. 

2. fasi bazarze moTxovna-miwodebis urTierTqmedebis  meSveobiT yalibdeba. 

3. sabazro meqanizmis aRsawerad adam smitma termini_  ,,uxilavi xeli” 

gamoiyena. 

4. uxilav xels sakuTari interesebis mixedviT moqmedi erTeulebi 

optimalur saerTo Sedegamde miyavs. 

5. Bbazarze Cveulebriv individualuri momxareblebi, firmebi da 

saxelmwifo organizaciebi urTierTqmedeben. 

6. firmebis  mTavari mizani maqsimaluri mogebis miRebaa. 

erTi faqtoris cvalebadobas uSvebs) 

Equilibrium Price wonasworuli fasi 

Labor, Land and Capital Mmiwa, Sroma da kapitali 
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7. resursebis SezRudulobis problema yvela ekonomikur gadawyvetilebaSi 

mTavar rols TamaSobs. 

8. sxvadasxva ekonomikuri erTeulebi erTmaneTTan faqtorTa da sasaqonlo 

bazrebis meSveobiT urTierTqmedeben. 

9. wonasworuli fasis dros moTxovna miwodebas utoldeba. 

10. moTxovnisa da miwodebis kanonebi gulisxmoben daSvebas_ sxva Tanabar 

pirobebSi. 

Exercise 4. Analyze and study typical structure of Business letter: 

 

 

Look at the different elements of the letter requesting a service: 

The body of a letter requesting a service generally has four parts: 

Part                                             content                                                         Example 

Opening                             tell why are writing                            

 

 

 

Focus                      give details about you request   

 

 

 

Actions             give a time frame  

 

 

Closing   thank the reader and mention  

                    Future communication 

See the letter below  

Practical English in Business: Model letter writing 

                                                                                                                                  

In our telephone conversation, we                                                                                            

discussed plans to conduct our training seminar 

at your conference center…………. 

The dates of the seminar are March 20th and 

21st. the hours are 1:00P.M. To 6:00 P.M on the 

20th and 9:00 P.M to 3:00 P.M on the 21st. 

twenty people will be attending. We will need a 

total of four rooms: one large room and three 

smaller break-out rooms… 

Could you fax or e-mail me you cost projections 

by January 31st? I will give you final confirmation 

of our reservation by close-of-business on the 

31st 

I want to think for your help in planning pr 

seminar. I look forward to meeting you next 

week………… 
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LTD,, Georgian Company” 

10 Rustaveli AV, IMERETI 

 

                                                                                                                                  TEL: (+9958231)54689  

                                                                                                                                 FAX: (+9958231)54589 

January 17, 20.. 
Giorgi  Muxigulishvili 
Conference Center  
Marjanisvili # X 
Tbilisi 
 

 Dear MR. Giorgi: 

In our telephone conversation yesterday, we discussed plans to conduct our training seminar at 

you conference center. I would like to confirm those plans. 

The dates of the seminar are March 20th and 21st. the hours are 1:00P.M. to 6:00 P.M on the 

20th and 9:00 P.M to 3:00 P.M on the 21th. Twenty people will be attending. We will need a 

total of four rooms: one large room and three smaller break-out rooms. 

As we discussed, we will need a microphone and speakers in the large room as well as a 

computer projection system. In each break-out room, we will need five tables, and a monitor 

and VCR. 

   On March 20th, we will have catered lunch. I would appreciate your faxing me the menu 

choice as soon as possible, but no later than Friday, February 4th. 

I would also appreciate receiving the project costs for our two-day meeting. You do not need to 

include the lunch catering costs this time. Could you fax or e-mail me you cost projections by 

January 31st? I will give you final confirmation of our reservation by close-of-business on the 

31
st

. 

I want to think for your help in planning pr seminar. I look forward to eating you next week 

when I come to look over your facilities. 

Best wishes 

Ann Dvali 

Special projects Officer 

,,Georgian Company”  
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Practice 1. Write O if the sentence is for the opening, F for focus, a for action, or C for closing: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Note:           the expression close-of-business usually means 5:00(OR 6:00) P.M. since most businesses 

are open from 9:0 A.M to 5:00 P.M. In informal correspondence, you can use the abbreviation COB. (I 

will fax this report by COB tomorrow).  

 

 

 

 

 

1…………..I look forward to your response. 
2. ………… We expect 20participents. 
3……………Please call me to confirm the rooms by next details that we discussed. 

5……………We are holding our annual meeting and I would like to get information 
about you facilities. 
6…………… I will get back to you By COB April with names of the participants. 
7…………… I look forward to your phone call. 
8…...........In addition to meeting rooms, we will reserve five guest rooms. 

9……………We now need chairs and tables for 35 attendees. 
10…………I would like to confirm the information that we discussed on the phone 
today. 
11………..We look forward to meeting with you. 
12………..Are you available to meet on Thursday at 3:00? 
 

13…………I would like you to confirm the menu by the end of the week. 
14…………I await your confirmation. 
15…………We will need a buffet lunch for Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. 
16. ……….I would to receive information about your conference facilities. 
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 UNIT III 

 

  

                                                                ****** 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

Text A 

 

 

 

Inflation is upward movement in the average level of prices. Its opposite is deflation, a downward 

movement in the average level of prices. The boundary between inflation and deflation is price 

stability. Price stability occurs when the average level of prices is moving neither up nor down. The 

average level of prices is measured by a price index. A price index measures the average level of prices 

in one period as a percentage of their average level in an earlier period called the base period. 

When inflation is present, money is losing value. The value of money is the amount of goods and 

services that can be bought with the given amount of money. When economy experiences inflation, the 

value of money falls-you cannot buy as many groceries with 50 Gel this year as you could last year. The 

rate at which the value of money falls is equal to the inflation rate. When the inflation rate is high, as it 

was in 1993, money loses its value at a rapid pace. When inflation is low as it was in 1998, the value of 

money falls slowly. 

Inflation is a phenomenon that all countries experience. But inflation rates vary from one country to 

another. When inflation rates differ over a prolonged period of time, the result is a change in the 

foreign exchange value of money. A foreign exchange rate is the rate at which one countries money (or 

currency) exchanges for countries money.  

Main Economic Indicators 

 

 

INFLATION 
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Text B 
 

 
 

 

 

At many times in the history of states, unemployment has been a serious problem. For example, in the 

recession of 1991, almost 9 million people were seeking jobs in USA. What exactly is unemployment? 

How is it measured? How has its rates fluctuate? What is full employment? What are the costs of 

unemployment?  It is the most common questions for economists. 

Unemployment is a state in which there are qualified workers who are available for work at the current 

wage rate and who do not have jobs- the unemployed-plus the total number of people who do have 

jobs-the employed- is called the labor force. The unemployment rate is the number of people 

unemployed expressed as a percentage of the labor force. 

Unemployment is measured in The United States every month. The bureau of labor statistics in the US 

department of labor calculates the monthly unemployment figures and publishes them in Employment 

and Earnings. These employment figures are bases on a survey of households called the current 

population survey. In Georgia unemployment is calculated by State Department of Statistics and data 

is published in Statistical Year Book of Georgia. 

To be counted as unemployed in the current population survey, a person must be available for work 

and must be in one on three categories: 

 Without wok, but has made specific efforts to find a job within the previous four weeks 

 Waiting to be called back to a job from which he or she has been  laid off 

 Waiting to start a new job within 30 day 

Anyone surveyed whose satisfies one of three criteria is counted as unemployed. Part time workers are 

counted was being employed. 

The three types of unemployment are2: 

                                                             
2 Look it up in the economic dictionary what does each term stands for, try to understand its economic meaning 

UNEMPLOYMENT 
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 Frictional  

 structural  

 cyclical 

At any given time, there are people looking for work and firms looking for people to employ-

unemployed people and job vacancies. Full employment is a state in which the number of people 

looking for a job equals the number of job vacancies.  There is always some unemployment, even at full 

employment. 

The unemployment rate at full employment is called the natural rate of unemployment. The natural 

rate of unemployment fluctuates because of fluctuations in frictional and structural unemployment. 

But there is controversy about the magnitude of the natural unemployment rate. Some economists 

believe that natural rate of unemployment in the United States is between 5 and 6 percent of the labor 

force. Other economists believe not only that the natural rate of unemployment varies, but that it can 

be quite high, especially at times when demographic and technological factors point to high frictional 

and structural unemployment rate. 

Text c 
 

 
 

 

, A COUNTRIES STANDARD OF LIVING DEPENDS ON ITS ABILITY TO PRODUCE GOODS AND SERVICES” 

G. Menkiw 

The value of all the final goods and services produced in the economy in a year is called gross domestic 

product, or GDP. Final goods and services are goods and services that are not used as inputs in the 

production of other goods and services but are bought by their final users. Such goods and services 

include consumption goods and services and also new durable goods. Examples of final goods are cans 

of soda and cars. Examples of final services are automobile insurance and haircuts. 

When we measure gross domestic product, we do not include the value of intermediate goods and 

services produced. If we did, we would be counting the same things more than once. When someone 

buys a new car from the Chrysler dealer, that is final transaction and the value of the car is counted as 

Gross National Product and 

Gross Domestic product 
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part of GDP. But we must also count as part of GDP the amount the dealer paid to Chrysler to all its 

suppliers for the car’s various parts. 

Economists distinguish Gross National Product and Gross Domestic Product: 

Gross Domestic Product- the value of all final good and services produced in the economy in a year. 

Gross National Product -the total value of output owned by residents of the country. 

If we want to measure GDP, we somehow have to add together all final goods and services produced. 

Obviously, we can’t achieve a useful measure by simply adding together the number of cars, 

newspapers, kilowatts of electronic power, haircuts and automobile insurance policies. To determine 

GDP, we first calculate the dollar value of output of each final good or service. This calculation simply 

involves multiplying the quantity produced of each final good and services by its price. That is, we 

measure the output in the amount of dollars. 

 

Text D 
 

 

 

 

In today’s word, no country is totally self-sufficient. Not even the most productive economy can 

function in complete isolation from the rest of the world. For most countries, this means dealing with 

others whose economies are different from their own. 

A closed economy is one that has no links with any other economy. The only closed economy is that of 

the entire world.  Most market economies are open economies, an economy that has economic links 

with other economies. 

The economic links between the national economy and the rest of the world are illustrated in figure 

3.1. Firms in the open economy sell some of their production to the rest of the world. These sales are 

countries exports of goods and services. Also, firms, households, and governments in the country buy 

goods and services from firms in other countries. These purchases are countries imports of goods and 

services. Both types of transaction take place in world goods markets are illustrated in the figure. 

The Global Economy 
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Figure 3.1 

INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES OF THE COUNTRY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The total values of exports and imports are not necessarily equal to each other. When the 

states exports exceed the states imports, we have surplus. When countries exports imports we have 

deficit. A country with surplus lends to the rest of the world, and a country with a deficit lends to the 

rest of the world, and a country with deficit borrows from the rest of the world. These international 

lending and borrowing transactions take place in the world financial markets and are also illustrated in 

fig. 1.2. 

During the 1980s, the global economy became a highly integrated mechanism for allocating 

scarce resources and deciding what will be produced, how it will be produced, and for whom it will be 

produced. It is also a mechanism deciding where the various goods and services will be produced and 

consumed. 
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Rest of the 

world 

World goods Market World financial markets 

Imports of goods and services 

Exports of goods and 

services 

International 
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International debt 
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Additional material: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When John Maynard Keynes (18883-1946) of Cambridge, England, published his General Theory of 

Employment, Interest, And Money in 1936, he set off a revolution. The centerpieces of Keynes’s theory 

of employment and income were the consumption function and the multiplier. Like all intellectual 

revolutions, this one was rejected by older generation and embraced eagerly by the young. Many of 

Keynes’s young adherents were in Cambridge, England (among them Joan Robinson), but many were in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

Keynes was one of the chief architects of the international Monetary Fund and visited the 

United States to finalize the arrangements for world’s new monetary order as the World War II was 

ending. He used the occasion to drop in on the Keynesians of Cambridge, Massachusetts. Asked on his 

return to England what he thought of his American dispels, he reported that they were far more 

Keynesian Then he! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Great Economists 

John Maynard Keynes: A Macroeconomic 

Revolutionary 
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Average level of prices Ffasebis saSualo done 

Base period sabaziso periodi 

Economic links Eekonomikuri kavSirebi 

Export eqsporti 

Final goods saboloo produqti 

Foreign exchange  valutis gacvlis kursi 

Gross domestic product mTliani Sida produqti 

Gross national product mTliani erovnuli produqti 

Import importi 

Inflation rate inflaciis done 

Intermediate goods Sualeduri produqti 

Price index fasebis indeqsi 

Price stability fasebis stabiluroba 

Recession recesia 

The natural rate of unemployment umuSevrobis bunebrivi done 

Unemployment umuSevroba 

Value of money fulis Rirebuleba 

Terms to Remember: 
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Exercise 1.  

 In each set of words, cross out the word that does not have a similar meaning to the first.  

1. allocate           assign                       attract                                 set aside 

2. consumption  manufacture          purchase                             use 

                          of items                  of items                               of items 

                          

3. scarcity           gap                           lack                                       terror 

4. minimize        cancel                    discount                                 reduce 

5. stimulate        arouse                   criticize                                  encourage 

6. optimize         make efficient      make necessary                   make useful 

7. fundamental basic                       essential                               secondary 

Exercise.2    

 Translate into English: 

1. inflacia mravali qveynis ekonomikis problemaa. igi uaryofiT 

gavlenas axdens ekonomikis funqcionirebaze. 

2. inflaciis done izomeba fasebis indeqsebis saSualebiT. 

3. umuSevrobis done cvalebadobs sxvadasxva periodebis mixedviT, 

rac ZiriTadad ekonomikis aRmavlobas an recesias ukavSirdeba. 

4. samuSao Zala qveynis masStabiT Sedgeba kvalificiuri da 

arakvalificiuri samuSao Zalisagan. 

5. amerikis SeerTebul StatebSi umuSveroba yovelTviurad 

aRiricxeba. 

6. umuSevrobis bunebrivi done yvela sabazro ekonomikis 

damaxasiaTebeli Tvisebaa. 

7. sruli dasaqmebis dros realuri mTliani Sida produqti 

potenciur mTlian Sida produqts utoldeba. 

8. mTliani Sida produqti qveynis farglebSi warmoebuli 

produqciisa da momsaxurebis sabazro Rirebulebis jamia. 

9. mTliani Sida produqti ar aris keTildReobis idealuri sazomi, 

Tumca igi sakmarisad metyvelebs qveynaSi arsebul cxovrebis 

doneze. 

10. globalur ekonomikaSi eqsport-importis nakadebi naklebad  aris 

dabalansebuli. 
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Exercise 3. Analyze and study typical structure of Business letter: 

 

 

look at the different  elements of the letter confirming  a service 

The body of a letter confirming a service generally has four parts: 

Part                                 Content                                                                 Example 

Opening         Tell why you are writing                 

 

 

Focus             Restate the client‘s  needs  

                                   completely  

 

 

Action         Discuss problems, if any  

 

 

Closing      Thank the reader   

 

 

 

See the letter below  

Practical English in Business: Model letter writing 

This letter will confirm our subsequent telephone 

call discussing plans for you meeting...... 

 

We understand your company would like to reserve 

our conference facilities march 15 and 16... .. 

 

On March 20, we will provide a buffet lunch. The 

menu choices were faxed to you last Friday. 

Please tell us your menu selection one week 

before the conference.... 

 
I appreciate having the opportunity to plan your 

meeting.... 
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Conference center 

Tbilisi, Rustaveli st. # x 

                                                                                                                              TEL: (+995725)789456 

  February 4, 20..                                                                                                  FAX:  (+995725)789456       

   Ms. Ann Dvali 

   Special projects Officer 

    ,,Georgian Company”  

Dear Ms. Ann 

Thank you for your January 17 letter expressing interest in Conference Center. This letter will confirm our 
subsequent telephone call discussing plans for you meeting. 

We understand your company would like to reserve our conference facilities March 20. Eighty people will 
attend your meeting. You will need a total of four rooms: one large room and three smaller break out rooms. 

As you requested, we will provide a microphone and speakers in the large room, as well as computer 
projection system. We understand that you are bringing your own computer. We need to know the 
computer’s model and operating system. Please provide us this information for four weeks before the start of 
the conference. 

In each break-out room, we will provide five tables and monitor and VCR. Please let us know whether you 
want 6 rectangular tables or 4 round tables. This request can be submitted one week before the conference. 

On March 20, we will provide a buffet lunch. The menu choices were faxed to you last Friday. Please tell us 
your menu selections one week before the conference. 

As you requested, I faxed the projected costs last week. After you decide on the required equipment and the 
type on lunch, we can finalize the cost estimate. 

I appreciate having the opportunity to plan your meeting. We look forward showing you our facility when you 
visit this week. 

Sincerely, 

Giorgi Muxiglishvili 

Conference center manager 
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Letter practice 2. 

In each question, two of the sentences are appropriate to use in a letter confirming a service. Circle 

the letters of the two sentences. 

1. opening 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Focus 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Action 

 

 

 

 

4. Closing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. we are pleased to confirm the plans for your conference, March 20 

b. Did you need a place for your meeting 

c. I am confirming the arrangements for your company’s reception on 

may 11. 

 

a. as you said on the phone, you will need one room that can be made 

larger or smaller 

b. as you outlined in your fax, we can provide six large rooms equipped 

with microphones and speakers 

c. I know you need many different services for you meeting. 

 

a. Please let us know a week before your conference begins whether 

you will need a technicians’ assistance. 

b. Our meeting rooms are very large. 

c. We will fax price estimates to you today. 

 

a. We thank you for this opportunity to serve you. 
b. I will fax the estimates tomorrow. 
c. We are happy that you have chosen conference center as your event 

planner. 
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UNIT IV 

 

 

 

****** 

 

 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

Choosing the legal form under which a business will operate used to be one of the more 

complex decisions an entrepreneur had to make when organizing a new business or purchasing 

and existing business. Today, however, due to tax-and corporate-law changes that began in the 

early 1990s and accelerated through the decade and into the first years of the twenty-first 

century, new businesses are increasingly organized as limited liability companies. 

While many entrepreneurs consider the LLC the optimal choice, there are still reasons to choose 

to organize a business in a different way. There are often considerations that go beyond the 

simplicity of the LLC. The question of legal form is one that should be studied carefully by an 

entrepreneur or executive contemplating a change in corporate and tax accountants. 

The four major variables an entrepreneur or executive must deal when choosing the legal form 

of a business are: 

 Liability  

 Control 

 Ease of bringing in new investors 

Legal Forms of A Business 

 

LEGAL FORMS OF A BUSINESS 
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 Taxes 

In general, all businesses are organized as sole proprietorships, partnerships, or 

corporations. There are variations possible in each of these designations. All options should be 

evaluated. To assist in the examination of the various legal forms, the entrepreneur or executive 

must consider the following issues:  

 Will the entrepreneur be the sole owner? If not, how many other people-either operators 

or passive investors-will have ownership interest? How much control will each owner 

have? In what manner will risks and rewards of the business be shared? It is expected 

that people will be able to buy and sell their ownership interests freely or with great 

restrictions? 

 How important is it for all owners to limit personal liability for debts of or claims against 

the business? 

 Which form of business organization affords the most advantages tax treatment for both 

the business and the individual owners? 

 What legal form is the simplest and least expensive, both to establish and to maintain? 

 What are the business‘s long-term plans? 

Sometimes, the answers to these questions conflict with one another. At this point, professional 

assistance by lawyers and accountants can help sort out the issues. The key characteristics of 

alternative forms are summarized below in table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1 key characteristics of alternative forms of legal forms of legal organization 

 SOLE 

PROPRIETORSHIP 

PARTNERSHIP LIMITED 

PARTNERSHIP 

LIMITED 

LIABILITY 

COMPANY 

CORPORATION 

S
IM

P
L

IC
IT

Y
 

Simplest and least 

expensive form to 

establish and 

maintain. 

Relatively 

simple to 

establish and 

maintain. A 

written 

partnership 

agreement 

should be drawn 
up at the 

beginning. 

More complex 

than simple 

partnership and 

limited 

partnership. 

Many limited 

partnership 

interests are 
marketable 

securities and 

must be 

registered, 

causing 

additional time 

More complex 

than simple 

partnership and 

limited 

partnership; 

needs formal 

operating 

agreement and 
state 

registration in 

some states. 

Generally 

requires the most 

formality in 

establishing and 

maintaining. 
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and expense. 

L
IA

B
IL

IT
Y

 

Owners has 

unlimited personal 

liability 

Each partner has 

unlimited 

personal 

liability 

General partners 

are personally 

liable, while 

limited partners 

are only 

financially liable 

to the extent of 

their investment. 

Owners 

(typically called 

members) are 

not generally 

liable. 

Stockholders are 

not generally 

liable. In many 

small, closely 

held 

corporations, the 

owner or owners 

must personally 
cosign and 

guarantee loans. 

Corporate 

officers may also 

be liable for 

payment of 

withholding 

taxes. 

T
A

X
 O

N
 

P
R

O
F

IT
S

 

Owner taxed at 

individual rate 

Each partner is 

taxed at his or 

her specific tax 

rate. 

Partners are 

taxed at his or 

her specific tax 

rate 

Members taxed 

at his or her 

specific tax 

rates 

Taxed to 

corporations at 

corporation rates. 

D
E

D
U

C
T

IO
N

 O
F

  

L
O

S
S

E
S

 

 

yes yes . In certain 

circumstances 

In certain 

circumstances 

No Corporations 

carry over (back) 

losses, until they 

offset profits. 

D
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 no no no no yes 
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Text B 

 
 

 

 

 

The way you conduct business determines how your profits are taxed as well as the nature and 

magnitude of your benefits — both as an owner and an employee. Let's examine the various 

forms of doing business and illuminate the advantages and potential traps with each one. 

Proprietorships 

The simplest form of doing business is as an individual proprietor. Here, you are your 

business. All revenues are taxed to you and you're personally liable for any negligence arising 

from the business operations. Under a proprietorship, there is no separate business entity. Your 

profits are reported on the Schedule C attached to your personal 1040 tax return. Most 

proprietorship simply uses the name of the owner as the name of the business. If you don't want 

to use your name as the name of the business, that's OK too. All you have do is file a form 

called a "fictional name certificate" or a "doing business as" (D.B.A.) certificate with your 

municipal recorder. It's usually a simple one-page certificate stating that you, at your address, 

are doing business as "XYZ" at its address. The form does nothing more than give notice that 

you are really the business. 

There is no double taxation
3
 of your profits. You pay the tax only once, on your personal 

income tax return. The tax is based on the income of the business, not what you take out of it. 

For example, if the business earns $100,000, you pay tax on the $100,000. It doesn't matter if 

you only took out $80,000 or if you actually took out $110,000. (Your income is calculated after 

you've depreciated items and service, which are considered non-cash expenses. So it's possible 

to have more in cash than in actual "income.") You only pay the tax on the income of the 

business—$100,000. 

Note that you get no "deduction" for any salary that you pay yourself. As a proprietor, you get 

no "salary." All income, and all expenses, is yours. 

                                                             
3 Note: This example is for USA taxation system, corresponding Georgian issues are discussed in UNIT IX 

Legal forms of business and Taxes 
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As a proprietor, you must pay twice the amount of Social Security and Medicare taxes that 

you would as an employee of another entity. For example, for 1998, you must pay 12.4% in 

Social Security taxes on income up to $68,400, as well as 2.9% in Medicare taxes, with no 

income limit. If you were an employee, working for someone else or for another entity, you 

would only have to pay half (a total of 7.65%, rather than 15.3%). Unfortunately, you cannot be 

an employee of your own proprietorship. However, as a proprietor, you do get a deduction for 

half of these taxes paid. As a proprietor, you have no liability protection. If you, or anyone 

working for you, is negligent or is found liable for any act or incident arising from the 

operations of your business, all of your assets are at risk. This includes both business assets and 

personal assets. There is no limit to your liability.That's one reason why many proprietors keep 

their home and investments in the names of their spouses. Unless the spouse is an owner or 

commits the "bad act," those assets are protected from any claims against you. That's why, as a 

proprietor, you need some form of errors and omissions insurance. Even if you are not found 

liable, the legal costs to defend are enormous. The insurance, if purchased right, pays all of 

those legal costs. 

 

 

 

A corporation is a separate legal entity. It is an invisible, intangible entity, recognized only in 

the contemplation of the law. You can point to the assets of a corporation, but not to the 

corporation itself. A corporation offers limited liability. If a negligent act is committed arising 

out of the operations of the business, the person who committed the act and the corporation 

itself is liable. Only corporate assets are at risk. That's one reason why the owner usually leases 

assets to the corporation. (The other is to get money out of the corporation without having to 

pay payroll taxes.) Note, however, that if you are the one committing the negligence, limited 

liability doesn't apply. If you have several employees, your assets are protected from an 

employee's mistakes. Moreover, while pension and retirement plan options are about the same 

as with proprietorships, the corporate form does offer somewhat better employee benefits. If 

you don't need the money to live on, you can re-invest a lot more of what would have gone to 

Corporations 
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taxes inside the corporate umbrella than outside of it. However, the corporate marginal tax at 

lower income levels may be higher than your personal rate. Make the comparison. 

Corporations are subject to double taxation. The income of the corporation is taxed once, and 

again a second time to you as dividends paid out of earnings. Dividends are not deductible 

corporate expenses. Some advisers suggest zeroing out the corporation by paying enough salary 

and bonus to have a zero corporate income. Here, your compensation is deductible by the 

corporation, but it has to match your Social Security and Medicare payments. If you are the sole 

owner (shareholder), you end up paying the same as a proprietor, except it comes out of two 

different pockets. If you are the sole owner, and the sole employee of a corporation, this form 

may give you little in benefits in exchange for a ton of new paperwork. 

 

 

 

There are several other forms of doing business. For example, you can operate as a 

partnership. With a general partnership, all income is taxed proportionately to each of the 

partners. There is no double taxation, but there also is no limited liability. Limited 

partnerships offer limited liability to the limited partners, but these partners must give up any 

voice in the management or control of the partnership. Alternatively, you can do business as an 

S Corporation. This is a corporation that has elected to be taxed like a partnership. Here we 

have both no double taxation and limited liability. S corporations are limited to only 75 

shareholders, and those owning 5% or more in stock have limited employee benefits. 

For those needing more than 75 owners, we have limited liability companies and limited 

liability partnerships. In both cases, limited liability is coupled with single taxation. Often since 

the stakes are high and the details abundant, you may wish to consult with an attorney or CPA 

who specializes in this area to review your specific situation. 

 

 
 

Alternative Entities 
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Text C 
 

 
 
 .  

 

 

Entrepreneurs are most often doers rather than proposal writers. They would rather be on the 

battlefield-the cutting edge of business-than behind the lines planning their assault. They always 

want ‗‘to get on with it‖. In addition, many entrepreneurs have difficulty articulating the 

business concepts that have often become second nature to them. They cannot find a way to 

share their vision in a manner that is conductive to some of the important sponsors of their 

project. 

The entrepreneur‘s personal confidence in the venture may be enough to convince others who 

do more through due diligence before investing. With so many ventures seeking funding, 

translating ideas and personal qualities into the format needed by a potential investor or lender 

is not always easy. 

Consequently, one of the most difficult chores they face is the preparation and actual writing of 

a business plan. Whatever difficulty the preparation of a business plan may present, a plan is an 

absolute necessity for any business. 

A business plan serves three functions: 

 Determining future projects 

 Determining how well goals have been met 

 Raising money 

First and foremost, it is a plan that can be used to developed ideas about how the business 

should be conducted. It is a chance to refine strategies and ―make mistakes on paper ―rather than 

in the real world, by examining the company from all perspectives, such as marketing, 

financing, and operations. 

I think business is very simple. ... Take the sales, subtract the costs and you get this big positive 
number. The math is quite straightforward. 

 Bill Gates, US News and World Report, 15 

February 1993. 

 

 

The Business Plan 
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Second, a business plan is a retrospective tool against which a businessperson can assess a 

company‘s actual performance over time, for example, the financial part of a business plan can 

be used as the basis for an operating budget and can be monitored carefully to see how closely 

the business is sticking to that budget. 

In this regard, the plan can and should be used as the basis for a new plan. After some time has 

elapsed, and thereafter on a periodic basis, the business plan should be examined to see where 

and even why the company strayed, whether that straying was helpful; or harmful, and how the 

business should operate in the future. 

The third reason for writing a business plan is the one most people think of first, that is, to raise 

money. Most lenders or investors will not put money into a business without seeing a business 

plan. 

 Business plan should contain the following topics
4
: 

Outline Topic Table Chart 

1.0  Executive Summary    Highlights 

1.1 Objectives     

1.2 Mission     

1.3 Keys to Success     

2.0  Company Summary Startup Startup 

3.0  Product Description      

4.1 Market Segmentation     

4.2 Target Market Segment Strategy     

4.3 Market Needs     

5.0  Strategy and Implementation Summary     

5.1 Competitive Edge     

5.2 Sales Strategy Sales Forecast  

6.0  Management Summary      

7.0  Financial Plan      

7.1 Projected Profit and Loss    

7.2 Projected Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
4 This might be an intermediate plan, incorporating a more extensive outline and business analysis 
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Text D 
 
 
 
 

 

Choosing the right business structure is an important step towards starting business in Georgia. 

Business activities can be conducted in any of the legal forms listed below. The Law of 

Georgia on Entrepreneurs (Georgian company law) regulates legal procedures for 

establishing a legal presence in Georgia.  

Business structures permitted by Georgian legislation: 

• Joint Stock Company (JSC) is a legal entity having a charter and capital divided into shares 

with equal nominal value. A JSC‘s liability to creditors is limited only by its property. 

Shareholders are not liable for the company‘s liabilities. Capital of a JSC can be specified in any 

amount. A JSC is entitled to issue ordinary and privileged shares if the company charter does 

not provide otherwise. An annual shareholders‘ meeting must be held within 2 months after the 

preparation of the balance sheet to consider the annual results and other issues if the company 

charter does not provide otherwise. A shareholders‘ meeting is not needed if decisions are made 

by a shareholder who owns more than 75% of the capital of the company. GTA must register a 

JSC upon the receipt of all documents provided by the law. 

• Limited Liability Company (LLC) is a legal entity whose liability to creditors is limited to 

its property. Partners (founders) are not liable for company liabilities. Capital of a LLC can be 

specified in any amount. An LLC can be founded by one person.  

• General Partnership (GP) is a legal entity where two or more persons carry out 

entrepreneurial activities jointly under a single entity name. Partners are jointly liable to 

creditors with all their property. The liability of a partner is not limited. 

• Limited Partnership (LP) is a legal entity where two or more persons carry out 

entrepreneurial activities under a single entity name. The liability of some partners 

(Comandites) to creditors is limited to a certain warranty amount, while the liability of the other 

partners i.e. full partners (Complementars) is not limited. Partners of an LP can be both legal 

Establishing a Legal Presence in 

Georgia 
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entities and individuals. Partners with limited liability (Comandites) are not allowed to 

participate in the management of an LP. GTA must register it within one working day from 

receipt of the application and all necessary documents. 

• Cooperative (Co-op) is a legal entity where its members carry out entrepreneurial activity 

mostly in agricultural or labour sectors. It is more oriented to satisfy the interests of its 

members, rather than to get profits. A partners‘ meeting must be held at least once a year to 

consider the annual results and other issues.  

• Individual Enterprise (IE) is not a legal entity under Georgian law. An IE is personally liable 

to creditors. Registration is free. GTA must register an IE upon the receipt of application for 

registration. 

• Business Partnership (BP) is not a legal entity under Georgian law. Participants (individuals) 

of a BP, if they are not registered as entrepreneurs, must register as individual entrepreneurs by 

submitting to GTA the relevant application along with the application for the BP‘s registration. 

Registration of a BP is free. 

• Branch Office (BO) is the structural sub-unit of a business entity and is not a separate legal 

entity. GTA must register the BO of any foreign business entity upon submission of all 

documents required by law. 

Auditing of financial statements of Georgian business entities is not obligatory except for banks, 

insurance companies, companies whose stock is accepted for trade on the stock exchange, and 

some other businesses. Most foreign investors set themselves up as Limited Liability 

Companies, Joint Stock Companies or Branch Offices to do business in Georgia. 
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Asset aqtivi 

Budget biujeti 

Business plan biznes gegma 

Corporate-law korporaciuli samarTali 

Corporations. Kkorporacia 

Deduction gamoqviTva (sagadasaxado 

miznebisaTvis) 

Dividends Ddividendi (aqcioneris Semosavali) 

Double taxation ormagi dabegvra 

Entrepreneur Mmewarme 

Expenses xarjebi 

Legal form iuridiuli forma 

Limited liability SezRuduli pasuxismgebloba 

Partnerships,  Aamxanagoba 

Revenue Semosavali 

Shareholders aqcionerebi 

Sole proprietorships individualuri mewarme 

Tax gadasaxadi 

Terms To Remember: 
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Exercise: 1. 

Cross out the word which does not normally combine with the verb in the bubble. 

Costs                               a price                                                                              sales                                 a profit 

                                                                                                                                          

 

The value of something              a report                                                           a schedule                 an increase 

 

A trip                           a conference                                                               business                     a lot of work 

 

 

 

A meeting                 information                                                                     a profit                            research 

                                                                                                                         to decrease                             to stick  

To prepare                   to call                                       

                                                    

 

To balance             to keep within                                                                to implement                   to evaluate 

To cancel                   to implement                                                                to finish                           to submit 

                                                                                                                         

 

To arrange                 to schedule                                                                       to keep within                to write 

 

 

 

 

To estimate to forecast 

A budget 

to do 

a plan 

A meeting a report 

To plan 
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Exercise: 2. 

Complete each sentence with an appropriate economic term from the box. 

 

 

 

1. If you plan to borrow money, you will want to know the ..... 

2. In countries where the..................is high, young people tend to study more. 

3. How many yen to euro? Do you know the .....................by any chance ? 

4. According to a recent survey, 12 % of the .............are earning less than the minimum 

wage. 

5. So many forms to fill in just to import one photocopier! Nobody needs all this.... . 

6. The higher the..................of a country, the richer its people are. 

7. When the value of a country‘s exports is greater than the value of its imports, we say that  

the .........is favorable. 

8. Prices increased again last month, so the ............. rose to 5.3 %. 

9. Less government bureaucracy will encourage ........... 

10. The government is offering attractive .....to encourage foreign investment. 

 

 Exercise: 3. 

Translate into English: 

B1. biznesis organizaciul-samarTlebrivi formis arCevani damokidebulia: 
partniorTa ricxvsa da kapitalis odenobaze. 

2. yvelaze xSirad biznesi SezRuduli pasuxismgeblobis sazogadoebis saxiT 
yalibdeba. 

3. ormagi dabegvris problema korporaciebsa da maT aqcionerebs eqmnebaT. 

4. dabegvris Taviseburebebs biznesis samarTlebrivi forma gansazRvravs. 

5. individualuri mewarme investorebis winaSe pasuxs mTeli Tavisi qonebiT 
agebs. 

6. korporaciebsa da saaqcio sazogadoebebs msxvili investiciebis mozidvis 
meti Sansi aqvT. 

7. biznes gegma asaxavs firmis samomavlo proeqtebsa da strategiebs. 

8. investorebis umetesoba dafinansebis Sesaxeb gadawyvetilebebs biznes 
gegmaze dayrdnobiT iRebs. 

 

Interest rate ,balance of trade,  exchange rate,  gross domestic product GDP,  government 

bureaucracy inflation rate,  tax incentives,  labor force,  foreign investment,  unemployment rate 
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UNIT V 

 

 

 

******** 

 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

In today‘s word, no country is totally self-sufficient. Not even the most productive economy 

can function in complete isolation from the rest of the world. For most countries, this means 

dealing with others whose economies are different from their own. 

********* 

Many of the products people use everyday comes from other countries. As a result, most 

countries today depend on some degree on international trade. Any economy involved in this 

trade must be informed about and able to deal with the currency of other counties. 

The key to trade-be it among people, states or countries-is specialization. Some people for 

example, specialize in cutting hair. Others specialize in fixing television sets. These people 

exchange their resources for money, which they then use to buy the specialized goods, and 

services of others. Each person, region or country generally does what it is best suited to do. 

Then, through international trade all the countries can take advantage of local production 

efficiencies. 

 

International Trade 

 

International Trade Theory 
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In some cases, a country finds it cheaper to import a product than to manufacture it. The 

differences in the cost of production from one country to another are a basis for international 

trade. They are due chiefly to differences in natural resources, climate, labor force, and 

amount of capital. When a country is able to produce more of a given product than another 

country, it is said to enjoy an absolute advantage. 

Consider, for example, the case of two countries, Alpha and Beta, which are the same size in 

terms of area, population, and capital stock. The only difference between the two is climate and 

soil fertility. In each country, only two crops can grow-coffee and cashew nuts. 

If both countries devote all of their efforts to the production of coffee alone, Alpha can produce 

40 million pounds and Beta 6 million. Alpha, then has an absolute advantage in the production 

of coffee. If both countries devote all their efforts to the production of cashew nuts alone, Alpha 

can produce 8 million ponds and Beta 6 million. Alpha, then also has an absolute advantage in 

the production of cashew nuts. 

 

 

Even when country enjoys an absolute advantage in the production of all goods, trade between 

in and other country still can be of value if one of them can produce a good better than the other. 

The country which is relatively more efficient in producing a certain good is said to have a 

comparative advantage in the good it produces best. 

In the case of Alpha and Beta, Alpha can produce nearly seven times as many coffee beans as 

Beta. So if alpha were to specialize in the production of one good, it is has both an absolute and 

comparative advantage in the production of coffee beans. 

On the other hand, although Alpha produces more of both products than Beta, Beta does 

relatively better job producing cashew nuts, Beta, then has a comparative advantage in cashew 

Comparative Advantage 

 

Absolute   Advantage 
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nuts. For this reason, if beta were to specialize in the production of one product, it would choose 

cashew nuts. 

The concept of comparative advantage is based on the assumption that everyone will be better 

off producing the products they produce best. This concept applies to individuals, companies, 

states. And regions as well as to international trade. 

 

Text B 

 

 

 

 

Although international trade can bring many benefits, some people object to it because it can 

displace selected industries and groups of workers. It is not unusual to hear workers say they 

have lost their jobs because of ,,unfair‖ foreign competition. Therefore, while people in general 

tend to support international trade, there are some who are very strongly against it 

Over the years, trade has been restricted in two major ways. One is through the use of a tariff-a 

tax placed on imports to increase their price in the domestic market. One is through the use of 

a quota limit placed on the amount of a product that can be imported.  

 Tariffs: there are two kinds of tariffs- protective and revenue. The protective tariff is a tariff 

high enough to protect less efficient domestic industries. Suppose, for example, it costs 1 $ each 

to produce gadgets in the United States. But they can be imported From Japan for 35 c each 

with transaction costs. If a tariff of 95 were placed on each gadget made in Japan the cost could 

climb to 1.30$ each-more than the cost of American made gadget. In this way, the domestic 

industry would be protected from being undersold by a foreign one.  

The revenue tariff is a tariff designed chiefly to raise money for the governments. It must be 

high enough to generate funds when imported goods enter the country, yet not so high as to 

reduce imports, If for example the tariff on gadgets imported from Japan were 40 ¢, the price of 

Barriers to International Trade 
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the imported gadgets would be 75 -25¢ less than the price of the American made ones. The tariff 

than would be raising revenue rather than protecting domestic products from foreign 

competition. In reality, all tariffs raise some revenue and offer some protection. 

Quotas: from time to time, foreign goods cost so little that it is hard to place a tariff on them 

high enough to protect the domestic market. In such cases, the government generally uses a 

quota to keep foreign goods out of the country. 

Quotas can be more powerful and have more of an impact on international trade than tariffs. A 

quota can be set as low as zero to keep a product from entering the country at all.  Once the total 

supply of the product is restricted, domestic consumers will not be able to consume as much of 

it and domestic producers can charge higher prices for it.  

Tariffs and quotas are not the only barriers to   international trade. Many imported foods, for 

example, sometimes are subject to health inspections far more rigorous than those given to 

domestic foods. Another tactic is to require importers to get a license to import. If the 

government is slow to grant the license or if the license fees are high, international trade is 

restricted. Still another tactic is for one country to intimidate another into restricting trade 

voluntarily. 

 

 Pict. 4.1 . Barriers to international trade in Georgia and Eastern Europe and central Asia; source: Enterprise survey 

results For Georgia INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 2008 
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Text C 

 

 

 

 

 

Major changes that took place in the twentieth century have had a significant effect on 

international trade in the new century and have provided unprecedented opportunities. The age 

of globalism has brought about worldwide distribution, the Internet, satellite communications, 

and speedy transportation systems. 

People all over the world seek the same luxuries and standards. They see things and, naturally, 

they want them.  Globalization is no longer a buzzword; it is a reality. National governments 

have a large stake in its outcome because this change affects their societies. As the process goes 

forward, the need for harmonizing interstate laws becomes more serious. Therefore 

international trade cannot be a static process, and businesses that make products and attempt 

to sell them across borders must constantly adjust. 

Globalization, since World War II, is largely the result of planning by politicians to break down 

borders hampering trade to increase prosperity and interdependence thereby decreasing the 

chance of future war. Their work led to the Breton Woods conference, an agreement by the 

world's leading politicians to lay down the framework for international commerce and 

finance, and the founding of several international institutions intended to oversee the processes 

of globalization. 

These institutions include the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the 

World Bank), and the International Monetary Fund. Globalization has been facilitated by 

advances in technology which have reduced the costs of trade, and trade negotiation rounds, 

originally under the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which 

led to a series of agreements to remove restrictions on free trade. 

Global Opportunities 
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Since World War II, barriers to international trade have been considerably lowered through 

international agreements — GATT. Particular initiatives carried out as a result of GATT and the 

World Trade Organization (WTO), for which GATT is the foundation, has included: 

 Promotion of free trade:  

 elimination of tariffs; creation of free trade zones with small or no tariffs 

 Reduced transportation costs, especially resulting from development of 

containerization for ocean shipping. 

 Reduction or elimination of capital controls 

 Reduction, elimination, or harmonization of subsidies for local businesses 

 Creation of subsidies for global corporations 

 Harmonization of intellectual property laws across the majority of states, with 

more restrictions 

 Supranational recognition of intellectual property restrictions (e.g. patents 

granted by China would be recognized in the United States) 

Cultural globalization, driven by communication technology and the worldwide marketing of 

Western cultural industries, was understood at first as a process of homogenization, as the 

global domination of American culture at the expense of traditional diversity. However, a 

contrasting trend soon became evident in the emergence of movements protesting against 

globalization and giving new momentum to the defense of local uniqueness, individuality, and 

identity, but largely without success. 

The Uruguay Round (1986 to 1994)
 
led to a treaty to create the WTO to mediate trade 

disputes and set up a uniform platform of trading. Other bilateral and multilateral trade 

agreements, including sections of Europe's Maastricht Treaty and the North American Free 

Trade Agreement (NAFTA) have also been signed in pursuit of the goal of reducing tariffs and 

barriers to trade.  
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International trade saerTaSoriso vaWroba 

Specialization specializacia 

Absolute advantage absoluturi upiratesoba 

Manufacture damzadeba, warmoeba 

Comparative advantage SedarebiTi upiratesoba 

Foreign competition ucxouri konkurencia 

Domestic market Sida bazari 

Tariff tarifi 

Quota qvota 

Protective tariff damcavi tarifi 

License to import importis licenzia 

Trade disputes savaWro uTanxmoebebi 

Globalization globalizacia 

International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development 

rekonstruqciisa da ganviTarebis 

saerTaSoriso banki 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade generaluri SeTanxmeba vaWrobasa 

da tarifebze  

International monetary fund. saerTaSoriso savaluto fondi 

Free trade zones Tavisufali vaWrobis zona  

Terms to Remember: 
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Exercise 1.  

Match each of the following nouns with one set of verbs: 

    a project       a problem      a  solution       resources       a plan       equipment 

1. Complete               

    deliver 

    run 

    manage 

2. Estimate 

    control                         

    allocate 

    identify. 

3. Deal with 

    tackle                                        

    handle 

    solve 

 

    Exercise 2.  

Complete the sentences with the correct options a-c. 

1. The CEO has decided to ......... production of the XR20 model to India 

                            a. initiate  b. executive   c. outsource 

2. We are hoping to be ..................at least -million-pound contract shortly. 

       a.   selected   b. awarded c. obtained 

3. Please could you fax me agreed technical ...............for Sanford Cycle model. 

a. specification     b. standardization  c. subcontractor 

4. The project has overrun and we have therefore had to .................up the costs. 

           a. spin   b. bump   c. cater 

5.    We need to decide when to bring Jenny in on the project. Perhaps t the planning.........? 

4. Find 

     Implement  

     Propose 

     Adopt 

5. Test 

     Deliver 

     Purchase 

    Install 

6. Preparer 

      Come up with 

     Put together 

     Carry out 

a project 
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               a. Stage  b. schedule  c. status 

 

Exercise 3.  

Translate into English: 

1. Tanamedrove msoflioSi TiTqmis yvela qveyana monawileobs 

saerTaSoriso vaWrobaSi. 

2. saerTaSoriso vaWrobis ganviTarebis safuZvelia qveynebis 

specializacia sxvadasxva saqonlisa da momsaxurebis warmoebaze. 

3. absoluturi upiratesoba SedarebiT dabal sawarmoo danaxarjebs 

gulisxmobs. 

4. saerTaSoriso vaWrobis meSveobiT momxareblebs ufro farTo 

arCevanis SesaZlebloba eZlevaT. 

5. qveynebi savaWro politikis instrumentebad Cveulebriv, tarifebsa 

da qvotebs iyeneben. 

6. qvota iqvevs importis raodenobriv SezRudvas, xolo tarifi- 

importuli produqciis fasis zrdas. 

7. qveynebi saerTaSoriso vaWrobis SezRudvis mizezad Sida 

mwarmoeblebis dacvas asaxeleben. 

8. globalizaciis pirobebSi  qveynebis sagareo-savaWro politika  

liberaluri xdeba. 

9. vaWrobis saerTaSoriso organizacia mxars uWers Tavisufal, 

aradiskriminaciul vaWrobas qveynebs Soris. 

10. telekomunikaciebisa da internetis ganviTarebam xeli Seuwyo 

vaWrobis zrdas. 
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Exercise 3. 

Analyze and study typical structure of Business letter: 

 

 

 

Look at the different  elements of the letter ordering supplies 

The body of a fax ordering supplies generally has four parts: 

Part                                 Content                                                                 Example 

 

Opening     Tell what you are ordering   

 

 

Focus          Tell when you need the item. 

                     Tell how to deliver the item.  

 

Action       Tell how you will pay for the item. 

 

 

 

 

Closing Ask them to contact you if necessary. 

 

See the letter below  

Practical English in Business: Model letter writing 

I am sending by fax Purchase order 

114515 for the following chip sets and 

drivers. 

These components should arrive no later 

than the stock dates in the purchase 

order. Delivery instructions are detailed 

in the purchase order 

As you discussed in your November 23 

telephone conversation with M. 

Simpson, you offered to waive shipping 

costs and to give a 10 percent discount. 

We appreciate the offer and, as with 

previous orders, will pay upon receipt of 

an invoice and the components... 

If you have any questions concerning our 

order, please do not hesitate to contact 

me. 
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                                                                                                                                                                      Dalway Computers 

                                                                                                                                                                               Jakarta 11564, Indonesia 
                                                                                                                                                                Phone :(021)456 
                                                                                                                                                                 Fax:(021)455654 

To: Ms Jackie chin 
Title: Export manager 

Company: Component Outsource LTD. 

Address:                  50 Orchard Road 
                               Singapore 123456 

Telephone:       (45)159357 
Fax:                    (65)455159 

Pages:                  Cover plus 1 

Date :                    November 24,20 

Ref :                       Customer number DC 456 

Dear Ms. Chen: 

I am sending by fax purchase order 113512 for the following chip sets and drivers. 

                                     Chip sets 100,000                      Index 440 SX 

                                                        50.000                      AGB 5/x/223 

                                    Drivers     100,000                      Ultra ATA/88 

                                                   100,000                         Ardo 6L 

These components should arrive no later than the stock dates noted in the purchase order. Delivery 
instructions are detailed in the purchase order. 

As you discussed in your November 23 telephone conversation with M Simpson, you offered to waive 
shipping costs and to give a 10 percent discount. We appreciate the offer, as with previous orders; will pay 
upon receipt of an invoice and the components. Invoicing instructions are detailed in the purchase order. 

If you have any questions concerning our order, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

 

Mark Wu 

Mark Wu  

Purchasing Specialist 
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Letter practice 3. 

1. In each question, two of the sentences are appropriate to use in a letter ordering supplies. Circle 

the letters of the two sentences.  

 

 

1. Opening 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Focus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Action 

 

 

 

4. Closing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. I have enclosed Purchase Order A-342 for 50.000 hard drives. 

b. To confirm our telephone conversation, I am sending Purchase Order 

85-3425 for the following items. 

c. Could you send me some chip sets, please? 

 

a. The items should be shipped to arrive no later than March 15. 

b. Are these items in stock? 

c. We would appreciate receiving the items as soon as possible, but 

no later than April 15. 

 

a. Let us know how much we owe. 

b. As we agreed, your invoice will be paid 30 days after delivery of the 

chips and drivers. 

c. Your invoice will be processed upon receipt of the components. 

 

a. We appreciate your cooperation in filling our order. 

b. You are not only supplier, so do a good job for us. 

c. We look forward to continued good relations with Component 

Outsource Ltd. 
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UNIT VI 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 

 
 
 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

International trade is the exchange of goods and services across national boundaries. 

Exports are the merchandise individuals or nations sell; Imports are the goods individuals or 

nations purchase. By these methods, products valued at more than US$11 trillion worldwide are 

exchanged every year. When we as consumers enjoy fresh flowers from Latin America, 

tropical fruits in the middle of winter, or a foreign car, we are participants in, and beneficiaries 

of, international trade. International trade is not a zero-sum game of winners and losers; it is a 

game in which everyone wins. 

Major changes that took place in the twentieth century have had a significant effect on 

international trade in the new century and have provided unprecedented opportunities. The 

age of globalism has brought about worldwide distribution, the Internet, satellite 

communications, and speedy transportation systems. 

The questions most frequently asked by interested parties are: ―What is an import/export 

business?‖ and ―What organizational methods do traders use?‖ The answers depend on whether 

you work for a manufacturer or are independent. If you own or work for a manufacturer of an 

exportable product, your company can create and organize its own export department. Today, 

however, many manufacturers outsource their export function to import/export companies. An 

Export and Import Operations 

 

What Is an Import/Export Business? 
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independent import/export business is an individual or company that acts as an international 

middleman; that is, it sells foreign-made products (imports), sells domestic (home country) 

products in other countries (exports), or does both.  

Every manufacturer that is not already exporting can be a potential client for you; there are still 

many businesses all over the world that do not export. According to the U.S. Department of 

Commerce, less than 10 percent of all American manufacturers currently sell their products 

overseas. Whether you run your business from your home or as an expansion of an existing 

domestic manufacturing firm, an import/export business often requires little capital investment 

for start-up. Of course it can grow into a giant business with billions of dollars in annual sales. 

An import/export business also offers great opportunities to travel and to enjoy the prestige of 

working with clients from all over the world. 

 

Figure 6.1 World Exports of Merchandise, Goods, and Services (1980-2005 years, millions of current U.S. 

dollar) 
Source: World Bank 
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Success in the international market place is measured in profits and market share. It is also 

measured in the satisfaction you feel in reaching new horizonts and visiting places that 

previously were only dreams. You and your firm can be successful if you act on these 20 critical 

keys. 

1. The most important key to success is commitment by you, the decision maker, to enter the 

global market. 

You‘ll reap tax advantages, sales volume advantages, the excitement of the international 

experience, and lots of profit. Change your game and get into the global competition. Get to 

work and earn a share of the more than $7 trillion that‘s out there waiting for enthusiastic 

entrepreneurial Americans. 

    2. Get beyond cultural obstacles. 

Accept the fact that the rest of the world isn‘t like you home country. People in other countries 

like their way of doing things. Get used to the idea that cultural differences exist, but be assured 

that the differences can be understood and learned. At a minimum, the differences can be 

appreciated and respected. Remember that there are more similarities among peoples of the 

world than there are differences. For example, the Japanese like cars, and they don‘t dislike 

American cars. The problem is that American car manufacturers haven‘t figured out how to 

satisfy the Japanese car consumer who is used to a different style and, above all, different 

service considerations. The world is 

becoming more and more internationalized. 

3. Plan, plan, plan, but do not treat international trade as a stand-alone process. 

Plan for success. Assuming that your initial market research effort reveals some demand for 

your product, either as it is or with minor redesign, develop a strategic plan for your business. 

From the beginning, write the plan. What is your competitive advantage? What are your 

geographical and product line priorities? How are you going to penetrate the market? 

      

 

 4. The market, the market, the market. 

20 Keys to 

Import/Export 

Success 
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An early investigation of the market is the key that leads to success. Get an estimate of the 

demand for the products that you already manufacture. The best information will come from 

your own industry—here and overseas. Talk to those who have experience. Don‘t overlook 

available statistics and library resources. Lay out a map of the world and 

apply some logic. If you plan to export, divide the world into export regions and prioritize the 

regions based on broad assumptions of their need for your product and their ability to pay. 

Based on your common understanding of the various countries, regions, languages, 

environments, and cultures, select one or more target countries for start-up. Be 

sure to consider the political and financial stability of the country. Use the same logic for 

imports. Examine a map of the United States or your region and divide the map into target 

segments. Do not try to sell to all of the United States, the entire world, or even one entire 

foreign country immediately, but remember that nothing happens until you sell 

something.  

     5. Information is critical. 

Research is critical to the success of your market plan. Begin with a list of the kinds of 

information you will need to support your analysis. What do you need to know about the 

regions of the United States (imports) or the foreign country (exports) you have selected? What 

level of detail will you require? Next, organize a list of the potential sources of your research. 

Classify your sources and begin the process of doing a logical sort of the material. You can gain 

the most accurate and meaningful information by traveling to the potential market. 

   6. What are your market goals? 

Develop a well-researched, solidly reasoned market plan; it should include a background 

review, an analysis of the market environment, and a description of your goals in terms of your 

company.  

    7. Where there are competitors, there is a market. 

Take a close look at the competition. It will be to your benefit to discover that there is 

competition. Why? Because where there is competition, there is a market. 

    8. Be persistent—don’t give up. 

Don‘t become discouraged if you find that your product is ahead of its time in the international 

marketplace. Don‘t give up on exporting. WD-40 and Coca-Cola created a global market for 

their products. Search for products that have an overseas market and are similar to yours. 

   9. Adapt the product to the market. 
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Learn what products your customers like and how they like the products, whether you are 

importing an article for American tastes or exporting a product for a foreign market. Be ready to 

adapt your product to the market. Redesign your product and compete. 

10. Budget for success. 

Include international goals in your financial plan. Treat import/export start-up as you would 

any other entrepreneurial venture. Budget from the beginning and keep good books. Watch your 

costs and cash flow. Like any new business, expect short-term losses, but plan for long-term 

gains. 

   11. Manage for success. 

Develop the tactical plans that implement your overall strategic plan, such as a personnel plan, 

an advertising policy, a market entry, and a sales approach. Motivate your personnel by 

emphasizing teamwork. 

   12. Be patient in developing international trade. 

International trade takes a little longer than domestic trade. After all, there are oceans in 

between, and the transportation systems are slower. Every transaction will require financing. 

International financing and banking methods are sophisticated and generally excellent, but 

negotiations and transactions across borders take more time than does domestic business. 

   13. The best long-term investment is a well-planned trip. 

Things go right when the boss checks everything. And, in international business that means 

international travel. After you have developed your strategic plan, visit the overseas sources or 

markets you have chosen. There is nothing like getting first-hand information. You will find it 

interesting, rewarding, and essential to meet the people with whom you will be doing business. 

Even after you have established successful sales 

and distribution network, it is necessary that you or representatives of your company visit at 

least twice a year. 

     14. Walk on two legs. 

Carefully choose a good international banker, freight forwarder, and customs house broker. Talk 

with them to learn the language of international business—pricing, quotations, shipping, and 

getting paid. Establish a good relationship, and then stick with it. Deal with a bank that has 

personnel who are experienced in the international marketplace.  

   

 15. Proper communication gets sales results. 
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Provide customer service the international way by communicating often, clearly, and simply. 

Keep your overseas business partners on the team by being particularly sensitive to 

communications, letters, faxes, and phone calls. Above all, develop a Web site and use the 

Internet. 

  16. Expert counsel saves money. 

Minimize your inevitable mistakes by asking for help. Banks, customs house brokers, freight 

forwarders, and the U.S. Department of Commerce are sources of free information. And most 

private consultants ask reasonable fees. 

17. Selection of distributors is critical. 

Your objective is to get your product in front of your buyer—the decision-making unit (DMU). 

The wrong distributor can stifle your market efforts and tie you up legally. 

18. Stick to a marketing strategy. Don‘t chase orders. Of course, fill the over-the-counter orders, 

but be proactive rather than reactive. Establish an effective marketing effort 

according to your market plan. 

       19. International partners and customers should be treated the same as domestic                  

counterparts. 

It may surprise some people that foreigner‘s debt ratios are often less than half of the U.S. bad 

debt ratios. The reason is that in the United States credit is a way of life. In overseas markets, 

credit is still something to be earned as a result of having a record of prompt payment. Use 

common sense in extending credit to overseas customers, but don‘t 

use tougher standards than you use for your U.S. clients.  

    20. Don’t fret about the international business cycle. 

Don‘t worry about booms or busts; just do it. International trade is exciting and profitable 

because there are so many side benefits. Think of traveling to such exotic places as Hong Kong 

or Vienna and writing off the trip as an expense to the company. Okay, you‘ve found the 

sources, developed the markets, written the business plan, and have the entrepreneurial spirit to 

make your own import /export business a success. The time to get into the import/ export 

market—and make lots of money—is now! Good luck 
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Text B 
 

 
 

 

In international business, suppliers use pricing terms, called terms of sale. These pricing terms 

quite simply define the geographical point where the risks and costs of the exporter and 

importer begin and end. The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has, over time, 

developed a set of international rules for the interpretation of the most commonly used trade 

terms called INCOTERMS.    

Incoterms are standard trade definitions most commonly used in international sales contracts. 

Designed and published by the International Chamber of Commerce, they are at the heart of 

world trade. 

ICC introduced the first version of INCOTERMS - short for "International Commercial Terms" 

- in 1936. Since then, ICC expert lawyers and trade practitioners have updated them six times to 

keep pace with the development of international trade. 

ICC is currently revising INCOTERMS 2000. The new edition, INCOTERMS 2011, is 

expected to enter into force on 1 January 2011. 

There are many variant terms of sale. INCOTERMS organizes them into four groups: ―E 

group‖ for Ex words; ―F group‖ for FCA, FAS, and FOB; ―C group‖ for terms where 

the seller has to contract for carriage (CFR, CIF, CPT, CIP); and ―D group‖ for terms 

in which the seller has to bear all costs and risks to bring the goods to the place of 

destination (DAF, DES, DEQ, DDU, and DDP). Among all these terms there are 

four—EXW, FAS, CIF, and DAF—that are most commonly used. Figure 6.1 

graphically shows how these terms function. 

Terms of Sale 
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Examples are 

Ex-Factory (named place) and Ex-Works (named place). These terms mean that the seller agrees 

to cover all charges to place the goods at a ―specified delivery point.‖ From that point on all 

other costs are the 

buyer‘s responsibility. 

FAS (free alongside a ship) is usually followed by a named port of export. A seller quotes this 

term for the price of goods that includes charges for delivery alongside a vessel at the port. The 

buyer is responsible thereafter.  

CIF (cost, marine insurance, freight) is used with a named overseas port of import. The seller is 

responsible for charges up to the port of final destination. 

DAF (delivered at frontier) is used with a named place of import. The seller delivers when the 

goods are placed at the disposal of the buyer on the arriving means of transport. The goods are 

not unloaded; they are cleared for export but are not cleared for import at the frontier—that is, 

they must still pass the customs border of the named adjoining country.  
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Main types: 

EXW EX WORKS (named place)* 

 

FCA FREE CARRIER (named place) 

 

FAS FREE ALONGSIDE SHIP (named port of shipment)* 

 

FOB FREE ON BOARD (named port of shipment) 

 

CFR COST AND FREIGHT (named port of destination) 

 

CIF COST, INSURANCE AND FREIGHT (named port of destination)* 

 

CPT CARRIAGE PAID TO (named place of destination) 

 

CIP CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE PAID TO (named place of destination)* 

 

DAF DELIVERED AT FRONTIER (named place)* 

 

DES DELIVERED EX SHIP (named port of destination) 

 

DEQ DELIVERED EX QUAY (named port of destination)* 

 

DDU DELIVERED DUTY UNPAID (named place of destination)* 

 

DDP DELIVERED DUTY PAID (named place of destination 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/EXW.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/FCA.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/FAS.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/FOB.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/CFR.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/CIF.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/CPT.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/CIP.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/DAF.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/DES.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/DEQ.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/DDU.pdf
http://www.iccwbo.org/incoterms/preambles/pdf/DDP.pdf
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Checklist 

International market research will save money and time. Unfortunately, too many newcomers plunge 

into import/export without determining whether they can sell the product at a profit. 

Following are checklists of research items for importers and exporters: 

Is there already a market for the product? 

• What is the market price? 

• What is the sales volume for that product? 

• Who has market share, and what are the shares• What is the location of the market; what’s its size 

and population? 

• What are the climate, geography, and terrain of the market country? 

• What are the economics of the country, its gross national product (GNP), major industries, and 

sources of income? 

• What is its currency? How stable is it? Is barter commonplace? 

• Who are the employees of the country? How much do they earn? Where do they live? 

• Is the government stable? Is it friendly to Americans? Does the country have a good credit record? 

• What are the tariffs, restrictions, and quotas? • What are the other barriers to market entry, such 

as taxation and repatriation of income? 

• What language is spoken there? Are there dialects? Does the business community speak English? 

• How do they move their goods? 

• How good is the hard infrastructure (roads, trains, etc.)? 

• Does the country manufacture your product? How much does it produce? How much is sold there? 

• What kind and how much advertising is generally used? Are there local advertising firms? Are 

there trade fairs and exhibitions? 

• What distribution channels are being used? What levels of inventory are carried? Are adequate 

storage facilities available? 

• Who are the customers? Where do they live? What influences the customers’ buying decisions? Is it 

price, convenience, or habit? 
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CIF (cost, marine insurance, freight)(named 

port of destination) 
 

gadazidva da dazRvevea 

anazRaurebulia..mde (daniSnulebis 

dasaxelebul adgilamde) 

Competitive advantage konkurentuli upiratesoba 

DAF (delivered at frontier(named place) miwodebulia sazRvarze(..dasaxelebul 

adgilSi) 

DDP –Delivered Duty Paid(..named place of 

destination) 

 

miwodebulia baJis 

gaxaxdiT(..daniSnulebis dasaxelebul 

adgilSi) 

EX Works(...named place) qarxnidan(...dasaxelebul adgilSi) 

Export regions saeqsporto regionebi 

FAS-free alongside ship(..named port of 

shipment) 

Tavisufalia gemis bortis gaswvriv 

(..gadatvirTvisaTvis dasaxelebul 

portSi) 

FCA-Free Carrier (..named place) Tavisufalia 

gadamzidavTan(..gadamzidavTan) 

franko gadamzidavi 

International market saerTaSoriso, msoflio bazari 

Market research bazris gamokvleva 

Market share sabazro wili 

Terms of sale gayidvis pirobebi 

Terms To Remember: 
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Exercise 1. 
 Match The Economic Terms(1-6) To Thier Definitions (A-F) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            A.the total amount of money spent by a goverment on schools, roads, the army, etc. 

            B. Money that a country owes to lenders abroad 

            C. Situation when a country owes to lenders abroad 

D. Sitaution when a country sells more goods to other countries that it buyes from    

other counries 

E.situation wneh a country payes more for imports than it gets from exports 

F. Money that a goverment payes to make something cheaper to buy 

G. A period when trade and business activity decreases 

 

 

 

Complete the sentences with an economic term from above exercise: 

1. To help farmers, the EU has given out millions of euros in agricultural.... 

2. The country was able to repay some of its lonas from abroadand so reduce its... 

3. Industrial production is still decreasing, it seems that the country is heading 

for a...... 

 

Exercise 2. 
 Translate in to English: 
 

1. msoflio masStabiT yovelwliurad milirdobiT dolaris Rirebulebis 
esport-imortis operaciebi xorciledeba. 

2. saerTaSoriso vaWroba SeiZleba ganxorcieldes Suamavlebis meSveobiT 
an maT gareSe. 

3. Sida bazrisagan gansxvavebiT msoflio bazari rigi TaviseburebebiT 
xasiaTdeba. 

4. msoflio bazarze warmateba miRebuli mogebiTa da dakavebuli sabazro 
wiliT isazRvreba. 

5. saerTaSoriso bazarze moqmedma firmebma unda gaiTvaliswinon rogorc 
ekonomikuri da socialuri faqtorebi, aseve kulturuli da erovnuli 
Taviseburerebi. 

6.  savWro SumavalTa gamoyeneba gansakuTrebiT mizanSewonlia axal da 
naklebad cnobil bazrebze gasvlisas. 

7.  saerTaSoriso savaWro palatam  SeimuSava-standartuli savaWro 
terminebis ganmartebaTa saerTaSoriso wesebi. 

8. miwodebis sabaziso pirobebiT ganisazRvreba mxareTa movaleobani 
saqonelmoZraobis sxvadasxva etapze. 

9. yidva-gayidvis kontraqti aregulirebs myidvelTa da gamyidvelTa 
urTierTobebs, magram ar asaxavs maT urTierTobebs gadamzidavebTan. 

Forign debt                                recession 

Public expenditure                    subsidies              

Trade deficite                             trade surplus 
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UNIT VII 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 

 
 
 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is an international organization designed by its 

founders to supervise and liberalize international trade. The organization officially commenced 

on January 1, 1995 under the Marrakesh Agreement, replacing the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which commenced in 1947. The World Trade Organization deals 

with regulation of trade between participating countries; it provides a framework for 

negotiating and formalizing trade agreements, and a dispute resolution process aimed at 

enforcing participants' adherence to WTO agreements which are signed by representatives of 

member governments and ratified by their parliaments. Most of the issues that the WTO focuses 

on derive from previous trade negotiations, especially from the Uruguay Round (1986-1994). 

The organization is currently endeavoring to persist with a trade negotiation called the Doha 

Development Agenda (or Doha Round), which was launched in 2001 to enhance equitable 

participation of poorer countries which represent a majority of the world's population. However, 

the negotiation has been dogged by "disagreement between exporters of agricultural bulk 

commodities and countries with large numbers of subsistence farmers on the precise terms of a 

'special safeguard measure' to protect farmers from surges in imports. At this time, the future of 

the Doha Round is uncertain." 

International Organizations 

 

World Trade Organization 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parliament
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The WTO has 153 members, representing more than 95% of total world trade and 30 

observers, most seeking membership. The WTO is governed by a ministerial conference, 

meeting every two years; a general council, which implements the conference's policy 

decisions and is responsible for day-to-day administration; and a director-general, who is 

appointed by the ministerial conference. The WTO's headquarters is at the Centre William 

Rappard, Geneva, Switzerland 

 

 
Text B 

 

 
 

 

The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) is the largest, most representative business 

organization in the world. Its hundreds of thousands of member companies in over 130 

countries have interests spanning every sector of private enterprise. 

A world network of national committees keeps the ICC International Secretariat in Paris 

informed about national and regional business priorities. More than 2,000 experts drawn from 

ICC‘s member companies feed their knowledge and experience into crafting the ICC stance on 

specific business issues. 

The United Nations, the World Trade Organization, and many other intergovernmental bodies, 

both international and regional, are kept in touch with the views of international business 

through ICC. 

The International Chamber of Commerce was founded in 1919 to serve world business by 

promoting trade and investment, open markets for goods and services, and the free flow of 

capital. The organization's international secretariat was established in Paris and the ICC's 

International Court of Arbitration was created in 1923. 

International Chamber of Commerce               
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ICC‘s supreme governing body is the World Council, consisting of representatives of national 

committees. The World Council elects ICC‘s highest officers, including the Chairman and the 

Vice-Chairman, each of whom serves a two-year term. The Chairman, Vice-Chairman and the 

Honorary Chairman (the immediate past Chairman) provide the organization with high-level 

world leadership.  By the ICC was designed INCOTERMS standard trade definitions most 

commonly used in international sales contracts. 

 

 

                                                                  Text C 
   

 

 

The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) was established 

by the United Nations General Assembly by its Resolution 2205 (XXI) of 17 December 1966 

"to promote the progressive harmonization and unification of international trade law. 

UNCITRAL carries out its work at annual sessions held alternately in New York City and 

Vienna. 

When world trade began to expand dramatically in the 1960s, national governments began to 

realize the need for a global set of standards and rules to harmonize national and regional 

regulations, which until then governed 

UNCITRAL's original membership comprised 29 states, and was expanded to 36 in 1973, and 

again to 60 in 2002. Member states of UNCITRAL are representing different legal traditions 

and levels of economic development, just as different geographic regions. States includes 14 

African states, 14 Asian states, 8 Eastern European states, 10 Latin American and Caribbean 

states, and 14 Western European states. The Commission member States are elected by the 

General Assembly. Membership is structured so as to be representative of the world's various 

geographic regions and its principal economic and legal systems. Members of the Commission 

are elected for terms of six years, the terms of half the members expiring every three years. 

United Nations Commission on International 
Trade Law 
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The methods of work are organized at three levels. The first level is UNCITRAL itself (The 

Commission), which holds an annual plenary session. The second level is the 

intergovernmental working groups (which is developing the topics on UNCITRAL's work 

program. Texts designed to simplify trade transactions and reduce associated costs are 

developed by working groups comprising all member States of UNCITRAL, which meet once 

or twice per year. Non-member States and interested international and regional organizations 

are also invited and can actively contribute to the work since decisions are taken by consensus, 

not by vote. Draft texts completed by these working groups are submitted to UNCITRAL for 

finalization and adoption at its annual session. The International Trade Law Division of the 

United Nations Office of Legal Affairs provides substantive secretariat services to UNCITRAL, 

such as conducting research and preparing studies and drafts. This is the third level, which 

assists the other two in the preparation and conduct of their work. 

 

 

 

Text D 
 

 

 

The organization's goals are to "maximize the trade, investment and development 

opportunities of developing countries and assist them in their efforts to integrate into the world 

economy on an equitable basis." (From official website). The creation of the conference was 

based on concerns of developing countries over the international market, multi-national 

corporations, and great disparity between developed nations and developing nations. 

In the 1970s and 1980s, UNCTAD was closely associated with the idea of a New International 

Economic Order (NIEO). 

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development was established in 1964 in order to 

provide a forum where the developing countries could discuss the problems relating to their 

economic development. This was set up essentially because it was felt that the then existing 

institution like GATT and IMF were not properly organized to handle the peculiar problems of 

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
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developing countries. With more than 170 193 members, UNCTAD presently is the only body 

where developed as well as the erstwhile centrally planned countries are members. 

The primary objective of the UNCTAD is to formulate policies relating to all aspects of 

development including trade, aid, transport, finance and technology. The Conference 

ordinarily meets once in four years. The first conference took place in Geneva in 1964, second 

in New Delhi in 1968, the third in Santiago in 1972, fourth in Nairobi in 1976, the fifth in 

Manila in 1979, the sixth in Belgrade in 1983, the seventh in Geneva in 1987, the eighth in 

Cartagena(Colombia) in 1992 and the ninth at Johannesburg (South Africa)in 1996. The 

Conference has its permanent secretariat in Geneva. 

One of the principal achievements of UNCTAD has been to conceive and implement the 

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). It was argued in UNCTAD that in order to 

promote exports of manufacturers from developing countries, it would be necessary to offer 

special tariff concessions to such exports. Accepting this argument, the developed countries 

formulated the GSP Scheme under which exports of manufacturers and semi-manufacturers and 

some agricultural items from the developing countries enter duty-free or at reduced rates in the 

developed countries. Since imports of such items from other developed countries are subject to 

the normal rates of duties, exports from the developing countries would be more competitive. 

Currently, UNCTAD has 193 member States and is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland. 

UNCTAD has 400 staff members and an annual regular budget of approximately US$50 million 

and US$25 million of extra budgetary technical assistance funds. 
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Text E 

 

 

 

 

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) is one of five 

institutions that comprise the World Bank Group. The IBRD is an international organization 

whose original mission was to finance the reconstruction of nations devastated by World War 

II. Now, its mission has expanded to fight poverty by means of financing states. Its operation is 

maintained through payments as regulated by member states. It came into existence on 

December 27, 1945 following international ratification of the agreements reached at the United 

Nations Monetary and Financial Conference of July 1 to July 22, 1944 in Breton Woods, New 

Hampshire. 

The IBRD provides loans to governments, and public enterprises, always with a government (or 

"sovereign") guarantee of repayment subject to general conditions. The funds for this lending 

come primarily from the issuing of World Bank bonds on the global capital markets—typically 

$12–15 billion per year. These bonds are rated AAA (the highest possible) because they are 

backed by member states' share capital, as well as by borrowers' sovereign guarantees. (In 

addition, loans that are repaid are recycled, or relent.) Because of the IBRD's credit rating, it is 

able to borrow at relatively low interest rates. As most developing countries have considerably 

lower credit ratings, the IBRD can lend to countries at interest rates that are usually quite 

attractive to them, even after adding a small margin (about 1%) to cover administrative 

overheads. 

 

 

                                                                            

 

 

 

 

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
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Text F 

 

 

 

The International Monetary Fund was created in July 1944, originally with 45 members, with 

a goal to stabilize exchange rates and assist the reconstruction of the world's international 

payment system. Countries contributed to a pool which could be borrowed from, on a 

temporary basis, by countries with payment imbalances.  

The IMF describes itself as "an organization of 186 countries (as of June 29, 2009), working to 

foster global monetary cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate international trade, 

promote high employment and sustainable economic growth, and reduce poverty". With the 

exception of Taiwan (expelled in 1980), North Korea, Cuba (left in 1964), Andorra, Monaco, 

Liechtenstein, Tuvalu and Nauru, all UN member states participate directly in the IMF. Member 

states are represented on a 24-member Executive Board (five Executive Directors are appointed 

by the five members with the largest quotas, nineteen Executive Directors are elected by the 

remaining members), and all members appoint a Governor to the IMF's Board of Governors. 

The IMF's influence in the global economy steadily increased as it accumulated more members. 

The number of IMF member countries has more than quadrupled from the 44 states involved in 

its establishment, reflecting in particular the attainment of political independence by many 

developing countries and more recently the collapse of the Soviet bloc. The expansion of the 

IMF's membership, together with the changes in the world economy, have required the IMF to 

adapt in a variety of ways to continue serving its purposes effectively. 

The IMF‘s resources are provided by its member countries, primarily through payment of 

quotas, which broadly reflect each country‘s economic size. The total amount of quotas is the 

most important factor determining the IMF‘s lending capacity. The annual expenses of running 

the Fund have been met mainly by the difference between interest receipts (on outstanding 

loans) and interest payments (on quotas used to finance the loans‘ ―reserve positions‖), but the 

membership recently agreed to adopt a new income model based on a range of revenue sources 

more suited to the diverse activities of the Fund. 

IMF 
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At the G-20 summit, world leaders supported a general allocation of the IMF's Special Drawing 

Rights equivalent to $250 billion to boost global liquidity. The G-20 also called for ratification 

of the Fourth Amendment to the IMF's Charter, which seeks to make the allocation of SDRs 

more equitable. As an international reserve asset, the SDR serves to supplement the existing 

official reserves of member countries. Members can also voluntarily exchange SDRs for 

currencies among themselves. SDR allocations do not increase the Fund's resources available 

for lending. 

      

 

 

 

                                                          Text G 

 

 

 

 

 

The Organization for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC) was founded in 1948 to 

help the Marshall Plan for the reconstruction of Europe after World War II. The headquarters 

was in the Chateau de la Muette in Paris, France. As the Marshall Plan was out of date, the 

OEEC focused on economic questions. 

In the 1950s the OEEC provided the framework for negotiations aimed at determining 

conditions for setting up a European Free Trade Area, to bring the Common Market of the 

Six and the other OEEC members together on a multilateral basis. In 1958, a European Nuclear 

Energy Agency was set up under the OEEC. 

Following the 1957 Rome Treaties to launch Europe's Common Market, the Convention on the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development was drawn up to reform the OEEC. 

The Convention was signed in December 1960 and the OECD officially superseded the OEEC 

Organization For Economic Cooperation And Development 
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in September 1961. It consisted of the European founder countries of the OEEC plus the United 

States and Canada, with Japan joining three years later. 

More than just increasing its internal structure, OECD progressively created agencies: the 

Development Center (1961), International Energy Agency (IEA, 1974), and Financial 

Action Task Force on Money Laundering. 

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) promotes policies 

designed: 

 to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising 

standard of living in Member countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus 

to contribute to the development of the world economy; 

 to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as nonmember countries 

in the process of economic development; and 

 To contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, nondiscriminatory basis 

in accordance with international obligations. 

 

 

 

Free flow of capital kapitalis Tavisufali moZraoba 

Generalized system of preferences preferenciaTa zogadi sistema 

Harmonize harmonizeba, unifikacia 

International chamber of commerce saerTaSoriso savaWro palata 

international monetary fund saerTaSoriso savaluto fondi 

International payment system saerTaSoriso sagadasaxdelo 

sistema 

Organization for economic cooperation 

and  development 
 

ekonomikuri TanamSromlobisa da 

ganviTarebis organizacia 

Promoting trade and investment vaWrobisa da investirebis 

xelSewyoba 

Regulation of trade vaWrobis regulireba 

Secretariat samdivno 

Terms To Remember: 
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Exercise: 1 

Put the appropriate word from the box in the sentences: 

 

 

 

 

 

a) The World Trade Organization (WTO) is a............ designed by its founders to supervise 

and liberalize........... 

b) The International Chamber of Commerce was founded in 1919 to serve world business 

by promoting.................., open markets for goods and services, and the free flow 

of.......... 

c) When world trade began to expand dramatically in the 1960s, national governments 

began to realize the need for a global set of standards and rules to harmonize................., 

which until then governed. 

d) As an ..........................asset, the SDR serves to supplement the existing official reserves 

of member countries. 

e) Because of the IBRD's credit rating, it is able to borrow at relatively low....................... 

 

 

Special drawing rights nasesxobis specialuri uflebebi 

The united nations conference on trade and 

development 
 

vaWrobisa da ganviTarebis gaeros 

komisia 

Trade agreements savaWro garigebebi 

United nations commission on 

international trade law 

gaeros saerTaSoriso vaWrobis 

samarTlis komisia 

World trade organization vaWrobis msoflio organizacia 

International organization       international  trade         trade and investment  

Capital                           national and regional regulations  

International reserve                                                                  interest rates 
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 Translate in to English: 2. 
 

1) vaWrobis msoflio organizaciis ZiriTadi mizani saerTaSoriso 

vaWrobis liberalizaciaa. 

2) msoflio bazarze savaWro winaaRmdegobaTa aRmosafxvrelad 

qveynebma Seqmens saerTaSoriso organizaciebi. 

3) saerTaSoriso savaluto fondis  ZiriTadi kapitali warmoiqmneba 

masSi gaerTianebuli qveynebis Senatanebis safuZvelze. 

4) vaWrobis msoflio  organizaciis saqmnianobis safuZvelia 

saqonlisa da momsaxurebis bazarze yvelaze xelsayreli reJimebis 

Seqmna. 

5) saerTaSoriso savaluto fondi sesxs aZlevs sagadasaxdelo 

balansSi deficitis mqone qveynebs. 

6) saerTaSoriso vaWrobis ganviTarebisaTvis didi mniSvneloba aqvs 

,,savaWro terminebis ganmartebaTa saerTaSoriso wesebs”. 

7) saerTaSoriso savaWro palata Camoyalibda saerTaSoriso 

arasamTavrobo organizaciebis mier. 

8) ekonomikuri TanamSromlobisa da ganviTarebis organizaciaSi 

monawile qveynebze modis msoflio warmoebis daxloebiT 2/3. 

9) msoflio bankis mizania xeli Seuwyos masSi monawile qveynebis 

sawarmoo Zalebis ganviTarebas. 

10) formaluri organizaciebis garda, saerTaSoriso vaWrobas xels 

uwyobs zogierTi qveynis mier umaRles doneze organizebuli 

savaWro partniorebTan ekonomikuri Sexvedrebi. 
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UNIT VIII 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 

 
 
 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

A multinational corporation (MNC) or transnational corporation (TNC), also called 

multinational enterprise (MNE), is a corporation or enterprise that manages production or 

delivers services in more than one country. It can also be referred as an International 

Corporation. 

Multinational corporations have budgets that exceed some national GDPs. Multinational 

corporations can have a powerful influence in local economies as well as the world economy 

and play an important role in international relations and globalization. The presence of 

such powerful players in the world economy is reason for much controversy 

  

Economists are not in agreement as to how multinational or transnational corporations should be 

defined. Multinational corporations have many dimensions and can be viewed from several 

perspectives (ownership, management, strategy and structural, etc.) The following is an 

excerpt from Franklin Root (International Trade and Investment, 1994)  

 

Multinational Corporations and Their Strategy 

 

Multinational Corporations 
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Ownership Criterion: some argue that ownership is a key criterion. A firm becomes 

multinational only when the headquarter or parent company is effectively owned by nationals 

of two or more countries. For example, Shell and Unilever, controlled by British and Dutch 

interests, are good examples. However, by ownership test, very few multinationals are 

multinational. The ownership of most MNCs are uninational. Depending on the case, each is 

considered an American multinational company in one case, and each is considered a foreign 

multinational in another case. Thus, ownership does not really matter.  

Nationality mix of headquarter managers: An international company is multinational if the 

managers of the parent company are nationals of several countries. Usually, managers of the 

headquarters are nationals of the home country. This may be a transitional phenomenon. Very 

few companies pass this test currently.  

Business Strategy: global profit maximization.  

Multinational companies may pursue policies that are home country-oriented or host country-

oriented or world-oriented.  

 
Text B 

 

 
 

 

International strategy is concerned with the way firms make fundamental choices about 

developing and deploying scarce resources internationally. International strategy involves 

decisions that deal with all the various functions and activities of a company and the interactions 

among them, not merely a single area such as marketing or production. To be effective, a 

company‘s international strategy needs to be consistent among the various functions, products, 

and regional units of the company as well as with the demands of the international competitive 

environment. 

The goal international strategy is to achieve and maintain a unique and valuable competitive  

position both within a nation and globally, a position that has been termed competitive 

advantage. This suggests that the international company must either perform activities different 

International strategy                
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from those of its competitors or perform the same activities in different ways. To create a 

competitive advantage that is sustainable over time, the international company should try to 

develop skills, or competencies, that  create value for customers and for which customers 

which are willing to pay, are rare, since competencies shared among many competitors cannot 

be a basis for competitive advantage, are difficult to imitate or substitute for, and are organized 

in a way that allows  the company to exploit fully the competitive potential of these variable, 

rare, and difficult-to-imitate competencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

competitive advantage konkurentuli upiratesoba 

competitive environment konkurentuli garemo 

customer momxmarebeli 

home country donori qveyana 

host country maspinZeli, recipienti qveyana 

international relations saerTaSoriso urTierTobebi  

management menejmenti 

multinational corporation,  transnational 

corporation 

mravalnacionaluri, 

transnacionaluri korporacia 

parent company mSobeli kompania 

profit maximization mogebis maqsimizacia 

Terms to Remember: 
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Exercise: 1 . A . select the noun from the box which can combine with all three verbs in each 

group: 

 

                         

 

 

    
                               
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

B. complete the sentences with an appropriate combination (verb+noun) from exercise A 

1. put your money in a saving account, so it will....... 

2. An asset is something to business that has value or the power to.... 

3. The company did not ..........It just broke  even. 

4. Unfortunately the company ran out of money to............. on its bonds. 

5. Alfitel .............of 400.000 Euros for next year. 

2. Translate in to English: 

1.saerTaSoriso savaWro-ekonomikur urTierTobebSi gansakuTrebuli 
adgili multinacionalur korporaciebs ukavia; maTze msoflio 
eqsportis daaxloebiT 1/3 modis. 
2. multinacionaluri kompaniebis donori qveynis rolSi Cveulebriv, 
ganviTarebuli qveynebi gamodian. 
3. gaerTianebuli erebis organizaciis mier SemuSavebulia 
,,transnacionaluri korporaciebis kodeqsi’’. 
4. saerTaSoriso strategiis mizania firmis konkurentunarianobis  
SenarCuneba erovnul da globalur doneze. 
5. saerTaSoriso firmis konkurentuli upiratesoba efuZneba firmis mier 
gansakuTrebuli aqtivebis flobas. 
6. mrvalnacionaluri kompaniebi erTmaneTisagan gansxvavdebian zomebiT, 
kapitalisa da warmoebis koncentraciis doniT. 
7. firmebis saerTaSoriso bazrebze gasvlis ZiriTadi motivi gasaRebis 
bazrebis gafarToeba da mogebis zrdaa. 

 

     Profit                     interest                     money 

1. make 

earn... 

invest 

2. make 
    earn.... 
    forecast 

3. pay 
   earn... 
  charge 
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UNIT IX 

 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 
 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

International business is a business whose activities are carried out across national borders. 

This definition includes not only international trade and foreign manufacturing but also the 

growing service industry in areas such as transportation, tourism, advertising, construction, 

retailing, wholesaling, and mass communications. 

In order to succeed in today‘s global marketplace, a company must be able to quickly identify 

and exploit opportunities wherever they occur, domestically or internationally. To do this 

effectively, managers must fully understand why, how and where they intend to do business, 

now and over time. This requires that managers have a clear understanding of the company‘s 

mission, vision for how they intend to achieve that mission, and an understanding of how they 

plan to compete with other companies. To meet these challenges, managers must understand the 

company‘s strengths and weaknesses and be able to compare than accurately to those of their 

worldwide competitors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

International Business and Foreign Investments 

 

International Business 
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Text B 
 

 
 

 

International business covers not only export and import operations but also overseas 

production. The letter is called foreign investment. 

Foreign investment can be divided into two components: portfolio investment, which is the 

purchase of stocks and bonds solely for the purpose of obtaining a return on the funds invested, 

and direct investment, by which the investors participate in the management of the firm in 

addition to receiving a return on their money. The distinction between these two components 

has begun to blur, particularly with growing size and number of international mergers, 

acquisitions, and alliances in recent years. For example, investments by foreign investor in the 

stock of a domestic company generally are treated as direct investment when the investor‘s 

equity participation ratio is 10 percent or more. In contrast, deals that do not result in the foreign 

investors obtaining at least 10 percent of the shareholdings are classified as portfolio 

investments. With the increasing pace of globalization, it is not uncommon for companies to 

form strategic relationships with firms from other nations in order to pool resources (such as 

manufacturing, marketing, and technology and other know-how) while still keeping their equity 

participation below 10 percent. Financing from foreign venture capitalists also tends to be 

treated as a portfolio investment, although these investors frequently become actively involved 

in the target company‘s business operations, with the goal of ultimately relaxing substantial 

capital gains when the target company goes public. 

 

Motives for Direct Foreign Investment 

 
New MNCs do not pop up randomly in foreign nations. It is the result of conscious planning by 

corporate managers. Investment flows from regions of low anticipated profits to those of high 

returns.  

1. Growth motive  

A company may have reached a plateau satisfying domestic demand, which is not 

growing. Looking for new markets.  

Foreign Investment                
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2. Protection in the importing countries 

Foreign direct investment is one way to expand bypassing protective instruments in the 

importing country.  

3. Market competition 

The most certain method of preventing actual or potential competition is to acquire 

foreign businesses.  

GM purchased Monarch (GM Canada) and Opel (GM Germany). It did not buy Toyota, 

Dotson (Nissan) and Volkswagen. They later became competitors.  

4. Cost reduction 

Cheap foreign labor. Labor costs tend to differ among nations. MNCs can hold down 

costs by locating part of all their productive facilities abroad. (Maquiladoras)  

 

 

Text C 
 

 

 

 

International business differs from domestic business in that a firm operating across borders 

must deal with the forces of three kinds of environments-domestic, foreign, and international. 

In contrast, a firm whose business activities are carried out within the borders of one country 

needs to be concerned essentially with only domestic environment. However, no domestic firm 

is entirely free from foreign or international environmental forces because the possibly of 

having to face competition from foreign imports or from foreign competitors that set up 

operations in its own market is always presented. Let us examine these forces; external forces 

consist of the following: 

 

 Competitive: kinds and number of competitors, their locations and their activities 

 Distributive: national and international agencies available for distributing goods and 

services 

 Economic: variables(such as GNP, Unit Labor Cost, and personal consumption 

expenditure) that influence a film‘s ability to do business 

Why Is International Business Different 
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 Socioeconomic: characteristics and distribution of the human population 

 Financial: variables such as interest rates, inflation rates and taxation 

 Legal: the many foreign and domestic laws governing how international firms must 

operate 

 Physical: elements of nature such as topography, climate and natural resources 

 Political: elements of nation‘s political climate such as nationalism, forms of 

government and international organizations 

 Sociocultural: elements of culture (such as attitude, beliefs, and opinions) important to 

international managers. 

 

 
Text D 

 
 

 

 Strategic Geographic Location 

 Located at the crossroads of Europe and Central Asia, Georgia‘s three major oil and gas 

pipelines, Black Sea ports, well-developed railway systems, together with its airports are 

playing an increasingly important role in linking East and West. 

 

 Stable Macroeconomic Environment 

 

 Consistent macroeconomic policies are producing strong economic growth, with GDP 

increases of close to 10% in 2005 and 2006, 12, 4% for 2007 and 2.1% for 2008. 

 Liberal Trade Regimes 

 Georgia has low tariffs, streamlined border clearance procedures and preferential trade 

regimes with major partners, including the EU, CIS countries, the U.S. and Free Trade with 

Turkey. Member of the WTO since 2000 Georgia has no quantitative restrictions on trade.  

 Low  Taxes 

 

 Fewer taxes, lower rates. The employer‘s obligation to pay social tax was eliminated 

starting from Jan. 1, 2008, and a reduced rate was shifted to employees, entailing increase of 

personal income tax from 12% to 20%. Corporate income tax decreased from 20% to 15%. 

These changes make Georgia one of the most attractive tax regimes in the region.   

Ten Reasons to Invest in Georgia  
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 Simplified Licensing and Permitting Procedures    

 

 The Government of Georgia is working hardly to sustain future development of the 

Economy of Georgia. New Financial and Economic acts have been adopted by the Parliament, 

which obviously will help to maintain strong economic growth in Georgia. 

 

 Developing Infrastructure 

 

 

 In order to further exploit the full potential of the Georgia‘s strategic location and 

encourage foreign investment in the sector, the Government of Georgia, in cooperation with 

private enterprises, continues to develop infrastructure – roads, railways, sea ports, and airports, 

while simplifying customs and other administrative procedures including licensing reforms. 

 Business Friendly Environment 

 

 Georgia has been rated as the world's one of the best countries for doing business on the 

basis of its business infrastructure, financial, legal and professional services, and its low and 

simple tax system. The WB‘s report on Doing Business 2009 can easily prove Georgia as one of 

the best destination for investors. 

 World’s Leader in Labor Freedom and Labor Force Literacy 

 

 Georgia's new Labor Code, hailed as one of the world‘s best in international rankings, 

reduces labor costs and gives greater freedom of contract to employers and employees. 

Simultaneously, Georgia offers the world‘s most literate workforce, and very competitive 

prevailing wage rates. 

 Diverse Investment Sectors 

 

 With the diversified investment sectors such as real estate & construction, agriculture, IT 

& telecommunications, infrastructure, tourism, banking & finances, healthcare & 

pharmaceuticals Georgia is not just a promise of a market, it is a genuine opportunity. 
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Exercise: 1 Compete the table below: 

 

Verb Noun 

integrate integration 

 bid 

partner  

 acquisition 

consolidate  

 achievement 

merge  

 success 

 

 

 

Advertising business sareklamo biznesi 

Direct investment pirdapiri investireba 

Foreign investment ucxouri investiciebi 

Global marketplace globaluri bazari 

Interest rate saprocento ganakveTi 

International business saerTaSoriso biznesi 

Merges, acquisitions, and alliances Serwyma, gaerTianeba da aliansebi 

Pool resources resursebis gaerTianeba 

Portfolio investment portfeluri investiciebi 

Service industry momsaxurebis industria/sfero 

Strengths and weaknesses susti da Zlieri mxareebi 

Tourism turizmi 

Terms to Remember: 
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2. Which word is the odd one out in each set? 

1.  a achieve          b accomplish      c reach            d fail 

2.  a proposal          b aim               c target           d objective 

3.  a pessimism      b criticism           c skepticism    d enthusiasm 

4.  a efficient         b concise         c precise          d tedious 

5. a co-operate       b collaborate    c collate         d communicate 

6. a chairperson     b facilitator      c mission       d participant 

 
 
 
5. Translate in to English: 

1.saerTaSoriso investireba saerTaSoriso biznesis dinamiuri 

komponentia. 

2.saerTaSoriso bazris kvleva, erovnulisagan gansxvavebiT, sakmaod 

rTuli da specifikuri saqmea. 

3. globalizaciis pirobebSi TiTqmis yvela firma ganicdis 

saerTaSoriso konkrencias. 

4. ucxo qveynebSi investirebis gadawyvetilebebze zegavlenas axdens 

savaluto faqtorebi da saprocento ganakveTebi. 

5. saerTaSoriso biznesi aerTianebs, rogorc eqsport-importis 

operaciebs, aseve pirdapir da portfelur investiciebs. 

6. kapitalis gatana xorciledeba pirdapiri ucxouri investiciebis, 

saportfelo investiciebis, kreditisa da sesxebis saxiT. 

7.pirdapiri ucxouri investiebi transnacionaluri kompaniebisaTvis 

ucxouri sawarmoebis kontrols uzrunvelyofs. 

8. saerTaSoriso biznesis garemo gansxvavdeba qveynisSiga biznes 

garemosagan, rac ZiriTadad qveynebs Soris arsebuli gansxvavebebiTaa 

ganpirobebuli. 
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UNIT X 

 

InetrINi 

 

 

******* 

 

 
 
 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

What is ,,international tax‖? International tax is best regarded as the body of legal provisions 

of different countries that covers the tax aspects of cross-border transactions. International 

tax, in this sense, is concerned with direct taxes (i.e.  income taxes, estate taxes, gift taxes, 

wealth taxes and social security contributions) and indirect taxes(i.e. value added –or goods 

and service taxes, sales taxes and customs duties). 

In most countries, the returns from trade and investment within national borders are subject to 

income taxation. The way in which those returns are taxed is based upon a countries‘ domestic 

tax policy.  

As technology and capital markets have developed over time, people move around more, 

living in different countries for periods of time, the taxation of international transactions become 

increasingly more internationalized.  

Once an entity extends its arm beyond national borders, it is most likely to fall within the 

ambit of the tax laws of another country. The way in which that country‘s tax  laws impact on 

the entity will have consequences for the manner in which the entity is taxed domestically. 

Thus, the tax regimes of each country become interrelated.  

International taxation 

 

International Tax 
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Governments around the world use three major types of taxation-income tax, value added tax 

and withholding tax. Income tax is a direct tax levied on earnings. Value added tax VAT is an 

indirect tax, in that the tax authority collects it from the owner of the item taxed, the ultimate 

user of the product pays the full amount of tax that is rebated to others in the value chain. Thus, 

the government is collecting the tax on the value added in the process. The withholding tax is 

also an indirect, in that it is played not by the person whose labor generates the income but by 

the business that makes the payment for the labor. Usually the withholding tax is levied on 

passive income such as royalties, dividends and interest. Governments follow two approaches 

to the jurisdiction of their taxes, either worldwide or territorial. A worldwide approach is to 

tax residents of the country on their worldwide income. As the United States follows a policy of 

worldwide taxation, and it can be argued convincingly that, despite tax treaties, such taxation 

put U.S. firm operating foreign subsidiaries at a disadvantage compared with their foreign 

domestic competitors. A territorial taxation  policy taxes income earned within the nation‘s 

borders. These are tax credits, based on treaties that reduce or eliminate double taxation for 

US residents and companies, as long as the foreign tax liability is less than US equivalent would 

be. 

 
 
 

Text B 
 

 
 

 

Some countries tax their citizens or residents on their worldwide income. Others tax income 

sourced in their state only. And still others use combination of these approaches. As a result, it 

is quite possible that taxpayers that engage in cross border transactions are taxed more than 

once on the same amount of income. This phenomenon is known as double taxation. Double 

taxation can take different forms, but regardless of the form it inhibits economic activity. 

Therefore,  international tax policymakers have designed ways to try to ensure that income 

derived by a taxpayer is ultimately taxed only once.  

This result is known as juridical double taxation. The focus here is on the taxable subject 

being taxed twice.  

Double taxation                
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Taxpayer’s Worldwide Income 

           TAX 

There are three methods by which a taxpayer may obtain relief from juridical double taxation: 

 The exemption method 

 The tax credit method, and 

 The deduction method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Domestic Source Income                                                                              Foreign Source Income 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text C 
 

 
 
 

 
According to the World Bank, Georgia has the lowest total tax burden in Central and Eastern 

Europe. According to the Forbes Tax  and Reform Index of 2008 Georgia ranks 4th best in the 

world in terms of tax burden. A new tax code came into force on 1 January 2005 and a new 

Customs Code on 1 January 2007 with the objectives of: 

 

 Facilitating economic growth – with a minimum number of taxes and low tax rates; 

 Establishing a stable investment environment – by setting up a solid legal framework 

and introducing liberal economic principles; 

Foreign country Home country 

Taxes in Georgia                
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 Supporting legal business – by using strengthened and flexible administration 

mechanisms to identify and deter dishonest taxpayers; 

 Ensuring an increased culture of taxpaying – through simplified administrative 

mechanisms and improved taxpayer  support 

There are six taxes in Georgia, of which five (personal income tax, corporate income tax, 

value added tax, excise tax and customs tax) are state-wide and one (property tax) is a local 

tax. There are no capital gains, inheritance, wealth, property transfer, social, branch remittance 

and other taxes imposed in Georgia.  

 

 

 

 

 

International taxation saerTaSoriso dabegvra 

direct tax pirdapiri gadasaxadi 

indirect tax arapirdapiri gadasaxadi 

technology and capital markets teqnologiebisa da kapitalis 

bazrebi 

income tax saSemosavlo gadasaxadi 

withholding tax wyarosTan dakavebadi gadasaxadi 

value added tax damatebiTi Rirebulebis 

gadasaxadi 

eliminate double taxation ormagi dabegvris gamoricxva 

exemption method gaTavisflebis meTodi 

tax credit method sagadasaxado kreditis meTodi 

The deduction method gamoqviTvis meTodi 

tax burden sagadasaxado wnexi 

tax code sagadasaxado kodeqsi 

excise tax aqcizuri gadasaxadi 

customs tax sabaJo gadasaxadi 

property tax qonebis gadasaxadi 

Terms To Remember: 
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Exercise: 1 

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence. 

 

1. We offer a ... discount.... to customers who buy in bulk.  

a) refund  b) discount  c) delivery 

2. We ask customers who are not fully satisfied to ................................ goods within seven days.  

a) discount  b) refund  c) return 

3. In order to get a full ............................. .customers must send back goods 

in the original packaging. 

a) discount  b) refund  c) return 

4. Goods will be ............................ within 24 hours of your order. 

a) dispatched   b) purchased   c) exchanged 

5. Goods are kept in our ............................. until ready for delivery. 

a) stock  b) storage  c) warehouse 

6. Products and services offered at a large discount are generally a (n)........... 

a) sale  b) bargain  c) offer 

 
 

2. Translate in to English: 
1. msoflios umetes qveynebSi investiciebisa da vaWrobisagan miRebuli 

Semosavlebi  saSemosavlo da mogebis gadasaxadebiT dabegvris obieqtia.  
2. saerTaSoriso TanamSromloba sagadasaxado sferoSi saerTaSoriso 

sameurneo urTierTobebis mniSvnelovan aspeqtad iqca.  
3. qveynis saerTaSoriso sagadasaxado politika gamomdinareobs mTavrobis 

ekonomikuri da socialuri miznebidan. 
4. ormagi dabegvris arseboba aferxebs qveynebs Soris savaWro-ekonomikuri 

urTierTobebis ganviTarebas. 
5. msoflios masStabiT umetesad gamoiyeneba saSemosavlo, mogebisa da 

damatebiTi Rirebulebis gadasaxadebi. 
6. wyarosTan dakavebadi gadasaxadebiT umeteswilad pasiuri sainvesticio 

Semosavlebi ibegreba. 
7. iuridiuli ormagi dabegvra gulisxmobs erTidaigive Semosavlis orjer 

dabegvras identuri gadasaxadis gadamxdelis mier. 
8. axali sagadasaxado kodeqsi saqarTveloSi 2005 wels Sevida. 
9. msoflio bankis monacemebiT sagadasaxado wnexi saqarTveloSi 

liberaluria. 
10. saqarTvelos sagadasaxado kodeqsi investiciaTa mozidviskenaa 

mimarTuli.   
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UNIT XI 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

When was the last time you made a contract? If you bought your first car last year or sold your 

old skis at a flea market, you probably know that these activities involve contracts. Many 

common daily activities may also involve contracts, from buying a fast food meal to filling your 

car with gas. Most people think a ―contract‖ is a long, preprinted, formal document that they 

sign when buying a vehicle, selling their house, or purchasing insurance. Such formal 

documents represent only a small fraction of the contracts that you will make in your lifetime. 

The truth is that you create a contract any time you agree to exchange things of value. Because 

contracts pervade your life, you need to know about their nature, purpose, and effect. Further, 

contract law forms the foundation for all other areas of the law. Understanding contract law is 

necessary to grasp the law of sales, consumer law, agency law, property law, employment 

law, partnership law, corporate law, and computer law.  

 

 

 

 

 

A contract is any agreement enforceable by law. You should never enter into a contract 

without understanding the legal responsibilities involved. Not all agreements are contracts, 

however.The legal responsibilities associated with contracts are based on what the involved 

The Sales Contracts 

 

Understanding Contract Law 

 

 

The Nature of a Contract 
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parties do and say to one another. In the past, courts asked whether the parties to a contract 

exchanged things of equal value. This approach was called the equity theory of contract law. 

However, the advent of industrial capitalism and the need to support a profit-making system 

forced the courts to shift their focus on the nature of a contract. When asked to settle a contract 

dispute, the courts would ask whether  the parties had agreed to the terms set forth in the 

agreement. This new theory was called the will theory of contract law because it focused on 

the exercise of each party‘s free will. The courts no longer asked if the contract was fair; instead 

they pondered, ―Did the parties really agree to these terms?‖ One problem with the will theory 

is that it was difficult to know what the parties were actually thinking when they entered into an 

agreement. Consequently, the courts studied actions and words to determine if the parties 

reached a ―meeting of the minds.‖ Gradually, this approach led to a search for certain fixed 

elements to contracts. If these elements existed, the courts would hold that a contract existed. 

This approach became known as the formalist theory because it relied on the form of the 

agreement. 

 

 
 

 

The six elements of a contract, as shown in Figure 11.1, are offer, acceptance, genuine 

agreement, consideration, capacity, and legality. To be legally complete, a contract must 

include all six elements. Notice that the list does not include anything written. Not all contracts 

have to be in writing to be enforceable. An is a proposal by one party to another intended to 

create a legally binding agreement. An acceptance is the second party‘s unqualified 

willingness to go along with the first party‘s proposal. If a valid offer is met by a valid 

acceptance, a contact exists. Some circumstances, such as fraud, misrepresentation, mistake, 

undue influence, and economic duress, can destroy the genuineness of an agreement. The fourth 

element, is the legal ability to enter a contract. The law generally assumes that anyone entering 

a contract has the capacity, but this assumption can be disputed. The fifth element, is the 

exchange of things of value.  Consequently, legality is the final element of a contract.  

Contracts can be created in different ways and can assume diverse forms. A contract can be 

described by any of the following characteristics: 

Valid, void, voidable, or unenforceable 

The Elements of a Contract 
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Express or implied 

Bilateral or unilateral 

Oral or written 

Any contract can have characteristics from one or more of these four groups.  

 

Figure 11.1ure 

Elements of a contact 

Element                                                                      Description 

Offer A proposal made by one party (the offeror) to 
another party (the offeree) indicating 
a willingness to enter a contract. 

Acceptance The agreement of the offeree to be bound by 
the terms of the offer. 

Genuine Agreement Offer and acceptance go together to create 
genuine agreement, or a meeting of the 
minds. Agreement can be destroyed by fraud, 
misrepresentation, mistake, duress, or 
undue influence. 

Consideration Consideration is the thing of value promised to 
one party in a contract in exchange for 
something else of value promised by the other 
party. The mutual exchange binds the 
parties together. 

Capacity The law presumes that anyone entering a 
contract has the legal capacity to do so. 
Minors are generally excused from contractual 
responsibility, as are mentally 
incompetent and drugged or drunk individuals. 

Legality Parties are not allowed to enforce contracts 
that involve illegal acts. Some illegal 
contracts involve agreements to commit a 
crime or a tort. Others involve activities 
made illegal by statutory law. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the elements of an offer and acceptance is necessary before moving on toother 

matters, such as which contracts must be in writing, how contract rights are transferred, how 

contracts end, and what happens when one party breaches a contract.As noted earlier, an offer is 

a proposal by one party to another party to enter a contract. The person making the offer is the 

Requirements of an Offer 
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offeror, and the person who receives the offer is the offeree. An offer has three basic 

requirements. It must be: 

Made seriously. 

Definite and certain.. 

 Communicated to the offeree 

 

 

 

 

 

The acceptance must not change the terms of the original offer in any way.  Any change in the 

terms of the offer means the offeree has not really accepted the offer but has made  a countoffer 

. In that case, the original offeror is not obligated to go along, and no contract results. Instead, 

the offeror becomes an offeree and may accept or reject the counteroffer. The parties could also 

decide they will never agree on a mutually satisfactory  price.Contracts for the sale of goods are 

exceptions to the mirror image rule. These exceptions include contracts for personal property 

such as clothing, furniture, food, motor vehicles, appliances, and other items.The primary 

exceptions are created by the Uniform Commercial Code(UCC), which is a set of statutes that 

covers the law of sales as well as other areas of commercial law. One UCC exception involves 

nonmerchants. Nonmerchants are people who do not regularly buy or sell goods and do not 

claim to be experts on the goods. In non merchant situations, the offeree may make minor 

changes, and a contract will still be created. For example, if someone says to you, ―I‘ll sell you 

my camera for $150,‖ and you answer, ―I‘ll buy it and pay you next week,‖ a contract is created. 

The added term, ―I‘ll pay you next week,‖ may be accepted or rejected by the offeror. 

A second exception involves sale-of-goods contracts between merchants. When both parties are 

merchants, the additional or different terms become a part of the contract. This exception 

applies only if the following conditions are met: 

The new or different terms do not make a material or crucial difference to the nature of the 

contract 

The offeror does not object to the new or different terms within a reasonable time 

The original offer did not expressly limit acceptance to the terms in that original offer 

 

 

 

Unconditional Acceptance 
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The time at which an acceptance takes place is important because that is when the contract 

comes into existence. When the parties are dealing face-to-face or on the telephone, no special 

problem exists. One party speaks, and the other listens and communicates the offer or the 

acceptance. 

Special rules, however, govern acceptances that take place when the parties are separated by a 

distance and must communicate by letters, telegrams, or fax. According to common law, an 

acceptance that must be sent over long distances is effective when it is sent. Any method of 

communication that has been expressly or impliedly endorsed by the offeror would qualify. 

Common law also says that an acceptance is implied when the offeree accepts by the same or a 

faster means than that used by the offeror. The authorization of an acceptance can also be 

implied by any reasonable means, including past practices between the parties, the usual method 

in the trade, or the customary means in comparable transactions. Naturally, the offeree must 

correctly address the acceptance so that it is delivered to the right place. If the address is faulty, 

the acceptances not complete until delivery has been made to the offeror. It is also possible for 

the offeror to specify the time by which the acceptance must be received to be effective. This 

rule applies to contracts for real estate and services. For sale of-goods contracts under the 

UCC, the acceptance takes place when it is sent, as long as the method of communication is 

reasonable. Consequently, the acceptance of a mailed offer for goods would be effective when it 

is sent electronically, via fax, or through an overnight carrier. If the offeror states in the offer 

what method the offeree must use to accept, that method must be followed. Sometimes an offer 

specifies that it must be accepted by an action. In these cases, the action must take place before 

there is an acceptance. The offeror cannot impose silence on the offeree as the means of 

acceptance unless he or she has previously agreed to this condition or terms become a part of 

the contract. This exception applies only if the following conditions are met: 

 The new or different terms do not make a material or crucial difference to the nature of 

the contract 

Methods of Acceptance 
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 The offeror does not object to the new or different terms within a reasonable time 

 The original offer did not expressly limit acceptance to the terms in that original offer 

 

 
Text B 

 

 
 

  

A sale is a contract in which ownership of goods is transferred from the seller to the buyer for 

consideration. The consideration is also known as the price, or the money that is paid for 

goods. The law of sales grew from the practices of business people, merchants, and mariners in 

early English times. In those days, merchants administered the law in their own courts. As time 

went on, the early law of sales combined with English common law and eventually was put into 

a code (a collection of laws) called the English Sale of Goods Act. In 1906, a code of law 

called the Uniform Sales Act was introduced in the United States. It was similar to the English 

Sale of Goods Act, and over a period of years, was enacted by the legislatures of 35 states. 

However, it proved to be inadequate. As interstate commerce developed, the need arose to 

make uniform many commercial laws in effect among the states. The result was the 

development of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) in 1952. The  Uniform Commercial 

Code is a collection of laws that governs various types of business transactions. When you enter 

a contract involving goods, the UCC will apply. 

 One purpose of UCC is to combine the laws relating to commerce into a single uniform code. 

Another  purpose of the UCC is simplify, clarify, and modernize the law governing commercial 

transactions. A third purpose is to encourage the expansion of commercial practices through 

custom, usage, and agreement of the parties. Thus, the many rules governing the various phases 

of a business transaction may be now found in a single code that is uniform throughout the land. 

The UCC is the law, at least in part, in every state.  

 

 

 

 

 

SALES CONTRACTS                
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A sales contract may involve either a sale or a contract to sale. Every time you buy goods and 

take ownership of them, a sale occurs. On the other hand, if you will take ownership at some 

future time, the agreement is a contract to sell, not a sale. 

When a contract includes both goods and services, the dominant element determines the type of 

contract. For example, if your parents buy a furnace and have it installed the sale of goods—the 

furnace—is dominant and the laws of the UCC apply. However, if your parents have their 

furnace serviced and some new parts are installed, the performance of services is dominant and 

the common law of contracts applies instead. 

With some exceptions, the UCC applies to all sellers and buyers of goods. A merchant is a 

business or person who deals regularly in the sale of goods or who has a specialized knowledge 

of goods. A non merchants a casual or occasional seller. For example, you are a no merchant 

when you sell a used CD to a music store. 

A sales contract must contain the same elements as other contracts, but the UCC has relaxed 

some of the strict rules of contract law. The following flexible rules apply in all contracts for the 

sale of goods. 

Good Faith Parties to a sales contract must treat each other fairly. 

Methods of Dealing and Usage of Trade When parties have previously dealt with each other, 

those methods of dealing may be used to supplement or qualify the terms of their sales contract. 

This rule is true with any, which is the method of dealing that is commonly used in the 

particular field. 

 Formation of a Sales Contract You may make a contract in any manner that shows that the 

parties have reached an agreement. It may be oral (with some exceptions) or in writing. A 

contract may be created even if the time it was made cannot be determined or any terms have 

been left open and etc. 

 
 
 

The Sales Contract 
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Text C 
 

 

 

A shipment contract is one in which the seller turns the goods over to a carrier for delivery to a 

buyer. A carrier is a transportation company. In a shipment contract, the seller is not responsible 

for seeing that goods get to their destination. Both title and risk of loss pass to the buyer when 

the goods are given to the carrier (see Figure 11.23). 

Shipment contracts are often designated by the term f.o.b, which designates the place of 

shipment. The term  f.o.b. , or free on board, means that goods will be delivered free to the 

designated place. The buyer must pay the freight charges from the shipping point to the 

destination. Thus, f.o.b. Boston means that the seller will put the goods on freight cars or trucks 

in Boston, but the buyer will pay all expenses from there. At the shipping point, the goods 

become the responsibility of the buyer. Title and risk of loss are transferred when the seller 

delivers the goods to the carrier for shipment. 

 

Passage of Title and Risk of Loss 
 

Terms of Contract 
 
Shipment contract 
 
Destination contract 
 
No delivery required 
 
 
 
Document of title 
 
 
Agreement of the parties 

Title passes 
 
When goods are delivered to carrier 
 
When goods are tendered at destination 
 
When contract is made 
 
 
 
When document of title is given to buyer 
 
 
At time and place agreed upon 

Risk of loss passes 
  
When goods are delivered to carrier 
 
When goods are tendered at 
destination 
Merchant seller: When buyer 
receives goods 
No merchant seller: When seller 
tenders goods to buyer 
When document of title is given to 
buyer 
 
At time and place agreed upon 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Shipment Contract 
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INETRNATIONAL CONVENTIONS APPLICABLE TO THE 

INTERNATIONAL SALES OF GOODS 

 

Convention on the law applicable to the international sales of goods, The Hague 1955-

haagis konvencia saqonlis saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvaSi gamoyenebuli samarTlis 

Sesaxeb 

Convention Relating To A Uniform Law On The Formation Of Contacts For The 

International Sale Of  Goods, The Hague 1964-erTgavrovani kanoni saqonlis 

saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvis xelSekrulebaTa dadebis Sesaxeb 

Uniform Rules concerning the Contract for International Carriage of Goods by Rail 

(CIM), 1980- erTgavrovani kanoni sarkinigzo gziT saqonlis saerTaSoriso 

gadazidvebis Sesaxeb 

United Nations Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea, Hamburg, 1978 (Hamburg 

Rules) - gaeros konvencia sazRvao gziT saqonlis gadazidvaze (hamburgis wesebi) 

Convention on Contracts for the International sale of goods (UNCITRAL, Vienna)-gaeros 

konvencia (vena) saqonlis saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvis xelSekrulebaTa Sesaxeb 

UN Convention on International Multimodal Transport of goods- gaeros konvencia 

tvirTebis saerTaSoriso Sereuli gadazidvebis Sesaxeb 
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Exercise: 1  

Write 8 to 10 sentences, using as many of the  legal commercial terms as possible. 
 
Exercise: 2 
Match the Following ‘’Money Words’’ To Their Definitions: 

 

 A cheque                         An arrangement between a bank and a  

customer for the customer   to pay in 

and take out money 

 

 A credit card                   

 

 Extra money that you get if you have 

invested money, or that you pay if you 

have borrowed money 

 A loan                              A plastic card that you use to buy 

goods 

 

 An accountant                 Money that you keep in a bank to use 

later 

 

 An overdraft                    A printed form that you use for 

something instead of using money 

 

 Interest      An arrangement between a bank and a 

Acceptance aqcepti 

Bilateral/unilateral ormxrivi/mravalmxrivi 

Bill of lading konosamenti 

Destination daniSnulebis adgili 

Firm offer/free offer myari/Tavisufali  oferti 

Offer oferti 

Shipment contract gadatvirTvis xelSekruleba 

The terms of a contact kontaqtis pirobebi 

Freight fraxti 

Insurance dazRveva 

Uniform commercial code erTiani komerciuli kodeqsi 

Terms To Remember: 
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customer for the customer to take out 

more money than they have paid in 

 

 Savings    A sum of money that you borrow 
 

Complete The Sentences With A Word From Exercises Above: 
A. We have out a ... to build up our business.  Let‘s hope we can pay it back! 

B. If you lose your .............don‘t panic-just tell your bank immediately. 

C. I have just opened a deposit............ With Kommerzbank. Do you think they are ok? 

D. Oh no! The banks are closed now, so I can‘t cash this........today. 

E. Don‘t keep you‘re......under your pillow, they will be safer in the bank, and it is less 

stress for you. 

F. A deposit account is better than a current account because your money earns extra 

money. 

3. Translate in to English: 

1. saqonlis yidva-gayidva komerciuli miznebisaTvis, sakontraqto 

samarTliT regulirdeba. 

2. imisaTvis, rom kontraqti samarTlebrivi Zalis mqone dokumentad 

CiaTvalos, igi calkeul moTxovnebs unda akmayofilebdes. 

3. saqonlis saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvis samarTlebrivi 

regulirebisaTvis 1964 wlis 25 aprils haagis konferenciis mier 

miRebulia ,,erTgvarovani kanoni saqonlis saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvis 

Sesaxeb”. 

4. yidva-gayidvis garigebaTa gaformebis ZiriTadi xerxia kontraqti. 

5. oferti winadadebaa yvela arsebiTi pirobis Semcveli xelSekrulebis 

dadebis Sesaxeb. 

6. aqcepti xelSekrulebis dadebaze Tanxmobis micemaa. igi unda iyos 

upirobo da Sesworebis gareSe, winaaRmdeg SemTxvevaSi igi sawyisi 

ofertis uaryofas niSnavs. 

7. mxareTa mier miRweuli SeTanxmebis Semdeg saerTaSoriso praqtikaSi 

gamoiyeneba tipiuri da individualuri kontraqtebi. 

8. gadazidvis xelSekrulebaSi saqonlis transportirebasTan 

dakavSirebuli riskebis ganawileba xdeba. 
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UNIT XII 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 

 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

 

 

When we buy foreign goods or invest in another country we have to obtain some of that 

country‘s currency to make the transaction. When foreigners buy our products or invest in our 

country, they have to obtain some of our currency. We get foreign currency, and foreigners get 

our currency in the foreign exchange market. The foreign exchange market is the market in 

which the currency of one country is exchanged for the currency of another. The foreign 

exchange market is not a place like a downtown flea market or produce market. The market is 

made up of thousands of people-importers and exporters, banks, and specialists in the buying 

and selling of foreign exchange called foreign exchange brokers. The foreign exchange markets 

opens on Monday morning in Hong Kong, which is still Sunday evening in New-York. As the 

day advances, markets open in Singapore, Tokyo, Bahrain, Frankfurt, London, New-York, 

Chicago and San-Francisco. As the west coast markets close, Honk-Kong is only an hour away 

from opening for the next day of business. 

The price at which one currency exchanges for another is called a foreign exchange rate. For 

example in 2009 1 US  dollar bought 1.69 Lari. Exchange rates can be expressed in either way. 

We have just expressed the exchange rate between the Lari and the dollars a number of Lari per 

dollar. Equivalently, we could express the exchange rate in terms of dollars per Lari. That 

exchange rate in 2009 was 0.59 dollar per Lari. 

Exchange Rates 

 

Foreign Exchange and the National 

Currency 
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Exchange rates are almost identical no matter where in the world the transaction is taking place. 

If US dollars were cheap in London and expensive in Tokyo, Within a flash someone would 

have placed a buy order in London and sell order in Tokyo, thereby increasing the demand in 

one place and increasing the supply in another, moving the prices to equality. 

 

 
 

   Text B 
 
 

 
 

 

Foreign exchange rates are of critical importance for millions of people. They affect the costs of 

our foreign vacations and our imported cars.  Because of its importance, governments pay a 

great deal of attention to what is happening in foreign exchange markets, and more than that, 

take actions designed to achieve what they regard as desirable movements in exchange rates. 

There are three ways in which the government can operate the foreign exchange market-three 

regimes. They are: 

 Fixed exchange rate 

 Flexible exchange rate  

 Managed exchange rate 

A fixed exchange rate is an exchange rate the value of which is held steady buy countries 

central bank. 

A flexible exchange rate is an exchange rate the value of which is determined by market forces 

in the absence of central bank intervention. 

A managed exchange rate is an exchange rate the value of which is influenced by central bank 

intervention in the foreign exchange market. Under a managed exchange rate regime, the central 

bank‘s intervention doe not seek to keep the exchange rate fixed at a preannounced level.  

 

 

 

 

Foreign Exchange Regimes                
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Exercise: 1 

5. Translate in to English: 

1. saerTaSoriso savaWro garigebebi saWiroebs sxvadasxva qveynebis 
valutebis gamoyenebas. 

2. fass, romliTac SeiZleba Sesyidul iqnas ucxouri valutis erTi 
erTeuli valutis sacvleli kursi ewodeba. 

3. ucxouri valutebiT vaWroba savaluto bazrebze xorciledeba. 
4. brokerebis saqmianoba iwvevs sxvadsxva savaluto bazrebze 

sacvleli kursebis gamoTanabrebas. 
5. msoflios umravles qveynebSi centraluri bankebi iyeneben moqnil 

savaluto kursebis reJims. 
6. centraluri bankebi sasurveli kurebis dafiqsirebisas mimarTaven 

intervenciebs savaluto bazrebze. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Foreign exchange market ucxouri valutis bazari 

Currency valuta 

Fixed exchange rate fiqsirebuli gacvlis kursis reJimi 

Flexible exchange rate  moqnili gacvlis kursis reJimi 

Managed exchange rate marTvadi savaluto kursebis reJimi 

Central bank centraluri banki 

Intervention intervencia (centraluri bankis 

Careva savaluto bazrebze) 

Preannounced level winaswar SeTanxmebuli done, kursi 

Terms to Remember: 
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UNIT XIII 

 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 

1. Read and translate the following texts: 

 

Text A 
 

 

 

  

Whenever we buy things from another country, we use the currency of that country in order to 

make transaction. It does not make any difference what the item being traded is-it might be a 

consumer good or a capital good, a building, or even a firm. 

We are going to look at the scale of international trading and borrowing and lending and at the 

way in which we keep our records of these transactions. Such records are called the balance of 

payments account. 

A countries balance of payments accounts records its international trading, borrowing and 

lending. These are in fact three balance of payments accounts: 

 Current account 

 Capital account 

 Official settlements account 

The current account records the receipts from the sale of goods and services to foreigners, the 

payments for goods and services bought from foreigners, and gifts and other transfers(such as 

foreign aid) received from and paid to foreigners. By far the largest items in the current account 

are the receipts from the sale of goods and services to foreigners(the value of exports) and 

payments made for goods and services bought from foreigners(the value of imports). Net 

transfers are relatively small items. 

Financing International Trade 

 

Balance Of Payments Accounts 
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The capital account  records all the international borrowing and lending transactions. The 

capital account balance records the difference between the amounts that a country lends to and 

borrows from the rest of the world. The official settlement account shows the net increase  or 

decrease in a countries holdings of foreign currency. 

 

 

External Balance Sheet 
 
Current Account 
*Trade 
  -exports 
  -imports 
*Services 
  -Transportation 
  -Travel 
  -insurance 
*Income 
  -Wages 
  -profit 
  -Investment income(e.g. interest) 
*Current transfers(e.g. remittances, grants) 
 
 

 

 
Text B 

 

 
 

 

 

 

A country that is borrowing  from the rest of the world than it is lending to is called a net 

borrower. Similarly, a net lender is a country that is lending more to the rest of the world than 

it is borrowing from it. A net borrower might be going deeper into debt or might simply be 

reducing its net assets held in the rest of the world. The total stock of foreign investment 

determines whether a country is a debtor or creditor. A debtor nation is a country that, during 

its entire history, has borrowed more from the rest of the world than it has lent to it. It has a 

Borrowers And Lenders, Debtors And Creditors In The 

World Economy                

Capital  Account 

 -capital transfers 

 -acquisition/disposal of                          

nonproduced, non-financial assets 

Financial Account 

-direct Investment 

-portfolio investment 

        *equity 

        * debt 

-other investment 

*Financing(net international   reserves) 

* Errors And Omissions 
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stock of outstanding debt to the rest of the word that exceeds the stock of its own claims on the 

rest of the world. The united states became a debtor nation in the mid 1980s.  Creditor nation is 

a contrary that has invested more in the rest of the world than other countries have invested in it. 

The largest creditor nation is Japan.  A creditor nation is one whose net receipts of interest on 

debt are positive-payments made to it exceed the payments that it makes. 

At the heart of the distinction between a net borrower/ net lender and a debtor/creditor nation is 

the distinction between flows and stocks. Borrowing and lending are flows. They are amounts 

borrowed or lent per unit of time. Debts are stocks. They are amounts owed at a point in time. 

The flow of borrowing and lending changes the stock of debt.  But the outstanding stock of 

debt depends mainly on past flows of borrowing and lending, not on the currents periods flows. 

The current periods flows determines the change in the stock of debt outstanding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Net factor incomes wminda faqtoruli Semosavlebi 

Net transfers wminda transferebi 

Current account balance mimdinare angariSis balansi 

Statistical discrepancy statistikuri cdomileba 

Capital account balance kapitalis angariSis balansi 

Official reserves oficialuri rezervebi 

Foreign aid ucxouri daxmareba 

Flows and stocks nakadi da maragi 

Currency valuta 

Transaction transaqcia/operacia 

Borrowing and lending sesxeba da gasesxeba 

Investment income sainvesticio Semosavali 

 Errors and omissions 
 

Secdomebi da gamotovebebi 

Terms To Remember: 
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Exercise: 1 Match the sectors to the examples of products or services they offer. 

1 chemicals            a) computer programming 
 

2 construction                                 b) supermarkets 
 

3 finance                                           c) plastics 
 

4 IT                                                  d) cancer drugs 
 

5 media                                            e) bridges 
 

6 pharmaceuticals                           f) credit cards 
 

7 retailing                                                  g) air services 
 

8 telecommunications                           h) trucks 
 

9 transport                                       i) women's magazines 
 

10 vehicle manufacturing      j) telephone services 
 

 

 

2. Translate in to English: 

1. sagadasaxdelo balansSi moyvanilia garkveuli periodis 
ganmavlobaSi ganxorcielebuli operaciebis statistikuri 
monacemebi. 

2. savaWro balansSi aisaxeba saqonlisa da momsaxurebis eqsporti da 
importi. 

3. msoflio ekonomikis ganviTarebis Tanamedrove etapisaTvis 
damaxasiTebelia calkeul qveynaTa jgufebs Soris saerTaSoriso 
angariSsworebis daubalansebeli struqtura. 

4. sagadasaxdelo balansis deficiti uaryofiTad moqmedebs qveynis 
erovuli valutis kursis stabilurobaze. 

5. saerTaSoriso savaWro garigebebi Cveulebriv iTvaliswineben 
sxvadasxva valutebis gamoyenebas. 

6. kapitalis angariSi asaxavs saerTaSoriso grZelvadiani sasesxo 
valdebulebebisa da kapitalis moZraobas. 
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UNIT XIV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

******* 

 

 

1. Read and translate the following text: 

 

Text A 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

In 2008 the current account deficit of the balance of payments  amounted to USD 2,850.5 

million in Georgia
5
 (22% of GDP), up 42% year-on-year. It is remarkable that the current 

account deficit was not only fully financed in the accounting period, but even an accumulation 

of foreign reserve assets took place. 

The 2008 current account deficit was  largely influenced by external trade. Exports of goods 

amounted to USD 2428.0 million, up 16.3% year-on-year, while imports totaled USD 6261.2 

million, also posting a 25.6% increase year-on-year. Imported goods included consumer goods 

(39%), investment goods (16%), and intermediate consumption goods (45%).  This 

composition of imports is quite steady over the recent years. Among intermediate consumption 

goods the largest share falls on oil products and natural gas. Construction materials, wheat, 

and flour also represent important import components. 50% of the Georgian imports comprised 

                                                             
5 According to the Annual report of  National bank of Georgia 

 External Sector of  Georgian 

Economy 

 

EXTERNAL SECTOR AND BALANCE OF 

PAYMENTS OF GEORGIA 
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manufacturing goods, with ferroalloys, nitrogen fertilizers, and re-exports of motor cars holding 

the largest share. 

Diagram  14.1 current account deficit and foreign Capital inflows (% of GDP) , 2004-2008(source: 

National Bank of Georgia) 

 

 

At the same time, exports declined by far at a faster pace than imports, posting a 30% decline 

year on-year. Such a decline was largely due to international price decreases on the country‘s 

main export item– ferrous scrap metal, the exports whereof contracted in both value and 

volumes. According to annual data for 2007-2008, the composition of main export commodities 

did not undergo any significant changes. In 2008 main export partners of Georgia were as 

follows: Turkey, Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Canada, Armenia, Bulgaria, United States, Mexico, 

United Kingdom, and France. These countries accounted for 80% of Georgia‘s total exports. 

The Russian Federation moved to the 12th place on the Georgian exports list. Registered 

imports totaled USD 6,058.1 million in 2008. Structure of imports did not undergo any 

significant changes, save for the contraction of natural gas imports in both value and volumes.  

In 2008 the main import partners of Georgia were as follows: Turkey, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, 

Germany, Russian Federation, China, United Arab Emirates, United States, Italy, and 

Turkmenistan. These countries accounted for 78% of Georgia‘s total imports. Imports from the 

Russian Federation fell by 26% year-on-year. Current transfers, more specifically the largest 

part thereof – money remittances, still represent the main factor influencing not only the 

balance of payments, but also the consumer market. Remittances received through swift money 

transfers grew by 16% year-on-year in 2008. Positive balance of the 2008 capital and financial 
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account amounted to USD 2879.0 million, up 41.5%year-on-year. The increase was due to the 

financial account (USD 867.4 million), while capital account posted a decrease of USD 22.8 

million. The 2008 financial account grew by 45.5% amounting to USD2,774.2 million, which 

was largely due to a substantial rise in foreign investment volumes with particular growth of 

portfolio and other investments. In addition to that, Georgia received USD 256.8 million under 

the IMF balance of payments support program. 

Notwithstanding essential challenges in the financial sphere emerged in 2008, foreign reserves 

grew by USD 119.0 million in the accounting period, amounting to USD 1480.2 million. 

Overall, the increase  gained through foreign reserves operations amounted to USD 130.8 

million in the accounting period. The 2008 current account deficit turned out to widen to its 

largest level since 2000.  

In 2008 negative investment income (debit), which mainly consists of labor income, exceeded 

the income credit. As a consequence, the 2008 income balance turned out negative. In 2008 

volume of current transfers grew 1.5% year-on-year.  Such a growth of current transfers was 

largely due to assistance from donor countries. 

Diagram #14.2 (source: National Bank of Georgia) Main Partner Countries of Georgia by exports 

(USD Million) 
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Exercise: 1 

Rread and  study  the following material: 

A. Graphs and figures 

Here are some common types of graph: 

 

            

 

                 (Line)  graph                                      (Bar) chart                   (pie) chart 

• Numbers can be written as symbols (10) or words (ten). In  formal writing use symbols for large 

amounts and words for everything else(ordinals like second, two numbers together, estimates, etc.) 

Note the following ways to say numbers: 

currencies:  

$ 6.50 six dollars fifty                             $ 6.15 six pounds fifteen 

Decimals: 

• Note that a decimal point is written as a dot, not a comma like in some languages. 

6.5 six point five                                     0.25 nought/zero point two five (Not point twenty five) 

Large numbers: 

• A comma can be used to separate thousands from hundreds. Notice the use of ,and‘ in British 

English: 

6.200 six thousand two hundred (in BrE and AmE) 

6.280 six thousand six thousand two hundred and eighty (in BrE, but AmE has no ,and‘ here) 

2 m two million (Not millions) 

2.5 m two point five/two and a half million 
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X 

 

 

B. Trends 

Study these verbs that describe different trends(= tendencies) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
stay the same/be flat                   be up/down                          hit a low                         remain high/boom 

 

 

  

  
 
 
rise/increase/grow/improve           peak/reach a peak                   recover                            be at/stand at 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fall/drop/decline                       flactuate and then                     drop back/fall back 

                                                              level off  

 
 
 
2. Match  the following verbs of change with the diagrams below: 
 
 

 
 
 
  

 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

recover  collapse  shoot up   fluctuate   reach a target     peak        halve       remain steady 
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3. complete each sentence with the correct option: 
1. This ........................ here shows exactly how our payment processing works. 

           a. graph                      b. flow chart                     c. pie chart 

2.We need to get a bank..................to finance the new machinery. 

         a. credit                     b. finance                          c.loan 

3.The market was flooded with cheap.................. products from abroad. 

        a. genuine                b. shelf life                        c.contact 

4.  All our products come with a standard one-year...................  . 

      a. warranty              b.shelf life                        c.contracts 

5. The haed of departament will have to................. the payment. 

     a.authorise               b.summarise                     c.analyse 

6. I‘m afraid delivery will be late because we have a ............of orders. 

    a.back  date             b. batch                            c. backlog 

7.We don‘t make any profit on it. We‘re using it as a............to get market share. 

    a. trademark          b.loss-leader                      c.concession 

8.We‘re paying .........of about6 per cent on our finance. 

   a.tax                     b.penalties                           c.interest 

9. We‘re moving our headquarters toa new..............next month. 

   a. leasehold            b.location                         c .construction 

10. Everyone agreed and it was a..............decision. 

   a.unanimous         b . summary                      c. representative 
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5. Translate in to English: 

1. sagadamxdelo balansis deficiti saqarTveloSi ZiriTadad savaWro 
balansis deficitiTaa ganpirobebuli. 
2. saqarTvelos sagareo vaWrobis TiTqmis 70 % ZiriTad aT savaWro 
partniorze modis, xolo importirebuli saqonlis umetesi wils 
samomxareblo saqoneli Seadgens. 
3. saeqsporto bazrebis stabiluroba da importiT uzrunvelyofa patara 
qveynebis ekonomikebisaTvis arsebiT rols TamaSobs.   
4. 2009 wlis finansuri krizisis Sedegad msoflioSi sainvesticio 
aqtivoba mniSvnelovnlad Semcirda. 
5.bolo periodSi Semosuli transferebis mateba donori qveynebidan 
momavalma fuladma daxmarebebma ganapiroba. 
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Dictionary 

International Economic Relations  

English- Georgian 

(Lexical minimum) 
 

Absolute advantage absoluturi upiratesoba 

Acceptance aqcepti 

Accomplished adjusted Sesrulebulia, moxdenilia 

Account balance sagadasaxdelo balansi 

Accounts angariSgeba 

Accounts receivable debitoruli davalianeba 

Acquired advantage SeZenili upiratesoba 

Ad valorem duty advaloremuli baJi 

Addendum adendumi(kontraqtis, 

xelSekrulebis) 

Adjustment Sesworeba 

Adjustment for price changes Sesworeba fasis cvlilebaze 

Advance payment saavanso gadasaxdeli 

Advertising reklama 

Advice avizo 

After sales service, post sales service gayidvis Semdgomi momsaxureba 

Agent agenti 

Agents and brokers agentebi da brokerebi 

Agio aJio 

Agreement SeTanxmeba 

Agreement on government procurement SeTanxmeba samTavrobo 

Sesyidvebis Sesaxeb 

Agreement on industrial standards SeTanxmeba samrewvelo 

standartebis Sesaxeb 

Air consignment note aviasatransporto dokumenti 

Air waybill aviazednadebi 

Alliance aliansi 

American depositary receipt adr deponirebis amerikuli 

xelwerilebi 

 Amount raodenoba  

Anticipated profit, expected profit mosalodneli mogeba 

Anti-dumping duties antidempinguri baJebi 

Antitrust law antitrestuli kanoni 

Aquisitor akvizitori 

Arbitrage arbitraJi 

Asked price, ask price, asking, selling price gamyidvelis fasi 

Assessment of a product’s competitiveness saqonlis konkurentunarianobis 

Sefaseba 

 
 
 
 
 
 

aqtivebi 

A 
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Assets 
Auction, public sale auqcioni 

Auction, public sell bid, bidding, tender vaWrobebi  

Automatic fixed rate system avtomaturad fiqsirebadi kursis 

sistema 

Aval avali 

Average bond avariuli bondi 

 
 
 
 
Balance of payments 

 

 

 

 

sagareo vaWrobis balansi 

Balance of payments deficit sagadasaxdelo balansis 

deficiti 

Balance of payments surplus sagadasaxdelo balansis nameti 

Bank  guarantee bankis garantia 

Bank credit krediti sabanko 

Bank credit sabanko krediti 

Bank transfers bankTaSorisi gadagzavnebi 

Banknote banknoti 

Bankrupt bankroti 

Barge barJa 

Barriers to trade savaWro barierebi 

Barter saqonelgacvla 

Barter transactions barteruli operaciebi 

Basis price sabaziso fasi 

Bid price, buyer’s price myidvelis fasi 

Bilateralism bilateralizmi 

Bill Tamasuqi 

Bill of exchange, b/e draft Tamasuqi gadasagzavni 

Bill of exchange, b/e draft trata 

Bill of exchange; b/e draft gadasagzavni Tamasuqi 

Bill of lading, waybill satarnsporto zednadebi 

Bill of landing konosamenti 

Bill of landing, bill of parcels zednadebi 

Blank back Seuvsebeli ukana mxariT 

Board of executive directors Semsrulebel direqtorTa sabWo 

Board of governance mmarTvelTa sabWo 

Bond market obligaciebis bazari 

Bookkeeping buRalteria 

Bracking brakeraJi 

Brain drain tvinebis gadineba 

Branch, branch office, branch house filiali 

Brand, mark, label 
 

marka/saqonlis 

Branded goods samarko saqoneli 

Breton woods system breton-vudsis sistema 

Broker brokeri 

Brokerage sabrokero opraciebi 

Budget biujeti 

B 
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Business biznesi 

Business offer komerciuli winadadeba 

Business plan biznesgegma 

Business portfolio SekveTis portfeli 

Buy on credit kreditSi yidva 

Buy-back agreement SeTanxmeba ukuSesyidvaze 

Buying rate myidvelis kursi 

 
C 

Cabotage kabotaJi 

Cancellation anulireba 

Cancellation of an order; order cancellation SekveTis anulireba 

Capabilities potenciuri SesaZleblobebi 

(firmis) 

Capacity of market bazris tevadoba 

Capital assets ZiriTadi kapitali 

Capital goods ; production goods, investment 
Goods 

warmoebis saSualebebi 

Capital outflow kapitalis gatana 

Capital turnover kapitalis brunva 

Capital, funds kapitali 

Cargo kargo 

Carriage and insurance paid to gadazidva da dazRveva 

anazRaurebulia ..mde 

Carriage paid to gadazidva anazRaurebulia...mde 

Carriage paid to...cip fraxti da dazRveva 

gadaxdilia...mde 

Carriage paid to..cpt fraxti gadaxdilia..mde 

Carrier gadamzidavi 

Carrier satransporto kompania 

Carry out, execute a contract kontraqtis Sesruleba 

Cartel karteli 

Case konkretuli situaciebi 

Case method konkretuli situaciebis meTodi 

Cash against documents naRdi fuli dokumentebis 

sanacvlod 

Cash on delivery gadaxda naRdi fuliT 

Cash on delivery gadaxdis pirobebi 

Cash sale gaidva naRd angariSze 

Catalogue, catalog katalogi 

Ceiling price, maximum price maqsimaluri fasi 

Central(issuing) bank centraluri(emisiuri) banki 

Certificate of origin warmoSobis serTifikati 

Certificate of quaility xarisxis sertifikati 

Certificates of deposit depozituri serTifkatebi 

Ceteris paribus sxva Tanabar pirobebSi 

Chain qseli/maRaziebis 

Charter Carteri 

Checklist,  sakontrolo sia 

Classification klasifikacia 
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Clearing house interbank payment system, chips banTaSorisi sakliringo 

gadasaxdelebis sistema 

Closed bid, closed biding daxuruli vaWrobebi 

Closed economy daxuruli ekonomika 

Code of conduct on subsidies and countervailing 
duties 

qcevis kodeqsi subsidiebisa da 

sakomepensacio baJebis mimarT 

Codification kodifikacia 

Combined transport bill of lading fbl Sereuli satvirTo konosamneti 

Comfort letters werilebi mxardaWeris Sesaxeb 

Commercial agents, sales agents savaWro agenti 

Commission sakomisioebi 

Commission agent, mercantile agent komisioneri 

Commitment, obligation valdebuleba 

Commodity exchange sasaqonlo birJa 

Commodity market,  sasaqonlo bazari 

Commodity turnover, goods turnover, commodity 
circulation 

saqonelbrunva 

Common market saerTo bazari 

Company, firm. Agency kompania 

Comparative advantage SedarebiTi upiratesoba  

Competition, competitive rivalry konkurentuli brZola 

Competitive advantage konkurentuli upiratesoba 

Competitive price konkurentuli fasi 

Competitiveness analysis konkurentunarianobis analizi 

Competitiveness, competitive position konkurentunarianoba 

Competitor, rival konkurenti 

Compound duty  Sereuli baJi 

Concern koncerni 

Conclude a contact kontraqtis dadeba 

Conclusion dadeba/mag: kotraqtisa 

Conditions of sale gayidvis pirobebi 

Confirmation of order SekveTis dadastureba 

Confirming house savaWro saxli 

Conglomerate combination konglomeratuli gaerTianeba 

Conglomerate, multimarket firm konglomerati 

Consignee konsignatori 

Consignee, addressee, recipient  tvirTis mimRebi 

Consignel, addressee, recipient saqonlis mimRebi 

Consigner, forwarder of goods saqonlis gamgzavni 

Consignment konsignacia 

Consignor, sender tvirTis gamgzavni 

Consinor,consigner konsignanti 

Consortium konsorciumi 

Consortium bank sabanko konsorciumi 

Consumer credit krediti samomxareblo 

Consumer credit samomxareblo krediti 

Consumer goods samomxareblo saqoneli 

Consumer, user momxmarebeli 

Consumption moxmareba 

Contact of carriage kontraqti saqonlis 
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gadazidvaze 

Contact price, contractual price sakontraqto fasi 

Contact, agreement xelSekruleba 

Container konteineri 

Contention on international factoring (ottawa) otavis konvencia saerTaSoriso 

finansuri lizingis Sesaxeb 

Contract kontraqti 

Contract prices, contractual prices, agreed prices saxelSekrulebo fasi 

Contributory negligence dazaralebulis daudevrobis 

gamo 

Convection on the limitation period in 
international sale of goods new-york 

niuiorkis konvencia saqonlis 

saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvaSi 

saarbitraJo gadawyvetilebaTa 

aRiarebisa da SesrulebaSi 

moyvanis Sesaxeb 

Convention concerning international carriage be 
rail 

rkinigzaTa SeTanxmeba 

tvirTebisa da mgzavrebis 

gadazidvebis Sesaxeb 

Convention on contracts for international sales of 
goods(uncitral ,vienna) 

gaeros konvecia(vena) saqonlis 

saerTaSoriso  yidva-gayidvis 

xelSekrulebaTa Sesaxeb 

Convention on international bill of exchange and 
international promissory notes(geneva) uncitral 

gaeros konvencia saerTaSoriso 

gadasagzavni Tamasuqebisa da 

saerTaSoriso ubralo 

Tamasuqebis Sesaxeb 

Convention on the carriage of goods by 
sea(hamburg rules) 

gaeros konvencia tvirTebis 

sazRvao gadazidvebis Sesxeb 

(hamburgis wesebi) 

Convention on the law applicable to contracts for 
the international sale of goods (the hague) 

haagis konvencia saqonlis 

saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvis 

xelSekrulebaSi gamoyenebuli 

samarTlis Sesaxeb 

Convention on the recognition and enforcement of 
foreign arbitral awards united nations, new-york 

nominaluri saprocento 

ganakveTi 

Convention relating to a uniform law on the 
international sale of goods(uniform law on sales) 
(the hague), convention relating to a uniform law 
on the formation of contacts for the international 
sale of goods(uniform law on formation) the hague 

haagis konvencia saqonlis 

saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvis 

erTgvarovani kanonebis Sesaxeb 

Convention the execution of foreign arbitral 
awards(geneva) 

Jenevis konvencia ucxour 

saarbitraJo gadawyetilebaTa 
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Sesrulebis Sesaxeb 

Convertible konvertirebadoba 

Copyright saavtoro ufleba 

Corporation korporacia 

Correlation analysis korelaciuri analizi 

Cost and freight cfr Rirebuleba da fraxti 

Cost price TviTRirebuleba 

 

Cost, insurance and freight cif Rirebuleba, dazRveva da fraxti 

Cost-effectiveness, profitability rentabeloba 

Costs, expences, outlay xarjebi 

Counter offer kontroferti 

Countertrade  

Semxedvri vaWroba 

Countertrade agreement SeTanxmeba Semxvedr vaWrobaze 

Country-similarity theory qveynaTa msagavsebis Teoria 

Credit krediti 

Credit limit sakredito limiti 

Credit line sakredito xazi 

Credit period kreditis vada 

Criterion kriteriumi 

Currency devaluation valutis devalvacia 

Currency revaluation valutis revalvacia 

Current account mimdinare angariSi 

Current assets, working capital kapitali sabrunavi 

Current market rate; going market rate sabazro kurssi, mimdinare kursi 

Current-account balance mimdinare savaWro balansi 

Curve mrudi 

Customer transfers fulis gagzavna 

Customer, client klienti 

Customs duty, tariffs sabaJo tarifi 

Customs union sabaJo kavSiri 

Customs valuation sabaJo Sefaseba 

Customs valuation code sabaJo Sefasebis kodeqsi 

Cycle cikli 

 
D 

Damage zarali 

Data freight receipt tvirTis qviTari 

Dealing dilingi 

Debenture debentura 

Debt vali 

Debtor debitori 

Debts davalianeba 

Declarant deklaranti 

Declaring deklarireba 

Deduction gamokleba, dakaveba, daqviTva 

Default gadauxdeloba 

Default valdebulebaTa Seusrulebloba 
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Deflation deflacia 

Delivered at frontier daf miwodeba franko sazRvari 

Delivered duty unpaid ddp miwodeba baJis gadaxdiT 

Delivered ex quay duty paid deq miwodeba franko misadgomi 

Delivered ex ship des miwodeba franko gemi 

Delivery order miwodebis orderi 

Delivery to dock miwodeba dokSi 

Delivery, supply miwodeba 

Demand moTxovna 

Demand analysis moTxovnis analizi 

Demand and supply, supply and demand moTxovna da miwodeba 

Demand curve moTxovnis mrudi 

Demurrage demereji 

Dependence damokidebuleba 

Deport deporti 

Depreciation gaufasureba 

Depression depresia 

Deregulation deregulireba 

Derivatives market warmoebuli operaciebis bazari 

Developed countries, industrialized countries ganviTarebuli qveynebi 

Developing countries ganviTarebadi qveynebi 

Development bank ganviTarebis banki 

Disaggio dizaJio 

Discount price SeRavaTiani  fasi 

Discount, rebate abatement fasebSi lideroba 

Discriminating tariff; multiple tariff diskriminaciuli tarifi 

Disinflation dezinflacia 

Dispatch dispaCi 

Dispatch note, advice note Setyobineba saqonlis gagzavnis 

Sesaxeb 

Distinctive competence, strengths Zlieri mxareebi /firmis 

Distribution network savaWro qseli 

Distributor, whole sale distributori 

Division of labor Sromis danawileba 

Domestic prices, home trade internal trade Siga vaWroba 

Domestic prices, internal prices  Siga bazris fasi 

Double entries ormagi Cawera 

Double taxation ormagi dabegvra 

Dow jones industrial average, dyia dou jonsis samrewvelo indeqsi 

Draw up, write a contact kontraqtis Sedgena 

Drawer trasanti 

Drawer  trasati 

Drop shipment pirdapiri miwodeba 

Dumping dempingi 

Duopoly duopolia 

Duopsony duopsonia 

Duty baJi 
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E 

Econometrics ekonometrika 

Economic efficiency ekonomikuri efeqtianoba 

Economic environment ekonomikuri garemo 

Economic integration ekonomikuri integracia 

Economical ekonomikuri 

Economics  ekonomika 

Economics ekonomiksi 

Economy, saving ekonomia 

Elasticity coefficient elastiurobis koeficienti 

Elasticity, thrifty elastiuroba 

Electronic data interchange edi monacemebis eleqtronuli gacvla 

Embargo embargo 

Encashment inkaso 

Endorsement indosamenti 

Enforcement iZuleba 

Engineering inJiniringi 

Enterprise, manufacturing venture, concern, 
business 

sawarmo 

Entrepreneurship, enterprise business mewarmeoba 

Entry (in) to a market bazarze gasvla 

Equal treatment Tanabari sagadasaxado reJimi 

Equipment mowyobiloba 

Eump sum freight fraxtis myari Tanxa 

Euro credit evrokrediti 

Euro dollar evrodolari 

Euro equity market evroaqciebis bazari 

Eurocurrency evrovaluta 

European community evrogaerTianeba 

European currency unit, ecu evropuli savaluto erTeuli, 

ekiu 

European economic community evropuli ekonomikuri 

garTianeba 

European monetary system evropuli savaluto sistema 

European union, eu evrokavSiri 

Evaluation, assessment Sefaseba 

Evidence account transaction garigeba Ria angariSiT 

Ex factory franko fabrika 

Ex warehouse, ex store franko sawyobi 

Ex works franko qarxana 

Exceed gadameteba 

Exchange market, currency market savaluto birJa 

Exchange rate valutis kursi 

Exchange rates mechanism erm savaluto kursebis regulirebis 

meqanizmi 

Exchange, interchange, barter gacvla 

Excise aqcizi 

Expenses; out lay, expenditure danaxarjebi 

Export eqsporti 

Export house saeqsporto saxli 
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Export incentives eqsportis stimulireba 

Export led development eqsportze orientirebuli 

warmoeba 

Export risk guarantee garantia eqsportuli operaciis 

riskisa 

Export tariff gatanis baJi 

Export transaction saeqsporto garigeba 

External trade; overseas trade; international 
trade, foreign trade 

sagareo vaWroba 

 
F 

Face value nominaluri Rirebuleba 

Factor faqtori 

Factoring factorizing faqtoringi 

Factor-proportions theory warmoebis faqtorebis 

Tanfardobis Teoria 

Factors of production warmoebis faqtorebi 

Fair bazroba 

Favorable balance of trade aqtiuri savaWro balansi 

Final sales value gayidvis saboloo fasi 

Financial analysis finansuri mdgomareobis 

analizi(firmis) 

Financial engineering finansuri inJineringi 

Fine trade bill pirveli klasis Tamasuqi 

Firm firma 

Fixed assets, fixed capital kapitali ZiriTadi 

Fixed costs mudmivi xarjebi 

Fixed exchange rate fiqsrebuli gasacvleli kursi 

Flexible exchange rate moqnili savaluto kursi 

Floating exchange rate mcuravi savaluto kursi 

Floor price, minimum price minimaluri fasi 

Forecasting models, forecast method prognozirebis meTodi 

Foreign bonds ucxouri obligaciebi 

Foreign exchange confirmation savaluto garigebis dadastureba 

Foreign exchange control savaluto kontroli 

Foreign market ucxouri bazari 

Foreign trade organization sagareo savaWro organizacia 

Foreign-currency market, foreign exchange 
market 

ucxouri valutebis bazari 

Forward market, futures market fiuCersuli bazari 

Forward purchase avansad gayidva 

Fractional reserve concept goods nawilobrivi rezervebis 

koncepcia 

Franchisee franSizi 

Franchiser franSiaizeri 

Franchising franSizingi 

Franco domicile franko adgilmdebareoba 

Free alongside ship fas Tavisufalia gemis bortis 

gaswriv 

Free carrier franko  gadamzidavi 
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Free delivery franko miwodeba 

Free of equities uflebaTa Tavisufleba 

Free on board fob Tavisufalia gemis bortze 

Free servicing, free service ufaso momsaxureba 

Free trade Tavisufali vaWroba 

Free trade area fta, free trade zone ftz Tavisufali vaWrobis zona 

Freely floating exchange rates Tavisuflad mcuravi savaluto 

kursebi 

Freely fluctuating Tavisuflad mcuravi valuta 

Freight fraxti 

Fundamentally different icvleba arsebiTi saxiT 

Futures contact kontraqti vadiani(fiuCersuli) 

G 

Garnish garniSi 

General agreement on tariffs and trade, gatt generaluri SeTanxmeba 

tarifebisa da vaWrobis Sesaxeb 

General license generaluri licenzia 

Generalized system of preferences gsp preferenciebis saerTo sistema 

 

Geneva convention of the unification of the law 
relating to rills of exchange 

Jenevis konvencia Tamasuqebis 

unifikaciis samarTlis Sesaxeb 

Geneva protocol on arbitration clauses Jenevis oqmi saarbitraJo 

SesworebaTa Sesaxeb 

Global company globaluri kompania 

Gold standard oqros standarti 

Goodwill gudvili 

Government mTavroba 

Government credit krediti samTavrobo 

Government credit samTavrobo krediti 

Government purchases saxelmwifos Sesyidvebi 

Grant issue of a patent(for) patentis gacema 

Grant, extend, give credit kreditis micema 

Gratis ufasod 

Gross national product, gnp erToblivi erovnuli produqti 

Group treatment jgufuri reJimi 

Guarantee; guaranty, warranty garantia 

Guarantor, guarantee, surety Tavdebi 

 
H 

Hague rules relating to bills of lading saerTaSoriso konvencia 

konosamentis unifikaciis 

zogierTi wesebis Sesaxeb(haagis 

wesebi) 

Hard currencies myari valutebi 

Head lease ZiriTadi arenda 

Heads of agreement punqtuacia 

Hedging hejireba 

Higling higlingi 

Horizontal combination horizontaluri gaerTianeba 
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House bill of lading Siga konosamnti 

Hyper markets savaWro kompleqsebi 

Hyperinflation hiperinflacia 

Hypothecation ipoTeka 

 
I 

Identical goods identuri saqoneli 

Identification gaigiveba 

Identify needs moTxovnilebaTa gansazRvra 

Identify, determine a demand (for) moTxovnis gansazRvra 

Import importi 

Import deposit importuli depoziti 

Import leasing importuli lizingi 

Import surcharge importuli danamati 

Import tariff Setanis baJi 

In nominate term usaxelo pirobebi 

Income and expenditure Semosavali da gasavali 

Income tax saSemosavlo gadasaxadi 

Incorporation inkorporacia 

Indemnity garantia zaralis anazRaurebisa 

Independence damoukidebloba 

Index indeqsi 

Indicator, index, rate, determinant maCvenebeli 

Infant-industry argument mosazreba axalgazrda dagris 

dacvis Sesaxeb 

Inflation inflacia 

Initial allowance Tavdapirveli SeRavaTi 

Initial price, original price sawyisi fasi 

Installment sale, credit sale gayidva ganvadebiT 

Insurance dazRveva 

Insurance dazRveva 

Integration integracia 

Intermediary, middlemen, broker, go-between Sumavali 

Intermediate term Sualeduri pirobebi 

Intermediation Suamavloba 

International bank for reconstruction and 
development ibrd 

rekonstuqciisa da ganviTarebis 

saerTaSoriso banki 

International banking facility ibf saerTaSoriso sabanko samsaxuri 

International chamber of commerce icc saerTaSoriso savaWro palata 

International commercial terms incoterms saerTaSoriso komerciuli 

terminebi 

International convention concerning the carriage 
goods by rail 

saerTaSoriso konvencia 

rkinigziT tvirTebis 

gadazidvebis Sesaxeb 

International convention safe containers csc saerTaSoriso konvencia 

usafrTxo konteinerebis Sesaxeb 

International court of justice saerTaSoriso sasamarTlo 

International development association ida ganviTarebis saerTaSoriso 

asociacia 

International finance corporation ifc saerTaSoriso safinanso 
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korporacia 

International fisher effect ife fiSeris saerTaSoriso efeqti 

International maritime conference of baltic region baltiis qveynebis saerTaSoriso 

sazRvao konferencia 

International maritime dangerous goods code saSiSi tviTebis saerTaSoriso 

kodeqsi 

International market saerTaSoriso bazari 

International monetary fund imf saerTaSoriso savaluto fondi 

International rules for trade interpreting of trade 
terms incoterms 

savaWro terminebis ganmartebaTa 

saerTaSoriso wesebi 

International tenders saerTaSoriso vaWrobebi 

International trade saerTaSoriso vaWroba 

Intervention intervencia 

Intervention Careva 

Inventory; stock-tacking inventarizacia 

Investment dabandeba 

Investment 
Invoice angariS-faqtura 

Invoice, bill faqtura 

Issue gamoSveba 

Issue, grant a licensee licenziis gacema 

J 

Jobber joberi 

Joint stock company saaqcio sazogadoeba 

Joint tariff erTiani tarifi 

 Joint venture erTolivi sawarmo 

Jury of export opinion eqspertTa Sefaseba 

LL 
Labor Sroma 

Labor market Sromis bazari 

Labor theory of vale SrmiTi Rirebulebis Teoria 

Laisser fair(fr. Lese fer) Tavisufali konkurencia 

Law kanoni 

Law of demand moTxovnis kanoni 

Leader lideri 

Lease, leasing rent arenda 

Leasing, lease lizingi 

Legal person, juridical person iuridiuli piri 

Lending dakrediteba 

Length of product life cycle saqonlis sasicoclo ciklis 

xangrZlivoba 

Letter of credit akreditivi 

Liabilities pasivebi 

Licensee licenzianti 

Licensee(license licenzia 

Licensing licenzireba 

Licensing agreements salicenzio SeTanxmeba 

Licensing arrangement savaWro licenzireba 

Licensing code licenzirebis kodeqsi 
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Licensor licenziari 

Ligter_abroa ship lash lixtiori-gemis borti 

Limited flexibility SezRuduli moqniloba 

Liner waybill reisis satrasnporto zednadebi 

Liquidity likviduroba 

Loan market sasesxo kapitalis bazari 

Loan, grant sesxi 

Local passenger carriage adgilobrivi samgzavro 

gadazidva 

Logogram, logo, logograph logotype safirmo niSani 

London inter-bank bid rate libid myidvelis ganakveTi londonis 

depozitebis bankTaSoris 

bazarze 

London interbank offered rate libor gamyidvelis (SeTavazebuli) 

ganakveTi londonis depozitebis 

bankTaSoris bazarze  

Long interest xangrZlivi interesi 

Long term capital grZelvadiani kapitali 

Losses, damages wageba 

Lot loti 

Lump sum Tanxa pauSaluri 

Lump sum tax akorduli gadasaxadi 

M 
Make out an invoice angariS-faqturis gamowera 

Make, earn a profit on a sell mogebis miReba 

Managed fixed exchange rate  
 

marTvadi fiqsirebadi savaluto 

kursi 

Management contracts kontratebi marTvaze 

Management methods marTvis meTodebi 

Manufacturing cost, production cost  warmoebis xarjebi 

Margin marJa 

Market bazari 

Market capitalization sabazro kapitalizacia 

Market economy sabazro ekonomika 

Market price   sabazro fasi 

Market research techniques bazris gamokvlevis meTodi 

Market saturation bazris gajereba 

Market situation, state of the market koniunqtura 

Market value sabazro Rirebuleba 

Marketing marketingi 

Marking, labeling markireba 

Markup, markup mark on fasnamati 

Means of deliver miwodebis saSualebani 

Means of production warmoebis saSualebebi 

Meet a commitment; meet, fulfill an obligation valdebulebaTa Sesruleba 

Meet, satisfy a demand for moTxovnis dakmayofileba 

Mercantilism merkantilizmi 

Merchandise exports sasaqonlo eqsporti 

Merchandise imports sasaqonlo importi 

Merchandise trade balance sasaqonlo savaWro balansi 
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Merger kompaniaTa gaerTianeba 

Merger, consolidation; amalgamation gaerTianeba 

Methods of  trading vaWrobis meTodebi 

Minimum charge minimaluri tarifi 

Misrepresentation SecdomaSi Seyvana 

Mixed venture Sereuli sawarmo 

Monopoly monopolia 

Monopoly price monopoliuri fasi 

Most-favored-nation MFN yvelaze xelsmisawvdomi reJimi 

Multilateral investment guarantee agency miga investiciebis garntirebis 

saerTaSoriso saagneto 

Multinational corporation mnc mravalnacionaluri korporacia 

Multinational enterprise mne mravalnacionaluri kompania 

Multiple unit packaging saqonlis dakompleqteba 

Mutual fund Tanaziari fondi 

N 
Name; appellation dasaxeleba; saxelwodeba 

Named point of destination daniSnulebis punqtis dasaxeleba 

Named port of destination daniSnulebis portis dasaxeleba 

Named port of shipment gadatvirTvis portis dasaxeleba 

National income erovnuli Semosavli 

Natural advantage bunebrivi upiratesoba 

Needs, wants, requirements moTxovnileba 

Needs, wants, requirements samomxareblo kalaTa 

Negligence daudevroba 

Negotiable sabrunavi/konosamenti/ 

Negotiable certificate saxelSekrulebo serTifikati 

Neomerchantilizm neomerkantilizmi 

Net national product nnp wminda erovnuli produqti 

Net profit wminda mogeba 

Nikkei index nikeis indeqsi 

Nontariff barriers arasatarifo barirebi 

Notify party SeatyobineT mxares 

 
O 

Obtain credit kreditSi miReba 

Official reserves oficialuri rezervebi 

Offset kompensacia 

Offset arrangements sakompensacio SeTanxmebebi 

Offshore financial centers ofSoruli safinanso centerbi 

Oligopoly oligopolia 

On its face gare niSnebiT 

Open account Ria angariSi 

Open bid, open biding, advertised biding, public 
auction 

Ria vaWrobebi 

Option operaciebi gasaRebis CabarebiT 

Order orderi 

Order SekveTa 

Organization opcioni 
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Organization organizacia 

Organization structure, organizational structure organizaciuli 

struqtura(kompaniis, firmis) 

Outsider autsaideri 

Over expenditure gadaxarjva 

Over-head expenses zednadebi xarjebi 

P 

Packing dafasoeba 

Par of exchange valutis pariteti 

Par value pariteti 

Paramount pirvelxarisxovani 

mniSvneolobis Sesworeba 

Partnership partnioroba 

Parts, components makompleqtebeli nawarmi 

Patent patenti 

Payment gadasaxdeli 

Payment in due course gadaxda dadgenil vadaSi 

Payment, pay remuneration anazRaureba 

Pegged rates mibmuli kursi 

Penalty jarima 

Perpetuity uvado fasiani qaRaldi 

Personal contact piradi kontaqti 

Physical distribution system saqonelmoZraobis sistema 

Physical distribution, logistics saqonelmoZraoba 

Political environment politikuri garemo 

Preferential tariff SeRavaTiani tarifi 

Preferred stock priviligirebuli aqcia 

Pre-sales service, before-sales service gayidviswina momsaxureba 

Present value mimdinare Rirebulba 

Price fasi 

Price discrimination fasuri diskriminacia 

Price leadership fasebSi diskriminacia 

Price-fixing, pricing fasis dadgena/faswarmoqnmna/ 

Pricing fasis gaangariSeba 

Pricing policy faswarmoqmnis politika 

Primage wanamati fraxtze/grafitacia 

Prime rate sabaziso ganakveTi 

Private capital market kerZo kapitalis bazari 

Private enterprise kerZo mewarmeoba 

Private ownership kerZo sakuTreba 

Pro rata freight proporciuli fraxti 

Process of exhaustion gadmotvirTvis procesi 

Product brand sasaqonlo marka 

Product life cycle plc produqtis sasicocxlo cikli 

Product mix, merchandise mix product portfolio saqonlis nomenklatura 

Product policy sasaqonlo politika 

Product quality, quality of a product saqonlis xarisxi 

Product, goods, commodity wares saqoneli 

Production function sawarmoo funqcia 
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Profit maximization objective mogebis maqsimizacia 

Profit, return mogeba 

Profitability in relation to investment investiciebis rentabeloba 

Profitability in relation to sales gayidvebis rentabeloba 

Prolongation gagrZeleba; gaxangrZliveba 

Promissory bill Tamasuqi ubralo 

Promissory note veqseli 

Promissory note ubralo Tamasuqi 

Protection proteqcionizmi 

Protection; prevention dacva 

Protective tariff, protective duty proteqcionistuli tarifi 

Public ownership sazogadoebrivi sakuTreba 

Purchase contact, procurement contact kontraqti Sesyidvaze 

 Purchase prices, buying price Sesyidvis fasi 

Purchasing-power parity ppp syidviTi unarianobis pariteti 

Pure monopoly ; perfect monopoly, absolute 
monopoly 

wminda monopolia 

 
 

Q 

Qualified liability pirobiTi pasuxismgebloba 

Quality xarisxi 

Quality assesment, quality evaluation xarisxis Sefaseba 

Quality criterion xarisxis kriteriumi 

Questionnaire anketa 

Quota  kvota 

Quotation kotireba 

R 
Ratchet effect inerciis efeqti 

Rate kursi 

Rate of return mogebis norma 

Rate of return, rate of profitability rentabelobis norma 

Rate regulation satarifo ganakveTebis 

regulireba 

Rating reitingi 

Raw materials, primary goods, basic materials nedleuli 

Reasonable costs dasabuTebuli danaxarjebi 

Receipt xelwerili 

Received for shipment miRebulia gasagzavnad 

Received for shipment saqonlis miReba gadasatvirTad 

Received for shipment CasatvirTad miRebuli tvirTi 

Receiver, recipient mimRebi 

Reciprocal urTierTSesyidvebi 

Redeem gamosyidva 

Reduction fasCamokleba 

Reference price sacnobaro fasi 

Remoteness xandazmuloba 

Report angariSi 
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Report reporti 

Research and development R & D  
Technical research 

samecniero-kvleviTi da sacdel-

sakonstruqtoro samuSaoebi 

Retail establishment, retail institution sacalo vaWrobis sawarmo 

Retail price sacalo fasi 

Retained earnings gaunawilebeli mogeba 

Revision gadaxedva 

Revolving credit avtomaturad ganaxlebadi 

krediti 

Revolving credit krediti avtomaturad 

ganaxlebadi 

Revolving credit revolveruli krediti 

Right ufleba 

Risk riski 

Road haulage, road transport, trucking avtogadazidva 

Roll on/roll off datvirTa/gadmotvirTva 

Royalties roialti 

Rules for the regulation of contractual relations saxelSekrulebo urTierTobaTa 

regulirebis wesebi 

Rules of conciliation and arbitration SeTanxmebiTi da saarbitraJo 

reglamenti 

S 

Safety stock sarezervo maragi 

Sale contract kontraqti gayidvaze 

Sale contract yidva-gayidvis kontraqti 

Sale price gayidvis fasi 

Sale, selling gayidva 

Sales opportunities, market conditions, market 
situation 

bazris koniunqtura 

Sales organization gasaRebis organizacia 

Sales volume gayidvebis moculoba 

Sample nimuSi(saqonlis) 

Saving danazogi 

Self induced inability to perform kreditoris mizeziT gamowveuli 

amaoeba 

Self insurance TviTdazRveva 

Sell of credit kreditSi gayidva 

Sell through an intermediary SuamavlebiT gayidva 

Sell, selling, marketing gasaReba 

Seller, merchant, trader, dealer, tradesman movaWre 

Selling rate gamyidvelis kursi 

Semi manufactured goods. Semi-finished naxevarfabrikatebi 

Semi-manufactured materials and parts naxevarfabrikatebi da detalebi 

Service contract kontraqti momsaxurebaze 

Service, servicing momsaxureba 

Services market momsaxurebis bazari 

Share, stock aqcia 

Shareholder mepaie 

Shipped saborto/konosamneti/ 

Shipping certificate satvirTo sertifikatebi 
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Shipping point CatvirTvis punqti 

Shopping center savaWro centri 

Short term capital moklevadiani kapitali 

Shortage danaklisi 

Sign a contract kontraqtis xelmowera 

Similar goods  analogiuri saqoneli 

So fort maSinve 

Society for worldwide interbank 
telecommunication swift 

msoflio bankTaSorisi safinanso 

telekomunikaciebis sazogadoeba 

Solvency, solvability gadaxdisunarianoba 

Solvency, solvability kreditunarianoba 

Solvent, solvable, creditworthy kreditunariani 

Special drawing rights sdr nasesxobis specialuri uflebebi 

Specialization specializacia 

Specific duty specifikuri baJi 

Standard international trade classification saerTaSoriso vaWrobis 

standartuli klasifikacia 

Stock capital saaqcio kapitali 

Stock exchange, stock market; securities market 
securities exchange  

safondo birJa 

Strategic planning system strategiuli dagegmvis sistema 

Strategy strategia 

Strength  and weaknesses analysis Zlieri da susti mxareebis 

analizi/firmis 

Subsidy, grant dotacia 

Supplier vendor mimwodebeli 

Supply curve  miwodebis mrudi 

Swap transaction sakompensacio garigeba 

Systems selling sistemuri gayidva 

T 

Table; schedule; time sheet cxrili 

Take a lease arendiT aReba 

Tariff tarifi 

Tariff system tarifebis sistema 

Tax haven sagadasaxado havana 

Tax incentives sagadasaxado SeRavaTebi 

Tax of turnover brunvis gadasaxadi 

Taxable income dabegvradi Semosavali 

Taxes gadasaxadebi 

Technical service, maintains teqnkuri momsaxureba 

Technology transfer teqnologiis gadacema 

Tenant arendatori 

The confirmation ship dadasturebis furceli 

The frame work agreement CarCoiani SeTanxmebebi 

Theory of country size qveynis zomis Teoria 

Tied aid SeboWili daxmareba 

Tied credit sasaqonlo krediti 

Time bill  vadiani Tamasuqi 

Time bill Tamasuqi vadiani 

Title flow sakuTrebis uflebis 
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gadacema(mwarmoeblidan 

gamyidvelze) 

Title of ownership sakuTrebis ufleba 

Tort; delict deliqti 

Total profits jamuri mogeba 

Total unit costs xvedriTi xarjebi 

Trade balance savaWro balansi 

Trade commerce trading vaWroba 

Trade controls sagareo vaWrobis regulireba 

Trade credit, commercial credit krediti komerciuli 

Trade debt komerciuli krediti 

Trade representative savaWro warmomadgeneli 

Trade salespeople, commercial agent savaWro Suamavlebi 

Trade turnover savaWro brunva 

Trade weighted index vaWrobis mixedviT Sewonili 

indeqi 

Trademark, trademark brand savaWro marka 

Trading possibilities lines savaWro SesaZleblobaTa mrudi 

Transfer gadacema 

Transfer payment gadasaricxi gadasaxadi 

Transfer pricing  transferuli fasebis daweseba 

Transfers, interdivisional transfer firsmisSiga brunva 

Transit rate satranzito tarifi 

Transit tariff satranzito baJi 

Transnational corporation tnc transnacionaluri korporacia 

Transship(ment) gadatvirTva 

Triangular swap sammxrivi kompensacia 

Turnover brunvadoba 

 
U 

UN convention on international multimodal 
transport of goods 

gaeros konvencia tvirTebis 

saerTaSoriso Sereuli 

gadazidvebis Sesaxeb 

Uncid uniform rules of conduct for interchange of 
trade data by telecommunication 

qcevis unificirebuli wesebi 

kompiuteruli saSualebebiT 

savaWro monacemebis gadacemis 

dros 

Underlying tax ZiriTadi gadasaxadi 

Underwriting anderaitingi 

Uniform customs and practice for documentary 
credits ucp 

unificirebuli wes-Cveulebebi da 

praqtika dokumenturi 

akreditivebisaTvis 

Uniform rues for a combined transport document unificirebuli wesebi 

kombinirebuli satransporto 

dokumentebisaTvis 

Uniform rules for contractual guarantees icc unificirebuli wesebi 

saxelSekrulebo 

garantiebisaTvis 

Unilateral calmxrivi 

Unit of account saangariSo erTeuli 

Unitary transportation erTiani gadazidva 
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United nations commission of international trade 
law, uncitral 

gaeros saerTaSoriso vaWrobis 

samarTlis komisia 

United nations conference on trade and 
development, unctad 

gaeros vaWrobis da ganviTarebis 

konferencia 

Unprofitable, loosmaking wamgebiani 

Utility criterion sargeblianobis kriteriumi 

 
 

V 

Valid for vargisi 

Value added tax vat damatebiTi Rirebulebis 

gadasaxadi 

Value in use samomxareblo Rirebuleba 

Vending machine savaWro avtomati 

Venture sarisko sawarmo 

Venture capital venCuruli kapitali 

Venture company, start-up company sarisko kompania 

Vertical combination vertikaluri gaerTianeba 

Vienna conventions venis konvencia/venis konvenciebi 

Volume of expenditures danaxarjebis moculoba 

Volume of output, volume of production warmoebis moculoba 

Voluntary export quota nebayoflobiTi saeqsporto 

kvota 

Voluntary export restrictions nebayoflobiTi saeqsporto 

SezRudva 

W 

Warrant varanti 

Warsaw convention relating to the unification of 
certain rules relating to international air carriage 

varSavis konvencia saerTaSoriso 

aviagadazidvebis unifikaciis 

zogierTi wesebis Sesaxeb 

Weaknesses susti mxareebi/firmis 

Wear; deterioration; depreciation cveTa 

Where the goods are situated saqonlis adgilsamyofeli 

Wholesale merchant, distributor; wholesaler, 
wholesaler establishment 

sabiTumo sawarmo 

Wholesale price sabiTumo fasi 

Whollystic administrative document erTiani administraciuli 

dokumenti 

Work done by contract sanardo samuSao 

World bank msoflio banki 

World trade organization WTO msoflio vaWrobis organizacia 
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Dictionary 

International Economic Relations  

Georgian- English  

(Lexical minimum) 

 

a 
 

absoluturi upiratesoba absolute advantage 
agenti agent 
agentebi da brokerebi agents and brokers 
adgilobrivi samgzavro gadazidva local passenger carriage 
adendumi(kontraqtis, xelSekrulebis) addendum 
advaloremuli baJi ad valorem duty 
avali aval 
avansad gayidva forward purchase 
avariuli bondi average bond 
aviazednadebi air waybill 
avizo advice 
aviasatransporto dokumenti air consignment note 
avtogadazidva road haulage, road transport, trucking 
avtomaturad ganaxlebadi krediti revolving credit 
avtomaturad fiqsirebadi kursis sistema automatic fixed rate system 
akvizitori aquisitor 
akorduli gadasaxadi lump sum tax 
aliansi alliance 
a-konto a conto 
akreditivi letter of credit 
analogiuri saqoneli similar goods  
anazRaureba payment, pay remuneration 
angariSgeba accounts 
angariSi report 
angariS-faqtura invoice 
angariS-faqturis gamowera make out an invoice 
anketa questionnaire 
anderaitingi underwriting 
antidempinguri baJebi anti-dumping duties 
antitrestuli kanoni antitrust law 
anulireba cancellation 
auqcioni auction, public sale 
aJio agio 
arasatarifo barirebi nontariff barriers 
arbitraJi arbitrage 
arenda lease, leasing rent 
arendatori tenant 
arendiT aReba take a lease 
autsaideri outsider 
aqtivebi assets 
aqtiuri savaWro balansi favorable balance of trade 
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aqcepti acceptance 
aqcia share, stock 
aqcizi excise 

b 
bazari market 
bazarze gasvla entry (in) to a market 
bazris gamokvlevis meTodi market research techniques 
bazris gajereba market saturation 
bazris koniunqtura sales opportunities, market conditions, 

market situation 
bazris tevadoba capacity of market 
bazroba fair 
baltiis qveynebis saerTaSoriso sazRvao 

konferencia 

International Maritime Conference Of Baltic 

Region 
bankis garantia bank  guarantee 
bankTaSorisi gadagzavnebi bank transfers 
banTaSorisi sakliringo gadasaxdelebis 

sistema 

clearing house interbank payment system, 

chips 
baJi duty 
banknoti banknote 
bankroti bankrupt 
barteruli operaciebi barter transactions 

barJa barge 

biznesi business 

biznesgegma business plan 

bilateralizmi bilateralism 

biujeti budget 

brakeraJi bracking 

breton-vudsis sistema Breton Woods System 

brokeri broker 

brunvadoba turnover 

brunvis gadasaxadi tax of turnover 

bunebrivi upiratesoba natural advantage 

buRalteria bookkeeping 

g 
gagrZeleba; gaxangrZliveba prolongation 

gadazidva anazRaurebulia...mde carriage paid to 

gadazidva da dazRveva anazRaurebulia 

..mde 

carriage and insurance paid to 

gadamzidavi carrier 

gadameteba exceed 

gadasagzavni Tamasuqi bill of exchange; b/e draft 

gadasaricxi gadasaxadi transfer payment 

gadasaxadebi taxes 
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gadasaxdeli payment 

gadatvirTva transship(ment) 

gadatvirTvis portis dasaxeleba named port of shipment 

gadauxdeloba default 

gadacema transfer 

gadaxarjva over expenditure 

gadaxda dadgenil vadaSi payment in due course 

gadaxda naRdi fuliT cash on delivery 

gadaxdis pirobebi cash on delivery 

gadaxdisunarianoba solvency, solvability 

gadaxedva revision 

gadmotvirTvis procesi process of exhaustion 

gaigiveba identification 

gaerTianeba merger, consolidation; amalgamation 

gaeros vaWrobis da ganviTarebis 

konferencia 

United Nations Conference On Trade And 

Development, UNCTAD 

gaeros saerTaSoriso vaWrobis 

samarTlis komisia 

United Nations Commission Of 

International Trade Law, UNCITRAL 

gaeros konvencia saerTaSoriso 

gadasagzavni Tamasuqebisa da 

saerTaSoriso ubralo Tamasuqebis 

Sesaxeb 

Convention On International Bill Of 

Exchange And International Promissory 

Notes(Geneva)  

gaeros konvecia(vena) saqonlis 

saerTaSoriso  yidva-gayidvis 

xelSekrulebaTa Sesaxeb 

Convention On Contracts For International 
Sales Of Goods(Uncitral ,Vienna) 

gaeros konvencia tvirTebis 

saerTaSoriso Sereuli gadazidvebis 

Sesaxeb 

UN Convention On International 

Multimodal Transport Of Goods 

gaeros konvencia tvirTebis sazRvao 

gadazidvebis Sesxeb (hamburgis wesebi) 

Convention On The Carriage Of Goods By 

Sea (Hamburg Rules) 

gamokleba, dakaveba, daqviTva deduction 
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gamosyidva redeem 

gamoSveba issue 

gamyidvelis (SeTavazebuli) ganakveTi 

londonis depozitebis bankTaSoris 

bazarze  

London Interbank Offered Rate Libor 

gamyidvelis kursi selling rate 

gamyidvelis fasi asked price, ask price, asking, selling price 

ganviTarebadi qveynebi Developing countries 
ganviTarebuli qveynebi Developed countries, industrialized 

countries 
ganviTarebis banki Development bank 
ganviTarebis saerTaSoriso asociacia International Development Association IDA 
garantia Guarantee; guaranty, warranty 
garantia eqsportuli operaciis riskisa export risk guarantee 
garantia zaralis anazRaurebisa indemnity 
gare niSnebiT on its face 
garigeba Ria angariSiT evidence account transaction 
garniSi garnish 
gasaReba sell, selling, marketing 
gasaRebis organizacia sales organization 
gatanis baJi export tariff 
gaunawilebeli mogeba retained earnings 
gaufasureba depreciation 
gayidva sale, selling 
gayidva ganvadebiT installment sale, credit sale 
gaidva naRd angariSze cash sale 
gayidvebis rentabeloba profitability in relation to sales 
gayidvis pirobebi conditions of sale 
gayidvis fasi sale price 
gayidvis saboloo fasi final sales value 
gayidvis Semdgomi momsaxureba after sales service, post sales service 
gayidviswina momsaxureba pre-sales service, before-sales service 
gayidvebis moculoba sales volume 
gacvla exchange, interchange, barter 
generaluri licenzia general license 
generaluri SeTanxmeba tarifebisa da 

vaWrobis Sesaxeb 

General Agreement On Tariffs And Trade, 
GATT 

globaluri kompania global company 
grZelvadiani kapitali long term capital 
gudvili goodwill 

d 
dabandeba investment 
dabegvradi Semosavali taxable income 
dadeba/mag: kotraqtisa conclusion 
davalianeba debts 
dazRveva insurance 
debitoruli davalianeba accounts receivable 
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,,dagvianebuli konosamenti” ,,State‘‘ bill of landing 
dadasturebis furceli The confirmation ship 
dazaralebulis daudevrobis gamo contributory negligence 
dazRveva insurance 
dakrediteba lending 
damatebiTi Rirebulebis gadasaxadi value added tax VAT 
damokidebuleba dependence 
damoukidebloba independence 
danazogi saving 
danaklisi shortage 
danaxarjebi expenses; out lay, expenditure 
danaxarjebis moculoba volume of expenditures 
daniSnulebis portis dasaxeleba named port of destination 
daniSnulebis punqtis dasaxeleba named point of destination 
dasabuTebuli danaxarjebi reasonable costs 
dasaxeleba; saxelwodeba name; appellation 
datvirTa/gadmotvirTva roll on/roll off 
dafasoeba packing 
daxuruli vaWrobebi closed bid, closed biding 
daxuruli ekonomika closed economy 
daudevroba negligence 
dacva protection; prevention 
debentura debenture 
debitori debtor 
dezinflacia disinflation 
deklaranti declarant 
deklarireba declaring 
deliqti tort; delict 
demereji demurrage 
dempingi dumping 
depozituri serTifkatebi certificates of deposit 
deponirebis amerikuli xelwerilebi American depositary receipt ADR 
deporti deport 
depresia depression 
deflacia deflation 
deregulireba deregulation 
dizaJio disaggio 
dilingi dealing 
dispaCi dispatch 
diskriminaciuli tarifi discriminating tariff; multiple tariff 
distributori distributor, whole sale 
dotacia subsidy, grant 
dou jonsis samrewvelo indeqsi Dow Jones Industrial Average, DYIA 
duopolia duopoly 
duopsonia duopsony 

e 
evroaqciebis bazari euro equity market 
evrogaerTianeba European Community 
evrodolari euro dollar 
evrovaluta eurocurrency 
evrokavSiri European union, EU 
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evrokrediti euro credit 
evropuli ekonomikuri garTianeba European Economic Community 
evropuli savaluto erTeuli, ekiu European currency unit, ECU 
evropuli savaluto sistema European Monetary system 
ekonometrika econometrics 
ekonomia economy, saving 
ekonomika economics  
ekonomikuri garemo economic environment 
ekonomiksi economics 
ekonomikuri efeqtianoba economic efficiency 
ekonomikuri integracia economic integration 
elastiuroba elasticity, thrifty 
elastiurobis koeficienti elasticity coefficient 
embargo embargo 
erTiani tarifi joint tariff 
erTiani administraciuli dokumenti whollystic administrative document 
erTiani gadazidva unitary transportation 
erToblivi erovnuli produqti Gross national product, GNP 
erTolivi sawarmo  Joint venture 
erovnuli Semosavli National income 
eqspertTa Sefaseba Jury of export opinion 
eqsporti export 
eqsportis stimulireba export incentives 
eqsportze orientirebuli warmoeba export led development 

v 
vadiani Tamasuqi time bill  
valdebuleba commitment, obligation 
valdebulebaTa Sesruleba meet a commitment; meet, fulfill an 

obligation 
valdebulebaTa Seusrulebloba default 
vali debt 
valutis devalvacia currency devaluation 
valutis kursi exchange rate 
valutis pariteti par of exchange 
valutis revalvacia Currency revaluation 
varanti warrant 
vargisi valid for 
varSavis konvencia saerTaSoriso 

aviagadazidvebis unifikaciis zogierTi 

wesebis Sesaxeb 

Warsaw Convention relating to the 
Unification of certain rules relating to 

International Air Carriage 
vaWroba trade, commerce, trading 
vaWrobebi  auction, public sell, bid, bidding, tender 
vaWrobis meTodebi methods of  trading 
vaWrobis mixedviT Sewonili indeqi trade weighted index 
venis konvencia/venis konvenciebi vienna Conventions 
venCuruli kapitali venture capital 
vertikaluri gaerTianeba vertical combination 
veqseli promissory note 

z 
zarali damage 
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zednadebi bill of landing, bill of parcels 
zednadebi xarjebi over-head expenses 

T 
Tavdebi guarantor, guarantee, surety 
Tavdapirveli SeRavaTi initial allowance 
Tavisufalia gemis bortze free on board FOB 
Tavisufalia gemis bortis gaswriv free alongside ship FAS 
Tavisufali vaWroba free trade 
Tavisufali vaWrobis zona Free trade area FTA, free trade zone FTZ 
Tavisufali konkurencia Laisser fair(fr. lese fer) 

Tavisuflad mcuravi valuta freely fluctuating 
Tavisuflad mcuravi savaluto kursebi freely floating exchange rates 
Tamasuqi bill 
Tamasuqi gadasagzavni bill of exchange, B/E draft 
Tamasuqi vadiani time bill 
Tamasuqi ubralo promissory bill 
Tanabari sagadasaxado reJimi equal treatment 
Tanaziari fondi mutual fund 
Tanxa pauSaluri lump sum 
TviTdazRveva self insurance 
TviTRirebuleba 

 

cost price 

 
 

i 
identuri saqoneli identical goods 
importi import 
importuli danamati import surcharge 
importuli depoziti import deposit 
importuli lizingi import leasing 
indeqsi index 
investiciebi 

 

investment 

indosamenti endorsement 
inerciis efeqti ratchet effect 
inventarizacia inventory; stock-tacking 
investiciebis garntirebis saerTaSoriso 

saagneto 

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency 

MIGA 
investiciebis rentabeloba profitability in relation to investment 
inJiniringi engineering 
inkaso encashment 
inkorporacia incorporation 
integracia integration 
intervencia intervention 
ipoTeka hypothecation 
iuridiuli piri legal person, juridical person 
inflacia inflation 
icvleba arsebiTi saxiT fundamentally different 
iZuleba enforcement 
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A 

kerZo kapitalis bazari private capital market 
kerZo mewarmeoba private enterprise 
kerZo sakuTreba private ownership 
kvota quota  
klasifikacia classification 
klienti customer, client 
kodifikacia codification 
komerciuli krediti trade debt 
komerciuli winadadeba business offer 
komisioneri commission agent, mercantile agent 
kompania company, firm. agency 
kompaniaTa gaerTianeba merger 
kompensacia offset 
konglomerati conglomerate, multimarket firm 
konglomeratuli gaerTianeba conglomerate combination 
konvertirebadoba convertible 
koniunqtura market situation, state of the market 
konkretuli situaciebi case 
konkretuli situaciebis meTodi case method 
konkurenti competitor, rival 
konkurentuli brZola competition, competitive rivalry 
konkurentuli upiratesoba competitive advantage 
konkurentunarianoba competitiveness, competitive position 
konkurentunarianobis analizi competitiveness analysis 
konkurentuli fasi competitive price 
konosamenti bill of landing 
konsignanti consinor,consigner 
konsignatori consignee 
konsignacia consignment 
konsorciumi consortium 
konteineri container 
kontraqti contract 
kontratebi marTvaze management contracts 
kontraqti gayidvaze sale contract 
kontraqti vadiani(fiuCersuli) futures contact 
kontraqti momsaxurebaze service contract 
kontraqti saqonlis gadazidvaze contact of carriage 

k 
kabotaJi cabotage 
kanoni law 
kanonieri mflobeli a holder in due course 
kapitali capital, funds 
saaqcio kapitali stock capital 
kapitali sabrunavi current assets, working capital 
kapitali ZiriTadi fixed assets, fixed capital 
kapitalis brunva capital turnover 
kapitalis gatana capital outflow 
kargo cargo 
karteli cartel 
katalogi catalogue, catalog 
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kontraqti Sesyidvaze purchase contact, procurement contact 
kontraqtis dadeba conclude a contact 
kontraqtis Sedgena draw up, write a contact 
kontraqtis Sesruleba carry out, execute a contract 
kontraqtis xelmowera sign a contract 
kontroferti counter offer 
koncerni concern 
korelaciuri analizi correlation analysis 
korporacia corporation 
kotireba quotation 
krediti credit 
krediti avtomaturad ganaxlebadi revolving credit 
krediti komerciuli trade credit, commercial credit 
krediti sabanko bank credit 
krediti samTavrobo government credit 
krediti samomxareblo consumer credit 
kreditis vada credit period 
kreditis micema grant, extend, give credit 
kreditSi gayidva sell of credit 
kreditSi miReba obtain credit 
kreditSi yidva buy on credit 
kreditoris mizeziT gamowveuli amaoeba self induced inability to perform 
kreditunariani solvent, solvable, creditworthy 
kreditunarianoba solvency, solvability 
kriteriumi criterion 
kursi rate 

 

l 
lideri leader 
lizingi leasing, lease 
likviduroba liquidity 
licenzia licensee(license) 
licenziari licensor 
licenzianti licensee 
licenziis gacema issue, grant a licensee 
licenzireba licensing 
licenzirebis kodeqsi licensing Code 
lixtiori-gemis borti ligter_abroa ship LASH 
loti lot 

m 
makompleqtebeli nawarmi parts, components 
marTvadi fiqsirebadi savaluto kursi managed fixed exchange rate  

 
marka/saqonlis brand, mark, label 

 
marTvis meTodebi management methods 
marketingi marketing 
markireba marking, labeling 
marJa margin 
maqsimaluri fasi ceiling price, maximum price 
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maSinve so fort 
maCvenebeli indicator, index, rate, determinant 
mepaie shareholder 
merkantilizmi mercantilism 
mewarmeoba entrepreneurship, enterprise business 
mTavroba government 
mibmuli kursi pegged rates 
mimdinare angariSi current account 
mimdinare Rirebulba present value 
mimdinare savaWro balansi current-account balance 
mimRebi receiver, recipient 
mimwodebeli supplier vendor 
minimaluri tarifi minimum charge 
minimaluri fasi floor price, minimum price 
miRebulia gasagzavnad received for shipment 
miwodeba delivery, supply 
miwodeba baJis gadaxdiT delivered duty unpaid DDP 
miwodeba dokSi delivery to dock 
miwodeba franko gemi delivered ex ship DES 
miwodeba franko misadgomi delivered ex quay duty paid DEQ 
miwodeba franko sazRvari delivered at frontier DAF 
miwodebis mrudi supply curve  
miwodebis orderi delivery order 
miwodebis saSualebani means of deliver 
mmarTvelTa sabWo Board of Governance 
mogeba profit, return 
mogebis maqsimizacia profit maximization objective 
mogebis miReba make, earn a profit on a sell 
mogebis norma rate of return 
movaWre seller, merchant, trader, dealer, tradesman 
moTxovna demand 
moTxovna da miwodeba demand and supply, supply and demand 
moTxovnis analizi demand analysis 
moTxovnis gansazRvra identify, determine a demand (for) 
moTxovnis dakmayofileba meet, satisfy a demand for 
moTxovnis kanoni law of demand 
moTxovnis mrudi demand curve 
moTxovnileba needs, wants, requirements 
moTxovnilebaTa gansazRvra identify needs 
moklevadiani kapitali short term capital 
momsaxureba service, servicing 
momsaxurebis bazari services market 
momxmarebeli consumer, user 
monacemebis eleqtronuli gacvla electronic data interchange EDI 
monopolia monopoly 
monopoliuri fasi monopoly price 
mosazreba axalgazrda dagris dacvis 

Sesaxeb 

infant-industry argument 

mosalodneli mogeba anticipated profit, expected profit 
moqnili savaluto kursi flexible exchange rate 
mowyobiloba equipment 
moxmareba consumption 
mravalnacionaluri kompania multinational enterprise MNE 
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mravalnacionaluri korporacia multinational corporation MNC 
mrudi curve 
msoflio banki World bank 
msoflio bankTaSorisi safinanso 

telekomunikaciebis sazogadoeba 

Society For Worldwide Interbank 

Telecommunication SWIFT 
msoflio savaWro organizacia World Trade Organization WTO 
mudmivi xarjebi fixed costs 
myari valutebi hard currencies 
myidvelis ganakveTi londonis 

depozitebis bankTaSoris bazarze 

London INTER-bank bid rate LIBID 

myidvelis kursi buying rate 
myidvelis fasi bid price, buyer‘s price 
mcuravi savaluto kursi floating exchange rate 

 
 
 
 

n 
nasesxobis specialuri uflebebi special drawing rights SDR 
naRdi fuli dokumentebis sanacvlod cash against documents 
nawilobrivi rezervebis koncepcia fractional reserve concept goods 
naxevarfabrikatebi semi manufactured goods. semi-finished 
naxevarfabrikatebi da detalebi semi-manufactured materials and parts 
nebayoflobiTi saeqsporto kvota voluntary export quota 
nebayoflobiTi saeqsporto SezRudva voluntary export restrictions 
nedleuli raw materials, primary goods, basic materials 
neomerkantilizmi Neomerchantilizm 
nikeis indeqsi Nikkei Index 
nimuSi(saqonlis) sample 
niu-iorkis konvencia saqonlis 

saerTaSoriso yidva-gayidvaSi 

saarbitraJo gadawyvetilebaTa 

aRiarebisa da SesrulebaSi moyvanis 

Sesaxeb 

Convention On The Recognition And 
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards 

United Nations, New-York 

nominaluri saprocento ganakveTi nominal interest rate 
nominaluri Rirebuleba face value 

oO 
obligaciebis bazari bond market 
oligopolia oligopoly 
operaciebi gasaRebis CabarebiT option 
opcioni organization 
organizacia organization 
organizaciuli struqtura(kompaniis, 

firmis) 

organization structure, organizational 
structure 

orderi order 
ormagi dabegvra double taxation 
ormagi Cawera double entries 
otavis konvencia saerTaSoriso 

finansuri lizingis Sesaxeb 

Contention on International Factoring 

(Ottawa) 
oficialuri rezervebi official reserves 
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ofSoruli safinanso centrebi offshore financial centers 
oqros standarti gold standard 

p 
pariteti par value 
partnioroba partnership 
pasivebi liabilities 
patenti patent 
patentis gacema grant issue of a patent(for) 
piradi kontaqti personal contact 
pirdapiri miwodeba drop shipment 
pirveli klasis Tamasuqi fine trade bill 
pirvelxarisxovani mniSvneolobis 

Sesworeba 

paramount 

pirobiTi pasuxismgebloba qualified liability 
politikuri garemo political environment 
potenciuri SesaZleblobebi (firmis) capabilities 
preferenciebis saerTo sistema 

 

generalized System of Preferences GSP 

priviligirebuli aqcia preferred stock 
prognozirebis meTodi Forecasting models, forecast method 
produqtis sasicocxlo cikli product life cycle PLC 
proporciuli gadasaxadi proportional tax 
proteqcionizmi protection 
proteqcionistuli tarifi protective tariff, protective duty 
punqtuacia heads of agreement 

 

J  
Jenevis konvencia ucxour saarbitraJo 

gadawyetilebaTa Sesrulebis Sesaxeb 

convention the Execution Of foreign Arbitral 

Awards(Geneva) 
Jenevis konvencia Tamasuqebis unifikaciis 

samarTlis Sesaxeb 

Geneva Convention of the Unification of the 

law relating to rills of exchange 
Jenevis oqmi saarbitraJo SesworebaTa 

Sesaxeb 

Geneva protocol on Arbitration Clauses 

r 
raodenoba   amount 
revolveruli krediti revolving credit 
reisis satrasnporto zednadebi liner waybill 
reitingi rating 
reklama advertising 
rekonstuqciisa da ganviTarebis 

saerTaSoriso banki 

International bank for reconstruction and 

development IBRD 
rentabeloba cost-effectiveness, profitability 
rentabelobis norma rate of return, rate of profitability 
reporti report 
riski risk 
rkinigzaTa SeTanxmeba tvirTebisa da 

mgzavrebis gadazidvebis Sesaxeb 

Convention concerning International Carriage 

be rail 
roialti royalties 
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s 
saavanso gadasaxdeli advance payment 
saavtoro ufleba copyright 
saangariSo erTeuli unit of account 
saaqcio sazogadoeba joint stock company 
sabaziso ganakveTi prime rate 
sabaziso fasi basis price 
sabazro ekonomika market economy 
sabazro kapitalizacia market capitalization 
sabazro kurssi, mimdinare kursi current market rate; going market rate 
sabazro fasi market price   
sabazro Rirebuleba market value 
sabanko konsorciumi consortium Bank 
sabanko krediti bank credit 
sabaJo kavSiri customs union 
sabaJo tarifi customs duty, tariffs 
sabaJo Sefaseba customs valuation 
sabaJo Sefasebis kodeqsi customs valuation code 
sabiTumo sawarmo wholesale merchant, distributor; wholesaler, 

wholesaler establishment 
sabiTumo fasi wholesale price 
saborto/konosamneti/ shipped 
sabrokero opraciebi brokerage 
sabrunavi/konosamenti/ negotiable 
sagadasaxado SeRavaTebi tax incentives 
sagadasaxado havana tax haven 
sagadasaxdelo balansi account balance 
sagadasaxdelo balansis deficiti balance of payments deficit 
sagadasaxdelo balansis nameti balance of payments surplus 
sagareo vaWroba external trade; overseas trade; international 

trade, foreign trade 
sagareo vaWrobis balansi balance of payments 
sagareo vaWrobis regulireba trade controls 
sagareo savaWro organizacia foreign trade organization 
saerTaSoriso bazari international market 
saerTaSoriso vaWroba international trade 
saerTaSoriso vaWrobebi international tenders 
saerTaSoriso vaWrobis standartuli 

klasifikacia 

Standard International Trade Classification 

saerTaSoriso komerciuli terminebi international commercial terms INCOTERMS 
saerTaSoriso konvencia konosamentis 

unifikaciis zogierTi wesebis 

Sesaxeb(haagis wesebi) 

Hague Rules relating to bills of lading 

saerTaSoriso konvencia rkinigziT 

tvirTebis gadazidvebis Sesaxeb 

International Convention concerning the 
carriage goods by rail 

saerTaSoriso konvencia usafrTxo 

konteinerebis Sesaxeb 

International Convention Safe Containers 

CSC 
saerTaSoriso sabanko samsaxuri International Banking Facility IBF 
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saerTaSoriso savaluto fondi International Monetary Fund IMF 
saerTaSoriso savaWro palata International Chamber of commerce ICC 
saerTaSoriso sasamarTlo International Court of Justice 
saerTaSoriso safinanso korporacia International Finance corporation IFC 

saerTo bazari common market 
saeqsporto garigeba export transaction 
saeqsporto saxli export house 
savaluto birJa exchange market, currency market 
savaluto garigebis dadastureba foreign exchange confirmation 
savaluto kontroli foreign exchange control 
savaluto kursebis regulirebis meqanizmi exchange rates mechanism ERM 
savaWro agenti commercial agents, sales agents 
savaWro avtomati vending machine 
savaWro balansi trade balance 
savaWro barierebi barriers to trade 
savaWro brunva trade turnover 
savaWro kompleqsebi hyper markets 
savaWro licenzireba licensing arrangement 
savaWro marka trademark, trademark brand 
savaWro saxli confirming house 
savaWro terminebis ganmartebaTa 

saerTaSoriso wesebi 

International Rules For Trade Interpreting Of 

Trade Terms INCOTERMS 
savaWro qseli distribution network 
savaWro Suamavlebi trade salespeople, commercial agent 
savaWro SesaZleblobaTa mrudi trading possibilities lines 
savaWro centri shopping center 
savaWro warmomadgeneli trade representative 
sazogadoebrivi sakuTreba public ownership 
sakomisioebi commission 
sakompensacio garigeba swap transaction 
sakompensacio SeTanxmebebi offset arrangements 
sakontraqto fasi contact price, contractual price 
sakontrolo sia checklist,  
sakredito limiti credit limit 
sakredito xazi credit line 
sakuTrebis ufleba title of ownership 
sakuTrebis uflebis 

gadacema(mwarmoeblidan gamyidvelze) 

title flow 

salicenzio SeTanxmeba licensing agreements 
samarko saqoneli branded goods 
samecniero-kvleviTi da sacdel-

sakonstruqtoro samuSaoebi 

research and development R & D technical 

research 
samTavrobo krediti government credit 
sammxrivi kompensacia triangular swap 
samomxareblo kalaTa needs, wants, requirements 
samomxareblo krediti consumer credit 
samomxareblo saqoneli consumer goods 
samomxareblo Rirebuleba value in use 
sanardo samuSao work done by contract 
sargeblianobis kriteriumi utility criterion 
sarezervo maragi safety stock 
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sarisko kompania venture company, start-up company 
sarisko sawarmo venture 
sasaqonlo bazari commodity market,  
sasaqonlo birJa commodity exchange 
sasaqonlo eqsporti merchandise exports 
sasaqonlo importi merchandise imports 
sasaqonlo krediti tied credit 
sasaqonlo marka product brand 
sasaqonlo politika product policy 
sasaqonlo savaWro balansi merchandise trade balance 
sasesxo kapitalis bazari loan market 
satarifo ganakveTebis regulireba rate regulation 
satranzito baJi transit tariff 
satranzito tarifi transit rate 
satarnsporto zednadebi bill of lading, waybill 
satransporto kompania carrier 
satvirTo sertifikatebi shipping certificate 
safirmo niSani logogram, logo, logograph logotype 
safondo birJa stock exchange, stock market; securities 

market securities exchange  
saqoneli product, goods, commodity wares 
saqonelbrunva commodity turnover, goods turnover, 

commodity circulation 
saqonelgacvla barter 
saqonelmoZraoba physical distribution, logistics 
saqonelmoZraobis sistema physical distribution system 
saqonlis adgilsamyofeli where the goods are situated 
saqonlis gamgzavni consigner, forwarder of goods 
saqonlis dakompleqteba multiple unit packaging 
saqonlis konkurentunarianobis Sefaseba assessment of a product‘s competitiveness 
saqonlis mimRebi consignel, addressee, recipient 
saqonlis miReba gadasatvirTad received for shipment 
saqonlis nomenklatura product mix, merchandise mix product 

portfolio 
saqonlis sasicoclo ciklis 

xangrZlivoba 

length of product life cycle 

saqonlis xarisxi product quality, quality of a product 
saSemosavlo gadasaxadi income tax 
saSiSi tviTebis saerTaSoriso kodeqsi International maritime dangerous Goods code 
sacalo vaWrobis sawarmo retail establishment, retail institution 
sacalo fasi retail price 
sacnobaro fasi reference price 
sawarmo enterprise, manufacturing venture, concern, 

business 
sawarmoo funqcia production function 
sawyisi fasi initial price, original price 
saxelmwifos Sesyidvebi government purchases 
saxelSekrulebo serTifikati negotiable certificate 
saxelSekrulebo fasi contract prices, contractual prices, agreed 

prices 
saxelSekrulebo urTierTobaTa 

regulirebis wesebi 

Rules for the Regulation of contractual 
relations 

sesxi loan, grant 
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sistemuri gayidva systems selling 
specializacia specialization 
specifikuri baJi specific duty 
strategia strategy 
strategiuli dagegmvis sistema strategic planning system 
susti mxareebi/firmis weaknesses 
syidviTi unarianobis pariteti purchasing-power parity PPP 
sxva Tanabar pirobebSi ceteris paribus 

 
 
T 

tarifi tariff 
tarifebis sistema tariff system 
teqnkuri momsaxureba technical service, maintains 
teqnologiis gadacema technology transfer 
tvinebis gadineba brain drain 
tvirTis gamgzavni consignor, sender 
tvirTis mimRebi consignee, addressee, recipient  
tvirTis qviTari data freight receipt 
transnacionaluri korporacia transnational corporation TNC 
transferuli fasebis daweseba transfer pricing  
trasati drawer  
trata bill of exchange, B/E draft 

u  
ubralo Tamasuqi promissory note 
uvado fasiani qaRaldi perpetuity 
unificirebuli wesebi kombinirebuli 

satransporto dokumentebisaTvis 

Uniform Rues for a combined transport 
Document 

unificirebuli wesebi saxelSekrulebo 

garantiebisaTvis 

Uniform Rules for Contractual Guarantees 

ICC 
unificirebuli wes-Cveulebebi da praqtika 

dokumenturi akreditivebisaTvis 

Uniform Customs and Practice for 

Documentary Credits UCP 
urTierTSesyidvebi reciprocal 
usaxelo pirobebi in nominate term 
ufasod gratis 
ufaso momsaxureba free servicing, free service 
ufleba right 
uflebaTa Tavisufleba free of equities 
ucxouri bazari foreign market 
ucxouri valutebis bazari foreign-currency market, foreign exchange 

market 
ucxouri obligaciebi foreign bonds 

f 
fasi price 
fasis gaangariSeba pricing 
fasis dadgena/faswarmoqnmna/ price-fixing, pricing 
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fasnamati markup, markup mark on 
fasuri diskriminacia price discrimination 
fasebSi diskriminacia price leadership 
fasebSi lideroba discount, rebate abatement 
fasCamokleba reduction 
faswarmoqmnis politika pricing policy 
faqtori factor 
faqtoringi factoring factorizing 
faqtura invoice, bill 
filiali branch, branch office, branch house 
finansuri inJineringi financial engineering 
finansuri mdgomareobis analizi(firmis) financial analysis 
firma firm 
firsmisSiga brunva transfers, interdivisional transfer 
fiuCersuli bazari forward market, futures market 
fiSeris saerTaSoriso efeqti International Fisher effect IFE 
fiqsrebuli gasacvleli kursi fixed exchange rate 
franko adgilmdebareoba franco domicile 
franko  gadamzidavi free carrier 
franko miwodeba free delivery 
franko sawyobi ex warehouse, ex store 
franko fabrika ex factory 
franko qarxana ex works 
franSiaizeri franchiser 
franSizi franchisee 
franSizingi franchising 
fraxti freight 
fraxti gadaxdilia..mde carriage paid to..CPT 
fraxti da dazRveva gadaxdilia...mde carriage paid to...CIP 
fraxtis myari Tanxa eump sum freight 
fulis gagzavna customer transfers 

 

q 
qveynis zomis Teoria theory of country size 
qveynaTa msagavsebis Teoria country-similarity theory 
qseli/maRaziebis chain 
qcevis kodeqsi subsidiebisa da 

sakomepensacio baJebis mimarT 

Code of Conduct on subsidies and 

Countervailing Duties 
  
qcevis unificirebuli wesebi 

kompiuteruli saSualebebiT savaWro 

monacemebis gadacemis dros 

UNCID Uniform Rules of conduct For 

Interchange of Trade Data by 

Telecommunication 

 
R 

Ria angariSi open account 
Ria vaWrobebi open bid, open biding, advertised biding, 

public auction 
Rirebuleba, dazRveva da fraxti cost, insurance and freight CIF 
Rirebuleba da fraxti cost and freight CFR 
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y 
yvelaze xelsmisawvdomi reJimi most-favored-nation MFN 
yidva-gayidvis kontraqti sale contract 

S 
SeatyobineT mxares notify party 
SeboWili daxmareba tied aid 
SedarebiTi upiratesoba  comparative advantage 
SezRuduli moqniloba limited flexibility 
SeTanxmeba agreement 
SeTanxmeba ukuSesyidvaze buy-back agreement 
SeTanxmeba Semxvedr vaWrobaze countertrade agreement 
SeTanxmeba samrewvelo standartebis 

Sesaxeb 

agreement on industrial standards 

SeTanxmeba samTavrobo Sesyidvebis 

Sesaxeb 

agreement on government procurement 

SeTanxmebiTi da saarbitraJo reglamenti rules of conciliation and arbitration 
SekveTa order 
SekveTis anulireba cancellation of an order; order cancellation 
SekveTis dadastureba confirmation of order 
SekveTis portfeli business portfolio 
Semosavali da gasavali income and expenditure 
Semxedvri vaWroba countertrade 
Semsrulebel direqtorTa sabWo board of executive directors 
Sereuli baJi compound duty  
Sereuli satvirTo konosamneti combined transport bill of lading FBL 
Sereuli sawarmo mixed venture 
Sesrulebulia, moxdenilia accomplished adjusted 
Sesyidvis fasi  purchase prices, buying price 
Sesworeba adjustment 
Sesworeba fasis cvlilebaze adjustment for price changes 
Sesworeba yvelaze xelsayreli klientis 

Sesaxeb 

a most favored customer, m.f.c. clause 

Setanis baJi import tariff 
Setyobineba saqonlis gagzavnis Sesaxeb dispatch note, advice note 
Seuvsebeli ukana mxariT blank back 
Sefaseba evaluation, assessment 
SeRavaTiani tarifi preferential tariff 
SeRavaTiani  fasi discount price 
SecdomaSi Seyvana misrepresentation 
SeZenili upiratesoba acquired advantage 
Sroma labor 
SrmiTi Rirebulebis Teoria labor theory of vale 
Sromis bazari labor market 
Sromis danawileba division of labor 
Sualeduri pirobebi intermediate term 
Siga bazris fasi domestic prices, internal prices  
Siga vaWroba domestic prices, home trade internal trade 
Siga konosamnti house bill of lading 
SuamavlebiT gayidva sell through an intermediary 
Sumavali intermediary, middlemen, broker, go-between 
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Suamavloba intermediation 

C 
Careva intervention 
Carteri charter 
CarCoiani SeTanxmebebi the frame work agreement 
CasatvirTad miRebuli tvirTi received for shipment 
CatvirTvis punqti shipping point 

 

c 
calmxrivi unilateral 
centraluri(emisiuri) banki central(issuing) bank 
cveTa wear; deterioration; depreciation 
cikli cycle 
cxrili table; schedule; time sheet 

Z 
ZiriTadi arenda head lease 
ZiriTadi gadasaxadi underlying tax 
ZiriTadi kapitali capital assets 
Zlieri mxareebi /firmis distinctive competence, strengths 
Zlieri da susti mxareebis analizi/firmis strength  and weaknesses analysis 

 
w 

wageba losses, damages 
wamgebiani unprofitable, loosmaking 
wanamati fraxtze/grafitacia primage 
warmoebis moculoba volume of output, volume of production 
warmoebis saSualebebi capital goods ; production goods, investment 

goods 
warmoebis faqtorebi factors of production 
warmoebis faqtorebis Tanfardobis 

Teoria 

factor-proportions theory 

warmoebis saSualebebi means of production 
warmoebis xarjebi manufacturing cost, production cost  
warmoebuli operaciebis bazari derivatives market 
warmoSobis serTifikati certificate of origin 
werilebi mxardaWeris Sesaxeb comfort letters 
wminda mogeba net profit 
wminda erovnuli produqti net national product NNP 
wminda monopolia pure monopoly ; perfect monopoly, absolute 

monopoly 

 
x 

xangrZlivi interesi long interest 
xandazmuloba remoteness 
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xarisxi quality 
xarisxis kriteriumi quality criterion 
xarisxis sertifikati certificate of quaility 
xarisxis Sefaseba quality assesment, quality evaluation 
xarjebi costs, expences, outlay 
xelSekruleba contact, agreement 
xelwerili receipt 
xvedriTi xarjebi total unit costs 

j 
jamuri mogeba total profits 
jarima penalty 
jgufuri reJimi group treatment 
joberi jobber 

h 
haagis konvencia saqonlis saerTaSoriso 

yidva-gayidvis erTgvarovani kanonebis 

Sesaxeb 

Convention Relating To A Uniform Law On 

The International Sale Of Goods(Uniform 

Law On Sales) (The Hague), Convention 
Relating To A Uniform Law On The 

Formation Of Contacts For The International 

Sale Of Goods(Uniform Law On Formation) 

The Hague 
haagis konvencia saqonlis saerTaSoriso 

yidva-gayidvis xelSekrulebaSi 

gamoyenebuli samarTlis Sesaxeb 

Convention on the Law applicable to 

contracts for the international sale of goods 

(The Hague) 
hejireba hedging 
higlingi higling 
hiperinflacia hyperinflation 
horizontaluri gaerTianeba horizontal combination 
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saerTaSoriso ekonomikur urTierTobebSi gavrcelebuli  

abreviaturebi 

 AAR-Against all risks 

 A.C.C.-Accepted 

 APEC: Asia An Pacific Ocean Economic Cooperation 
 ADR-American depositary receipt 

 A.F.-Advanced freight 

 AG-Aktiongeselschaft
6
 

 A.G.M. –Actual gross weight 

 A.P. -Additional preminm 

 ATA-Actual time of arrival 

 ATD-Actual time of departure 

 AWB-Air waybill 

 A.w.t.s. –all working time saved 

 B.B. Ballast Bonus 

 B.C.-Bulk cargo 

 B/E-Bill of exchange  

 B/L Bill of landing 

 B.N. Booking note 

 BSEC: Black See Economic Cooparation 

 BSS Basis (ETA Basis)
7
 

 EC: European Community 
 ECO: Economic Cooperation Organization 
 EP-European Parliament 
 EU:European Union 
 CFR-Cost and Freight 

 CFS-Container Freight Station 

 CIF- Cost, Insurance  and Freight 

 CIM- Convention Internationale concernantle transport des mechandises par chemin de 

fer  

 CIP- Carriage and Isuraence paied to... 

 Ch.fwd. Charges forward
8
 

 COD-Casch on delivery 

 COTIF- Convention relative aux transports internationaux ferroviares(Convention 

concerning International carriage by Rail) 

 CPT- Carriage paied to 

 CT-Community Transit(Certificate) 

 CT-Combined Transport 

 CM: Common Market 
 CU: customs union 
 DAF- Delivered at Frontier 

 D/A Documents to be delivered on acceptance of bill of exchange 

                                                             
6
 saaqcio sazogadoeba (germanul.)  
7 sabazo porti 
8 xarjebs gaiRebs tvirTmimRebi 
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 DCP-Freight/Carriage paid to 

 DDP-Delivery duty paid to 

 DDU-Delivery duty unpaid 

 DEQ-Delivered ex quay 

 DES-delivered ex ship 

 D/P –Documents to be delivered on payment of bill of exchange 

 ECU-Economic Community Unit 

 EMS-European Monetary Unit 

 EU-European Union 

 EXW-Ex Works 

 FAO- Food and Agriculture Organization 

 FAA-Free of all average 

 FAS-Free alongside ship 

 FCA- Free carrier  

 FCL-Full container load 

 FLATA-Federation Internationale des Associations de Transitaires et Assimiles 

 FLATA-FCR-FLATA- Forwarders‘ Certificate of Receipt 

 FBL-FLATA Negotiable Combined Transport bill of Landing 

 FOB-Free on board 

 FPA-Free of particular average 

 GATT-General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade 

 GNP-Gross national Product 

 GR. WT -Gross weight 

 IBRD- International bank for reconstruction and development 

 ICC( Inco)- International Chamber of commerce 

 ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 

 IDA -International Development Association 

 IFAD- International Fund For Agricultural Development 

 IFC- International Finance Corporation 

 ILO-International Labor Organization 

 IMF International Monetary fund 

 IMO  International Marine Organization 

 INC. Incorporated 

 ISO International Organization For Standardization 

 ITO-International Telecommunication Union 

 ITC- International Trade Enter 

 IAEA -International Atomic Energy Agency 

 K.G. Kommandit-Gesellschaft
9
 

 LASH-Lighter abroad ship 

 Libid- London Inter-Bank offered rate 

 LIBOR-London Inter bank offered rate 

 LCL-Less than full container load 

 Ltd-Limited 

                                                             
9 komandituri sazogadoeba(germanul.) 
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 m.f.c. price-most forward customer price 

 MIGA-Mutilateral Investment Guarantee Agency 

 MNC Multinational Corporation 

 MNE-Multinational Enterprise 

 MU-Monetary union 

 NI- National Income 

 NNP- Net National product 

 NOC-Notice of compilation 

 NOD- Notice of dispatch 

 NOR, N/R -Notice of readiness 

 NT WT- Net  Weight 

 NVD -No value declared 

 NAFTA- North Americas Free Trade Agreement 
 OECD -Organization For Economic Development And Cooperation 

 Plc. Public limited company 

 Ro/Ro Roll on/ Roll off 

 SA- Societe Anonym 

 SAD-Single Administrative document (Customs) 

 SDRs- Special Drawing Rights 

 SGS
10

 -Societe Generale de Surveillence S.A 

 SWIFT -Society For World Wide Interbank Financial telecommunication 

 TT- Telegraphic transfer 

 UCC -US Uniform Commercial Code 

 UCP -Uniform Customs and Practice For Documentary Credits 

 UN- United Nations 

 UNESCO-UN Educational Scientific And Cultural Organization 

 UNCITRAL- United Nations Commission On International Trade Law 

 UNCTAD- United nations conference on Trade and development 

 UNIDO -UN Industrial Development Program 

 UNCDF- UN Capital Development Fund 

 UNDP - UN Development Program 

 UNEF- UN Environment Program 

 UNIDCP -UN International Drug Control Program 

 UPU -Universal Postal Union 

 WFP- World Food Program 

 WA- With Average 

 WHO -World Health Organization 

 WIPO- World Intellectual Property Organization 

 WTO -World Trade Organization 

 W/T -Weight 

 WBG- World Bank Group 

 WMO -World Meteorological Organization 
 

                                                             
10 produqciis xarisxis kontrolisa da testirebis servisis kompania 
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Country and Currency  

 

Currency 
Code  

 

Graphic  
Image  

 
America (United States of America), Dollars USD 

 

Afghanistan, Afghanis AFN 

 

Australia, Dollars AUD 

 

Azerbaijan, New Manats AZN 

 

Belarus, Rubles BYR 

 

Bolivia, Bolivianos BOB 

 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Convertible Marka BAM 

 

Bulgaria, Leva BGN 

 

Brazil, Reais BRL 

 

Britain (United Kingdom), Pounds GBP 

 

Canada, Dollars CAD 

 

Chile, Pesos CLP 

 

China, Yuan Renminbi CNY 

 

Colombia, Pesos COP 

 

Cuba, Pesos CUP 

 

Czech Republic, Koruny CZK 

 

Denmark, Kroner DKK 

 

Dominican Republic, Pesos DOP 

 

Egypt, Pounds EGP 

 

England (United Kingdom), Pounds GBP 

 

Estonia, Krooni EEK 

 

Euro EUR 

 

France, Euro EUR 

 

Georgia GEL GEL 

Holland (Netherlands), Euro EUR 

 

Hong Kong, Dollars HKD 

 

World Cuurency Symbols 

http://www.xe.com/iso4217.htm
http://www.xe.com/iso4217.htm
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Hungary, Forint HUF 

 

Iceland, Kronur ISK 

 

India, Rupees (Rs or Rs. are commonly used instead of the symbol) INR 

 

Indonesia, Rupiahs IDR 

 

Iran, Rials IRR 

 

Israel, New Shekels ILS 

 

Italy, Euro EUR 

 

Jamaica, Dollars JMD 

 

Japan, Yen JPY 

 

Kazakhstan, Tenge KZT 

 

Korea (North), Won KPW 

 

Korea (South), Won KRW 

 

Kyrgyzstan, Soms KGS 

 

Latvia, Lati LVL 

 

Liechtenstein, Switzerland Francs CHF 

 

Lithuania, Litai LTL 

 

Macedonia, Denars MKD 

 

Malta, Euro EUR 

 

Mexico, Pesos MXN 

 

Mongolia, Tugriks MNT 

 

Nepal, Rupees NPR 

 

Netherlands Antilles, Guilders (also called Florins) ANG 

 

Netherlands, Euro EUR 

 

New Zealand, Dollars NZD 

 

North Korea, Won KPW 

 

Norway, Krone NOK 

 

Pakistan, Rupees PKR 

 

Panama, Balboa PAB 
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Peru, Nuevos Soles PEN 

 

Philippines, Pesos PHP 

 

Poland, Zlotych PLN 

 

Qatar, Rials QAR 

 

Romania, New Lei RON 

 

Russia, Rubles RUB 

 

Saudi Arabia, Riyals SAR 

 

Serbia, Dinars RSD 

 

Singapore, Dollars SGD 

 

South Africa, Rand ZAR 

 

South Korea, Won KRW 

 

Sweden, Kronor SEK 

 

Switzerland, Francs CHF 

 

Syria, Pounds SYP 

 

Taiwan, New Dollars TWD 

 

Thailand, Baht THB 

 

Trinidad and Tobago, Dollars TTD 

 

Turkey, Lira TRY 

 

Ukraine, Hryvnia UAH 

 

United Kingdom, Pounds GBP 

 

United States of America, Dollars USD 

 

Uruguay, Pesos UYU 

 

Uzbekistan, Sums UZS 

 

Venezuela, Bolivares Fuertes VEF 

 

Vietnam, Dong VND 
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